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Cover photograph: Emmerson Road looking north toward Everson. Note the clear drop in
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Lower Nooksack River Unsteady-Flow Model
and
Analysis of Initial Scenarios Near Everson
Whatcom County, Washington
Delbert D. Franz
Linsley, Kraeger Associates, Ltd.
6 February 2004

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The unsteady- ow models of the lower Nooksack River and the over ow corridor between
Everson and Sumas have been completed and applied to three initial scenarios near Everson. Great
diculty was encountered in calibrating the 1990 event but the data gathered from a modest ood
in January of 2002 proved the key to unlocking some of the mysteries of this ood.
The ow at the Deming gage proved to be unreliable for the 1990 ood and had to be adjusted by factors ranging from about 0.7 to 1.7 during November of 1990. These adjustments were
developed through calibration to create the correct ows at Ferndale, which has a reliable record,
and to match the stage record at Huntingdon at the International Border. The calibration for 1990
was delayed until both the 2002 and 1995 events were calibrated. In both these cases the adjustments required to the ows at Deming were small. Eventually all three events followed a consistent
pattern once invert shifts of up to six feet downward were made near Everson to calibrate to the
2002 ood. That shift proved to be the adjustment that helped make sense of the 1990 event and
produced over ows of the correct magnitude at the International Border.
Veri cation of the model was obtained from parts of these events not used in calibration. The
second over ow in November of 1990 was well approximated given the limited data describing it.
A small over ow that generated a press release on November 13, was also reproduced at nearly the
correct time by the model. Finally the 1995 over ow did not reach Sumas and the International
Border and when the simulated over ow at Everson Main Street for that year was routed to
Huntingdon at the border, the timing of the peak was within one-half hour of the observed peak
and there was adequate room for local runo from rainfall. Consequently the model is calibrated
and veri ed and will serve as a useful tool for Whatcom County sta and consultants.
The rst two scenarios simulated the joint e ect of the new bridges at Everson and the Lagerway Dike, both constructed after the 1990 ood but before the 1995 ood. The ood used was
the 1990 ood, the levees were at their current levels with the exception of the changes required to
represent the addition of the Lagerway Dike. No levee failures nor ood ghting were simulated.
The joint e ect of the new bridges and the Lagerway Dike was to increase the peak over ow at
Everson Main Street by about 2.6 per cent and the volume of over ow by about 3.5 percent. This
outcome was contrary to that expected. The reason for this outcome is that there are two barriers
to over ow and not just one. The primary barrier is the crest of the high ground near Everson
downstream of the extension of Massey Road and ending just upstream of the embankment for the
Everson Bridge. The secondary barrier is formed by Emmerson Road and high ground or dikes
near the edge of Everson. The area between these two barriers is the over ow strip. More than
one-third of the water owing over the primary barrier returns to the Nooksack after owing some
distance downstream in this strip, past the location of the Lagerway Dike. The remaining water
either ows over Emmerson Road or into Everson.
vii

The key to the unexpected outcome is that the Lagerway Dike constricts the downstream ow
in the over ow strip for about 20 percent of its length. This constriction occurs upstream of the
major points of return ow to the Nooksack. Thus the e ect of the dike is to prevent water from
entering Everson, as intended, but it also causes more water to ow over Emmerson Road and to
the over ow corridor. A detailed analysis shows that the new Main Street bridges and the removal
of the railroad bridge, actually reduced the volume of water that over ows from the Nooksack into
the over ow strip. However, the Lagerway Dike capacity constriction more than compensates for
this reduction so that more water does ow to Everson Main Street.
This detailed scrutiny of the over ow also showed that changes at Everson Main Street in the
range of one-half foot would only have e ects local to the area immediately around that street
and there would be no e ect on the over ow from the Nooksack nor to the ow to Sumas and the
International Border. Changes of that order on the critical part of Emmerson Road, the secondary
barrier for over ows, would have a signi cant e ect. Thus concern now placed on conditions at
Main Street should be shifted to concern on parts of Emmerson Road.
The e ect of complete prevention of over ow at Everson was also evaluated. A mathematical
ood ght was simulated so that all water had to remain in the Nooksack at the usual points
of over ow near Everson. The principal e ect was to move more water into ood plains already
ooded when an over ow was allowed. Thus unprotected or only weakly protected ood plains
took most of the extra water diverted to the Nooksack at Everson. If the ood plains disappeared
or were protected, the increased ow re-appeared in the Nooksack. For example, the increase in
peak ow at the USGS gage in Ferndale was 7.9 percent and the increase just below the Everson
bridge was 8 percent.
Complete prevention of over ow at Everson tends to increase the ood levels in areas already
ooded, increases the ow over levees, and makes ood ghting at threatened locations more
dicult.
The models as given here are now useful tools able to evaluate a broad range of management
alternatives for the lower Nooksack River and the over ow corridor. Updates to the model will be
required for future oods and changes in the modeled areas. It would also be useful to establish a
modest network of crest-stage gages and some time-recording gages at key locations, such as the
Everson Bridge on the Nooksack, and upstream of Everson Main Street, to make future calibration
checks easier. The record at Deming will remain problematic and additional information in the
Nooksack will be needed close to Everson.
It appears prudent to document current conditions at the primary and secondary barriers
to over ow to establish a base condition and to re ne the local geometry. Over ows originating
upstream of Massey Road appear to be of lesser concern but the current high ground is subject to
loss if the Nooksack River shifts farther eastward. Thus attention should be placed on limiting this
movement to protect the current high ground so that the major over ows do not originate here as
well.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The lower Nooksack River begins at the junction of its various forks a short distance upstream
of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) gage at Deming, Washington. The upstream limit
of the modeling is at the USGS gage at this location and the downstream limit is Bellingham
Bay. The river from Deming to Everson is mobile, adjusting its location with each major ow,
and shifting its location more slowly during moderate and low- ow events. The current model
does not address the movement of the river and its sediment load directly. That may take place
in the future as the management demands increase. Figure 1{1 shows an outline map of the lower
Nooksack River and the Everson-Sumas over ow corridor. Previous studies of this system broke
it into reaches: Reach 1-Bellingham Bay to Interstate 5; Reach 2- Interstate 5 to Guide Meridian
Road; Reach 3-Guide Meridian Road to Everson Bridge; Reach 4-Everson Bridge to Deming gage;
and Reach 5-Everson Main Street to Sumas and British Columbia. References to various reaches
will appear frequently in the sequel. Reach 5 is also called the over ow corridor in some contexts.
The purpose of the model is to provide a tool to evaluate the potential e ects of a range
of management options for the river. One issue that has been under discussion for some years
is the nature of the over ow of water to Sumas and British Columbia during large oods. This
over ow originates near Everson and ows along a vestigial river valley that contains Sumas at
the International Border and continues to join the Fraser River some distance north of the border.
Flood damages along this over ow corridor are large and developmental pressures continue. This
ow path is called the Everson-Sumas over ow corridor in this report. Changes in bridges and
dikes near Everson after the 1990 ood are also of concern. In the future, Whatcom County sta
will use the model to evaluate a wide variety of possible actions to manage an active river system.
Previous studies have documented the ood history and the management issues in greater
detail than need be given here. The following documents should be consulted for an overview of
the issues as well as previous analysis e orts:
Klohn Leono , \Nooksack River Channel Capacity Study", Volumes 1 and 2, January, 1993.
Wilson Hydrotechical, \The Sumas River Flood Routing Study: Interim Report", Volumes 1
and 2, July, 1998.
LKA, \Modeling of the Nooksack-Fraser Over ow Corridor", June, 1997.
The following series of reports are a selection from the Whatcom County, Lower Nooksack River
Comprehensive Flood Hazard Management Plan study:
KCM, \Nooksack River Flood History", June, 1995.
KCM, \Everson Over ow to Sumas", November, 1995.
KCM, \Flood Hazard Management Concepts and Preliminary Project List: Reach 1: Interstate
5 to Nooksack Delta", Interim Report, February, 1996.
KCM, \Flood Hazard Management Concepts and Preliminary Project List: Reach 2: Guide
Meridian Street to Interstate 5 Bridge", Interim Report, February, 1996.
KCM, \Flood Hazard Management Concepts and Preliminary Project List: Reach 3: Everson
Bridge to Guide Meridian Street", Interim Report, February, 1996.
KCM, \Flood Hazard Management Concepts and Preliminary Project List: Reach 4: Deming
to Everson", Interim Report, March, 1996.
Water Resources Consulting, \Hydrologic Analysis of the Nooksack River at Deming and
Ferndale", for KCM, June, 1995.
KCM, \River Conveyance Capacity: Nooksack River Near Everson", November, 1995.
KCM, \Hydraulic Modeling of Flood Flows", February, 1997,
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modeling study of the over ow corridor. This greatly assisted in the model development.
Brook Kraeger, Linsley, Kraeger and Associates, developed the hydrology of the tributaries
making the best of the limited stream ow and rainfall data available. He also provided the initial
draft of Appendix E documenting that work.
I would also like to acknowledge the contributions of a wide variety of local residents who
through eld trips and meetings have contributed to an understanding of past oods and other
management issues. Gaining a perspective from a variety of sources helps put the modeling e ort
in context and provides insights that will aid in sorting through the available and sometimes
con icting information.
The work done here would not have been possible without major nancial support of the
Department of Ecology (DOE) of the State of Washington. Richard Grout, Tim Daaci, Charles
Steele, and Dave Burdick have been active in this support so that this project could move forward.
The work accomplished in previous projects has formed a valuable source of information on
ood history, geometric and roughness data, compendia of high-water marks, analysis, and insights
on a variety of issues. These include the studies done by KCM, and Klohn Leono for Whatcom
County. The study done for the City of Sumas by KCM and Linsley, Kraeger Associates (LKA)
provided the base model for the Everson-Sumas over ow corridor. Reports and insights from various
sta and consultants in Canada have supplied valuable information on past oods and thoughtful
discussions of approaches to making sense of the data we do have. The modeling work done there
has played a key role in the past and will continue to do so in the future.

Modeling System Used
A modeling system is a collection of computer software that provides the tools needed to build
a model of a stream system. The unsteady- ow modeling system used here is the FEQ/FEQUTL
system that has been in use and under development since 1976. This system is in use in the United
States and in several countries around the world. It is designed to be exible and powerful enough
to describe any stream system that ts the general assumptions of one-dimensional ow. It has
been used for streams as large as the Mississippi River and as small as a ditch only a few hundred
feet long. The modeling system has been approved for use in ood insurance studies by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The principal sta member for the work reported here is
1{2

Figure 1{1: Lower Nooksack River and the Over ow Corridor

1{3
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also the author of the modeling system so that it can be used to its maximum potential in attaining
the goals of this project. See Franz(2003a, 2003b) for a detailed description of the modeling system.

Nature of One-Dimensional Models

A one-dimensional model (1-D model) assumes that the important variation of the ow takes
place along the ow path taken by the water. A ow path can be a river channel, a ood plain,
or any other physical feature along which water may ow. As an example, consider a portion of
the Nooksack River that is leveed on both sides and the water is below the levee crest. The shape
of the ow path is de ned by a series of cross sections, taken approximately perpendicular to the
direction of ow. These cross sections de ne the boundary of the ow for the water and are based
on either eld surveys or topographic maps. The variation of the ow-path shape between cross
sections is assumed to be smooth. Additionally, 1-D modeling assumes that the water surface is
horizontal across each ow path. The series of cross sections and their locations collectively describe
the geometry of the ow path. When supplemented with coecients that describe the resistance
to ow (Manning's roughness coecients) in the ow path, we have the hydraulic geometry that
we need for the ow path in the model.
When the water-surface elevation exceeds the levee-crest elevation at one or more points, we
begin to have over ow from the main channel into the ood plain. The ood plain must then also
be represented by a ow path with de ning cross sections in order to receive this water. Thus we
will have two or more approximately parallel ow paths that are connected by ows over the levees
or high banks. These ows over the levee or high bank are themselves another distinct ow path
that we must describe. The levee crest width, the nature of its surface, and its elevation pro le
along the river must be known to estimate the ow over it at any point. Thus we get a series of
interconnected ow paths on a roughly rectangular grid that represents the ow in a river with
ood plains protected by levees or high banks.
A 1-D model then consists of one or more ow paths and their interconnections (junctions)
supplemented with some information at the boundaries of the model. The characteristics of the
interconnections depend on the physical conditions at the junction of the ow paths. Bridges, dams,
culverts, levees, roads, and other similar physical features in the stream system de ne the nature
of the interconnections. At the boundaries of the model, something must be known about the ow
in the ow path: variation of ow with time (a hydrograph), variation of water-surface elevation
with time (a tidal record), or a relationship between the ow and the corresponding water-surface
elevation (a ow rating). The values known at a boundary are called a boundary condition. At
a high level of abstraction, the mathematical model computes how the changes at the boundaries
move through and interact within the model. Thus boundary conditions are an important part of
the model.
As already mentioned, not all ow paths are of the same nature. FEQ uses three di erent ow
paths to describe any stream system being modeled: branches de ned by cross sections, dummy
branches, de ned by a ow table, for example, ow over a short segment of levee, and level-pool
reservoirs that describe areas in which the water ponds with an essentially horizontal surface. At
junctions among ow paths there are about 20 di erent options to represent a variety of hydraulic
features in a stream system, including, among others, culverts, bridges, ow over roads, ow over
dams, ow through gates, ow over levees, and ow over high ground. The ow paths plus the
options at junctions supplemented with boundary conditions then de ne the mathematical model
of a stream system. The size of a model then is measured in various ways by the number of these
components that are needed. The complexity of the model usually increases as the component
counts get large.
Given the descriptions of the ow paths, junctions, interconnections, and boundary conditions,
FEQ then computes values of ow and water-surface elevation at a large number of points, called
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nodes, in the model. A node exists at each cross section de ning a branch ow path, and two nodes
are required for each dummy branch and each level-pool reservoir. Starting from the values known
at the boundaries, FEQ must compute values at thousands of nodes. To do this FEQ builds a
collection of equations, one for each unknown, using the basic principles that describe the motion
of water in 1-D ow. This collection of equations is then "the mathematical model" of the stream
system. Solving this system at many di erent points in time then gives the results at each node over
the duration of a ood. Thus the FEQ computer program is solving many thousands of equations
at thousands of points in time for a complex model.
To provide some concept of the size and complexity of the current model we give some counts
for various parts of it. There are three models involved: the model along the mainstem, from
Deming to Bellingham Bay (R1-R4), the model of the over ow corridor from Everson to Sumas
and the near-border areas in British Columbia (R5), and the combined model, (R1-R5). This latter
model is only used to justify splitting the model into two sub-models, taken up later in this report.
Table 1 gives some numbers de ning the size of the current models. To put these numbers in a
historical context, the largest model built using the FEQ software prior to the current models, had
perhaps 200 branches.
TABLE 1{1: Measures of Model Size: 1990 Geometry
Component
being
Counted
Branches
Level-Pool Reservoirs
Dummy Branches
Junctions
Boundary Conditions
Cross Section Tables
From DTM
Interpolated
Flow Tables
Miles of Flowpath
Number of Equations
Files Used

Count
Count
for R1{R4 for R5
Model
Model
1487
698
22
23
1189
680
1461
841
35
30
1262
1557
1158
105
14094
324

Why is the Lower Nooksack River so Complex?

539
533
731
45
8608
142

Count
for R1{R5
Model
2185
44
1869
2304
61
1801
2090
1889
150
22702
466

The size of a model of a river has little to do with the size of the river. For example,
FEQ/FEQUTL was used to create a model of part of the Mississippi River with a total owpath length of 630 miles and only 25 branches were required. What makes a model large is the
purpose of the model and the level of detail needed in the model. The Mississippi model did not
model ows over levees. Furthermore, the ows in the Mississippi are large and only major tributaries were included. Consequently a single branch could represent ten's of miles of ow path and
therefore only a few branches were required. The model of the Mississippi would have been much
more complex if ows over levees had been required.
In contrast the purpose of the current models plus the nature of the Nooksack River created
much larger component counts and greater complexity in the ow patterns simulated. The following
factors were involved:
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1. The Lower Nooksack River has extensive depressed ood plains protected from moderate
ooding by either levees or high ground. This required representing these ood plains with
ow paths distinct from the river channel because the level of the water surface in the river
channel will often be much di erent than the level in the ood plain. The purpose of the model
required that ows over levees/high ground be included.
2. The ood plains also may have multiple ow paths with their own local divides that most
be represented. These divides can be formed by high ground, subsidiary levees, such as on
Fishtrap Creek, or by roads or railroads. Thus we get a total of about 150 miles of ow path
out of a stream system with an apparent ow length of about 45 miles-a factor of three increase!
3. The levee/high ground must be divided into many small segments to properly represent the
variation of ow over it. FEQ requires that a junction be provided for every connection to a
ow path. This then yields many short branches. Branches may only be about 500 feet long
and often less when there are potential over ows between adjacent ow paths. These cause
the count of branches to become large.
4. Each point of potential over ow must have a ow table that de nes the hydraulic performance
of that segment of over ow surface. We then have many hundreds of ow tables that must
be de ned, computed, stored, and retrieved. Add to this that there are at least two di erent
surveys of the levee crests, 1987 and circa 2000, requiring di erent ow tables for each.
5. One of the purposes of this model is to provide a tool to construct maps for ood insurance.
Representing the ows over levees and distinguishing ow paths is required to properly establish
reasonable estimates of maximum water levels in these ow paths during a major ood.
6. The model will be used to compute the outcome of a given ood under conditions di ering from
those of its occurrence. For example, the bridge over the Nooksack at Everson was replaced
after the 1990 ood. In the same time period, an existing dike next to Everson was extended.
The extension, known as the Lagerway Dike, after the then mayor of Everson, increased the
protection already a orded by the existing dike. Questions have been raised about the e ects
that these two changes would have on ood levels in the Nooksack as well as on the ow of water
into the over ow corridor that a ects Sumas and British Columbia. Each set of conditions is
called a scenario and several will be detailed later in this report.
For all of these reasons the models for the Nooksack are large and complex because their goal
is to properly mimic the major hydraulic features of a complex river system. Thus even though the
Nooksack is small compared to the Mississippi, the purposes of the current model make it much
more complex than the model of the larger river system.

Calibration of a Model

The assembly of the three major parts of a 1-D model: ow paths, ow-path interconnections,
and boundary conditions, does not de ne a complete model. Our understanding of the ow of
water is not yet, and may never be, at the point where we can assign the resistance to ow that
the water will experience by just knowing the geometry of the ow path and the nature of its ow
surface. We must also have past observations of the ow of water in the system to adjust our initial
estimate of roughness coecients. It is also true that the details of one or more ow path junctions
may require revision once quantitative estimates of past ows are simulated by the model. This
process of making reasoned adjustments to those parts of the model that have uncertain values
is called calibration. An uncalibrated model is an unreliable tool so some form of calibration is
needed.

Validation of a Model

Once a model is calibrated to one or more ood events it is a good practice to validate the
model to a ood event not used in the calibration. However, validation may be limited by the
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paucity of reliable data for calibration. There is never an excess of reliable data for ood events.
By their very nature, ood events imperil life and property so that e orts during the ood are
concentrated on limiting the danger of the ood. Subsequent to the event, e ort is concentrated on
cleanup and recovery of vital services. Often lost in this e ort is documentation, in a quantitative
sense, of what happened. Thus subsequent analyses of the event are complicated by this lack of
quantitative description. More will be said about this fundamental problem later in this report.
There are ways to improve the situation but they require priority and funding even during periods
without oods. Only then will there be sucient data to begin to validate a model for routine
management use.

Nature of this Report

This report is the nal report of a four-year period ending June 30, 2003. The development
of the model, its calibration, and its use in several scenarios are discussed. Details are given
in appendices. A collection of data CD's contains the many les used and created during the
development and application of this model.
The level of presentation, for the most part, assumes a knowledge of modeling and particularly,
knowledge of unsteady- ow modeling using the modeling system, FEQ. Summary and overview
sections will be somewhat less technical for the general reader. However, the goal of this report
is to document the model so that a knowledgeable and motivated modeler could modify and use
the model after some period of review and intense study. Individuals not currently needing the
technical details of the model construction should skip to: Chapter 5, Calibration of the Models.
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Chapter 2
CONVENTIONS FOR DESCRIPTION OF THE STREAM SYSTEM
In order to organize the many details of an unsteady- ow model, conventions for naming sets
of information were devised and re ned. The conventions were designed to aid in recall and also
provide clues of a general nature about the entity. There are thousands of items of information
that must be named/labeled and standard patterns aid greatly in nding, recalling, and working
with the model.

Reaches

A reach in this context is an extended length (several miles) of the stream system that breaks
it into pieces that are more manageable during the construction of the model. Reaches had already
been de ned and named by previous work and these designations were retained in order to provide
continuity with that work. The reaches are as follows:
Reach 1: Bellingham Bay to Interstate 5. This includes the Lummi River and its ood plain.
Reach 2: From Interstate 5 to the Guide Meridian Road.
Reach 3: From Guide Meridian Road to Everson Road.
Reach 4: From Everson Road to the USGS gage at Deming. In some applications this reach
is subdivided into an upper and lower part with the division being Mt. Baker Highway Bridge.
Reach 5: The over ow corridor from Everson Main Street to Sumas. For this study Reach
5 has been extended into British Columbia, Canada, to the Southern BC Railroad embankment.
The ow data for coordination with the modeling e ort in British Columbia is provided at the
International Border.
There are several ways of naming the reaches. In text they are given as described here, e.g.
Reach 1 and so forth. However, the reach is also a part of other named items in the model. Due to
the naming rules for nodes in Eagle Point Software, a utility used in the model development, in many
contexts the reach number is replaced with a letter of the alphabet. Thus RA is an abbreviation
for Reach 1 and RE is an abbreviation for Reach 5. In other contexts abbreviations such as R1,
R2, and so forth are used for reaches. However, the symbols R1, R2, and so forth also appear in
a slightly di erent context to be taken up below. Thus care must be used in reading some names
to make sure that the correct interpretation is given to each part of the name. This is a side e ect
of trying to use a concise but yet descriptive name.

Branches

A branch has a special meaning in the FEQ modeling system. A branch is a segment of
a ow path that is described by a series of cross sections but does not include any junctions
(interconnections) within it. Junctions only occur at the ends of the branch. A cross section must
be given at each end of the branch as well as at any interior location where results are to be
computed. Each of the locations where results are computed is called a node. The nodes at the end
of the branch are called exterior nodes and the nodes not at the end of the branch (if there are any)
are called interior nodes. The exterior nodes are the nodes that take part in the interconnections
among ow paths and thus play a special role in the model.
Currently FEQ requires that each branch be assigned a unique number between 1 and 9999.
They need not be consecutive nor be in any particular order. Thus we can devise ranges of numbers
that have meaning in our current context. The rule selected here is simple: Each reach was given a
maximum of 1000 branches: Reach 1 numbers 1000--1999; Reach 2 numbers 2000--2999; Reach
3 numbers 3000--3999; Reach 4 numbers 4000-4999; and Reach 5 numbers 5000-5999, 60006999. Note that Reach 5 has an additional range for branch numbers. This was added in order to
allow greater freedom in allocating numbers in a meaningful pattern.
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The exterior nodes at the ends of each branch are then, by FEQ requirement, labeled with the
letter U followed by the branch number at the upstream end of the branch and the letter D followed
by the branch number at the downstream end of the branch. Thus the upstream exterior node on
branch number 1256 would be U1256 and the downstream exterior node would be D1256.
Each reach had its branch numbers further subdivided for the various ow paths required in
each. The details for these subdivisions are given in Appendix B for the interested reader. The
goal was again to follow a consistent pattern in the numbering in so far as possible.
The Reach 5 model has some parts that still retain the numbering and naming conventions
used in the Sumas modeling project. In time these parts will be updated to match those described
here. However, using that model will require adapting to the older conventions in parts of the
model.

Dummy Branches and Level-Pool Reservoirs

Branches are one of the main ow paths implemented in the FEQ modeling system. The other
two ow paths are dummy branches and level-pool reservoirs. A dummy branch represents a ow
path for which the length and volume of the ow path is of secondary concern and the primary
interest is in the ow that takes place in the path. A primary example is the ow over levees in
the Nooksack model. The model must compute what this ow is given the characteristics of a
segment of the levee, and the water level in the Nooksack River and the water level in the ow path
receiving the water. The actual ow distance over the levee crest is implicit in the computations.
Thus a dummy branch has a ow and an elevation but the volume of water it contains is negligible.
The hydraulic resistance to ow in the dummy branch is already included in the relationship that
de nes its ow.
A level-pool reservoir is a ow path of such size and shape relative to the ows through it that
we can treat the water surface as essentially horizontal with negligible error. The ponding of water
in various locations in the Lummi River ood plain, as water was trapped behind the sea wall is
an example application of a level-pool reservoir (LPR) in the model of the lower Nooksack River.
FEQ requires that these ow paths be de ned by two free exterior nodes. A free exterior node
is a node that takes part in a junction (interconnection between ow paths) but is not on a branch.
These nodes are labeled with the letter F followed by a number in the range of 1 through 9999. In
keeping with the branch pattern, each reach has the numeric part of the free-node name in a range
de ned by the reach number. Thus Reach 1 has free nodes F1000 through F1999; Reach 2 has
free nodes F2000 through F2999, and so forth. This gives each reach a maximum of 500 dummy
branches and level-pool reservoirs. Should this prove too few we can always add some numbers in
the range of 6000 through 9999. This has been done in some reaches where needed to keep more
meaningful patterns.
The relationship between the numeric part of the free-node names on a dummy branch is
de ned by the user. For convenience in the lower Nooksack Model, the downstream free-node
numeric is always 500 larger than the upstream free-node numeric. That is the free-nodes are used
in pairs like: F1000:F1500, F1001:F1501. Thus knowing one end of the ow path de nes the name
for the other end. This greatly aids nding one's way among the few thousand lines of text that
de ne the interconnections among ow paths.

Flow-Path Delineation

One-D analysis of ows in a river system assumes that ow only occurs along pre-de ned ow
paths. It is up to the model builder to decide what ow paths are to be used. The general guidelines
used here are as follows:
1. One ow path is always the principal stream channel. This may include the ood plains as
well, depending on factors given below.
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2. If the ood plains are protected by signi cant levees, then such ood plains must also be a
separate ow path to properly model divided ow. It is also true that many streams have what
are called natural "levees", that is the bank near the principal channel is much higher than
the invert of the ood plain. One-D analysis assumes a horizontal water surface across each
ow path. If the water level in the ood plain can be at a signi cantly di erent level than in
the principal channel, then the ood plain must be a distinct ow path.
3. Distinct ow paths may be needed if the principal channel is highly sinuous and ow that is
above bank full can short circuit over the ood plain.
4. Flow around signi cant islands in which an assumption of a horizontal water surface is again
invalid, requires distinct ow paths.
5. Distinct ow paths are needed if one goal of the analysis is to estimate the distribution of
ow across a stream system. The water surface may be essentially horizontal and proper
interconnections must be made so that the approximate ow exchange between adjacent ow
paths takes place.

Flow Lines and Cross Sections
Modeling the lower Nooksack River requires multiple ow paths because long reaches of the
river have levees or high banks adjacent to the principal channel. As an example, the invert of
Scott Ditch at some points in Reach 3, is nearly at the same elevation as the invert of the Nooksack
River channel adjacent to it. Levees and high ground limit entry of water into this ood plain.
Thus the di erence in water-surface elevation between these two ow paths can be large early in a
ood.
The right-hand ood plain in Reach 3 also contains Mormon Ditch, and Kamm Creek. Near
the junction of these various water courses exists a depressed area, which for purposes of model
description has been given the name: Kamm Creek Depression. Initially water enters the Kamm
Creek Depression by back ow up Kamm Creek. As the water level in the Nooksack continues to
increase, however, water begins to ow into the Kamm Creek Depression from upstream and the
ow then reverses in Kamm Creek. Multiple ow paths in parallel and some at right angles are
needed to approximately model the ow patterns in this area.
In order to properly model nearly parallel ow paths we must interconnect them at frequent
intervals to represent the ow that takes place over levees, through levee failures, and over existing
high ground. These interconnections follow a consistent pattern and it became feasible to create
a means to automate many of the detailed operations required to de ne the ow paths and the
interconnections between them. In order to do this a series of ow lines must be drawn on a map
of the stream system. These lines represent an approximation to the direction of ow in the stream
system. In a typical case with a principal channel and two ood plains protected by levees we
would have a minimum of seven ow lines:
1. A ow line along the principal channel de ning the direction of ow as well as the ow distance
along this channel. This ow line is the main river-mile ow line.
2. A ow line along the crest of each levee or high ground that forms the approximate point of
division between the ow paths. These ow lines are called bank lines since they de ne the
"bank" of the channel where bank is the trace along the high point over which water must
ow to get from one ow path to an adjacent ow path.
3. A ow line in each ood plain that de nes the approximate ow direction in the ood plain.
If there is only one such ow line drawn, it also serves as the line that de nes the ow distance
along this ow path. This line is called the auxiliary river-mile ow line in this case. If the
ood plain is wide we may add additional ow lines to more clearly de ne the average ow
distance and ow direction for the ow path.
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4. A ow line must be drawn at each valley wall at the approximate maximum limit of inundation
expected from any ood to be modeled. These ow lines then trace the approximate edge of
water for this maximum ood.
The number of ow lines de ned at a section across the stream system depends on the complexity of the stream system. There must be one ow line for each ow path that will be used
to de ne the distance along that ow path. There must be one ow line that de nes the "bank"
between adjacent ow paths and there must be one ow line that de nes the outermost edge of the
area being modeled, to represent the valley "wall". There may be additional ow lines to de ne
the variation of distance of ow and ow direction within a ow path.
Cross sections are then drawn at approximate right angles to the series of ow lines. Each cross
section must extend from valley wall to valley wall. That is, it crosses all ow lines at that location
in the stream system. Also adjacent cross sections cannot intersect. Thus we create a pattern
of curved ow lines and cross sections that form an irregular net with approximately rectangular
elements. Figure 2{1 shows the ow lines and cross sections for Reach 3. This was one of the more
complex reaches and had many ow paths.
Each ow line and cross section must be given a unique label. Flow lines are labelled as follows:
1. The label is six characters long with the rst two characters denoting the reach in pure alphabetic form: Reach 1 is RA; Reach 2 is RB; and so forth.
2. The second two characters are always FL denoting a ow line as distinct from a cross section.
3. The last two characters depend on the location of the ow line:
3.1 The main river-mile ow line has the character sequence MM.
3.2 Flow lines to the left of the main river-mile ow line are denoted by the sequences, LA,
LB, and so forth with the letters nearer the beginning of the alphabet used for lines closer
to the main river-mile ow line. As ow paths end and begin a strict sequence cannot be
maintained and need not be maintained. However, insofar as possible, LA should denote
the bank line of the main ow path. LB would denote the next ow line moving left from
the main river-mile ow line.
3.3 Flow lines to the right of the main river-mile ow line are denoted by the sequence RA,
RB, and so forth with the same guidelines as for the ow lines on the left.
4. There may be tributaries that enter the main channel or even one of the ood plains. These
must also have ow lines de ned if they are to be modeled. In this case the rst two characters
are picked to be evocative of the name of the tributary. In some cases stubs of tributaries can
be included in the naming of the ow lines for the main channel as well. It depends on the
orientation of the tributary and the desires of the analyst.
For example: the right-hand bank line for the Nooksack River in Reach 1 would then be given
the name: RAFLRA. The main river-mile ow line for reach 3 is then RCFLMM. In reach 2, two of the
main tributaries are Bertrand Creek and Fishtrap Creek. The manner in which Fishtrap Creek
enters is such that its ow lines are part of the ow-line system used for the Nooksack itself. On
the other hand, Bertrand crosses the ood plain at approximate right angles so that it had its own
independent system of ow lines. Its river-mile ow line was named: BTFLMM, for example.
Each cross section is also given a six-character name that is similar to the labels for the ow
lines. In this case we have the following guidelines:
1. The rst two characters denote the reach as for ow lines.
2. The next two characters are always XS to denote a cross section.
3. The next two characters form a base 26 numbering system with the letter Z being used to
denote the zero of the system. The general goal was to name the cross sections in sequence
from downstream to upstream. However, deviations from that sequence are needed as the
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model is re ned. Thus the sequence is not always followed. A typical sequence of names
for cross sections in reach 4 would then be: RDXSZA, RDXSZB, RDXSZC,: : :,RDXSZY, RDXSAZ,
RDXSAA, RDXSAB, RDXSAC,: : :. The sequence can have missing names as well as names out of
order. The name is not used to de ne order of the cross sections except in a general sense.

Cross Sections and Cross-Section Tables

The cross sections de ned above are valley-crossing sections. If there is more than one ow
path this valley-crossing section will be broken into smaller cross sections that apply to each ow
path. For each of these ow paths FEQ requires a cross-section function table at each cross section.
This table must have a name, no longer than 16 characters. We then need a means of naming the
cross-section function tables for each ow path so that we can relate it to its parent: the valleycrossing section. We also need a designation for the ow path. Here are the conventions used for
the model of the lower Nooksack River:
1. The rst six characters of the name are taken from the parent cross section.
2. The next 2-3 characters are used to denote the ow path. If there is more than one ow path
at a given section, then for the main channel, the next two characters are M. If there is only
one ow path, that is, the valley cross section represents a single ow path, then the next two
characters are S, for a simple cross section. If the ow path at this section is the rst one to
the left from the main channel, the next three characters are L1. The second ow path to
the left of the main one is then L2 and so forth. The same pattern is used for ow paths to
the right with the letter R substituted for the letter L. The underscore or underbar character
is used to set this part of the name o from the name of the parent cross section.
3. The next three characters are used to denote the year in which the cross section was measured.
Parts of the Nooksack River are in motion so that in time there may be several di erent versions
of a cross section at the same location. Most of the cross sections are based on topography
de ned in 1993 or close there to. Thus the next three characters for the cross-section function
tables is .93.
4. The computation of over ow, taken up below, is partially automated as well. In the process
cross-section function tables are created by interpolation between adjacent actual cross sections.
They are named with a slightly di erent convention. The rst two characters still denote
the reach but the next four characters are formed from the nal two characters of the two
parent cross sections involved. For example, if a cross-section function table is interpolated
between parent sections RDXSAU and RDXSAT, then the rst six characters of the name for the
interpolated cross sections are: RDAUAT. The next 2-3 characters denote the ow path as for
an actual cross section and the nal two characters denote the location of the interpolation in
order from upstream to downstream. That is, if there is only one interpolated cross-section
function table, then the nal two characters would be .1. If there are three interpolated
cross-section function tables, then the one most upstream has .1 in its nal two characters
and the most downstream has .3 as its nal two characters. As an example, there are in fact
three interpolated cross-section function tables between the two example parent sections in the
left-hand ood plain in reach 4. They have the names in order from upstream to downstream
of: RDAUAT L1.1, RDAUAT L1.2, and RDAUAT L1.3.
These rules are a simple, consistent system for denoting the various cross-section function
tables and maintaining their relationship to the parent cross section as well as de ning the relative
location of the ow path involved.

Levee/Bank Over ows

The current models have more than 1200 distinct points where ow over a levee or high bank
can occur. In order to semi-automate the creation of these over ows, a standard naming convention
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for the resulting dummy-branch free-node labels and the associated ow tables was also devised.
The over ow is taken from the source channel at a junction. There is a single cross section at this
junction that forms the end of each branch taking part in the junction. If the cross section at the
junction is an interpolated one, most often the case, then the name for the ow table is given by
the cross section name with an L or an R appended to it. The L denotes ow to the left from the
point of view of looking downstream on the source channel and in a similar manner R denotes ow
to the right. If the cross section is an actual cross section, the trailing year indicator is stripped
o , that is, .93, and the L or R is appended.
The free nodes at the ends of the dummy branch that is used to convey this ow from one ow
path to the adjacent ow path are given labels as well. The label for the upstream node is formed
by appending a U to the name for the ow table and the label for the downstream node is formed
by appending a D to the name for the ow table.
As an example, in Reach 3, at River Mile 17.8815, an over ow to the left and to the right is
modeled at the junction between branches 3132 and 3133. These are close to the point where the
Nooksack River currently makes its closest approach to Polinder Road about 1000 feet downstream
of the bridge on Hannegan Road. Based on the number conventions for branches given in Appendix
B, we know that the branches are in Reach 3 because they are in the range of 3000 to 3999. We
also know that they are on the Nooksack River itself because the branch numbers are between
3000 and 3199. The cross section of the Nooksack River at this junction has the name:RCZSZR M.1.
According to the conventions outlined above, the rst two characters denote the reach, that is C
denotes 3. The next two characters are not XS so this is not a measured cross section but it is
an interpolated cross section. This section is between the cross sections named RCXSZS M.93 and
RCXSZR M.93 with the former being upstream of the latter. The .93 denotes that these sections
are based on the topography of 1993 and the M denotes that they are on the main channel. The
interpolated-section name de nes these sections except for the year of measurement which we know
from the master input le to FEQ. The convention for the over ow tables at this point would
give RCZSZR M.1L as the name for the over ow table to the left and RCZSZR M.1R as the name for
the over ow table to the right. Each of these over ows is conveyed along a ow path over the
levee via a dummy branch. The free nodes on the dummy branch for ow to the left have the
labels RCZSZR M.1LU for the upstream node and RCZSZR M.1LD for the downstream node. In the
same manner the nodes on the dummy branch for ow to right have the labels RCZSZR M.1RU and
RCZSZR M.1RD.
This convention ties all items of information together at a point of over ow: the cross section,
the ow path, the direction of over ow, the name of the ow table, and the labels for the free
nodes on the dummy branch. This pattern also makes it simpler to create these names and labels
automatically using computer software.

Directory Structure and File Names
It should be clear by now that many distinct sets of information must be stored and retrieved
by both the software and the analyst. Thus conventions for naming of les and storing them are
of great importance. FEQ does not impose any names or structure in this case. They are left to
the discretion of the modeler.
File Names for Use in FEQ/FEQUTL. FEQUTL is a utility program for FEQ that computes
a variety of function tables. As such it requires three le names as command-line arguments. The
rst of these names is the name of the le that contains the description of the physical structures,
such as a culvert, cross section, embankment, bridge, and so forth, for which ow tables or crosssection function tables are to be computed. It is called the master input le for FEQUTL. The
second name gives the name of the le into which it will place its analysis of the input and results
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formatted for a human reader. Error and warning messages also appear in this le. The third
name given is the name of the le that will contain the cross-section function tables and the ow
tables that will be read by FEQ. They can be read by a human as well, being in ASCII, but the
information is formatted for convenience for FEQ and not the human reader.
FEQUTL does not require the following pattern but it is a pattern that has proved convenient
in practice. We group the information to be processed by FEQUTL on the basis of the command
in FEQUTL used to process the information. This often follows the general nature of the physical
structure involved. For example, all related cross-section descriptions are placed in one le, all
culvert descriptions in another le, all embankment ows in another le and so on. Each le has
a name related to the command or structure. For example for processing cross sections we use
xsec.in for the master-input le, xsec.out for the output le, the one for humans, and xsec.tab
for the cross-section function tables for FEQ.
For computing ows through culverts the names are: culvert.in, culvert.out, and culvert.tab. The command for computing ow tables for ow over an embankment is EMBANKQ.
Therefore the le names in that case are: embankq.in, embankq.out, and embankq.tab.
FEQ requires two le names be given as command-line arguments. The rst is the name of
the user-created le that de nes the model being computed. This is again the master-input le for
FEQ. The second is the name of the le to receive the output created by FEQ. The input le is
feqin and the output le is out or some modi cation thereof to distinguish it from closely related
cases.
This convention for names yields simple names but the directory structure must be used to
distinguish les with the same name but which refer to di erent parts of the model. Thus the
contents of a le of a given name depends on where in the directory structure it resides. This is the
principal reason for having a directory structure: so that le names could be short and descriptive
and yet complex and large sets of information could be organized.
Directory Structure. The directory structure used for the model of the lower Nooksack is large
and deep. It has hundreds of subdirectories and several thousand les counting all levels. The
current size of the directory is about 1 GB excluding the maps and graphics which are stored in
another structure. The structure for the maps and graphics contains about 100 subdirectories and
about 1.8 GB of le space. Clearly we can only give the general pattern of the structure here. The
directory structure for maps and CAD graphics is given in Appendix C.
The information related to the construction of the model, excluding graphics for the most part,
is stored under the principal directory name: nooksack. We use lower case names for directory
names and le names. The vagaries of MS Windows are such that sometimes the le names or
directory names are "promoted" to upper case even though they started in lower case. Also in some
cases the le name or directory name will be started in upper case by oversight. MS Windows does
not care what the case is but some other operating systems do. Thus cases are moved to lower case
as needed in the directory structure that actually exists on the hard drive or CD.
There are too many directories and les to list and describe them here. The outline of the
pattern followed is in Appendix D. The general idea used in the naming convention for directories
and les is to use the same name for the same kind of information but use a sub-directory name to
distinguish the sets of information.

Miscellaneous Conventions
The names for ow tables not already de ned by the conventions discussed so far, are free to
be de ned. A name in FEQ can have up to 16 characters with the rst character generally, but not
always, being an alphabetic character. The name can also be an integer but if a period is present
in the name it should be started with an alphabetic character. It is often useful to drop the vowels
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from a name in order to de ne a short name. This idea came from ancient Hebrew, the language
of the Old Testament, which did not use vowels, only consonants. For example, we might need a
ow table for ow through a culvert on Hampton Road. A name for the resulting ow table could
be: HmptnRd cul. There is still room in the name to add other items, if needed, to distinguish this
culvert from other culverts on Hampton Road. Another example is the ow for a bridge on Marine
Drive over Rainbow Slough. Its ow-table name is: MrnDrvR2 brdg.93. In this case the characters
R2 denote the ow path for Rainbow Slough. The .93 indicates that part or all of the information
on the geometry was taken from information dated to 1993.
Other means can be used to derive a short descriptive name for the ow tables. The key idea
is to use names that will be descriptive of the location of the structure on which the ow table is
based.
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Chapter 3

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The development of an unsteady- ow model for the lower Nooksack River is a complex process
involving many assumptions, data sources, and at times, seemingly endless details. One of the
assumptions, often implied and therefore overlooked, is that we have available reliable descriptions
of what happened in the past. It is just not possible to construct a useful model of a stream
system without past measurements. If those past measurements are limited and contain con icting
information, the model development process will be much more dicult than rst expected. Thus
we need to be able to come to an understanding of what the true state of a airs was, sometimes,
for events many years past. Depending on the number and nature of the written records, that
may prove to be dicult. We have to rank various sources as to reliability and applicability to the
model.
Not only do we need descriptions of past oods, we also need descriptions of the past geometry
for the various ow paths. Stream systems are in a state of constant change and eld measurements
made now may not properly apply to a past ood. Again limited data from the past may make the
construction of the model more dicult and result in greater uncertainty in its predictions.

Basis for Truth

The basis for truth are those values that are taken to be known or at least known with less
uncertainty than some other set of values. We need to rank values that play a role in the model
results as to their level of accuracy so that we can adjust the less accurate values to improve
results. Clearly there are broad classes of information relevant to the model performance that
di er markedly in their reliability. The following general classes of information are available for
describing a ood:
1. The gage heights at the various recording stations in the modeled area. These include Ferndale,
Deming, and Huntingdon. These heights are based on recording devices and managed by
agencies whose responsibility is collecting these data. Consequently we can take the gage
heights as basically reliable measures of the water surface at their points of measurement.
These values can only be adjusted if there is strong evidence of some problem caused by debris
or equipment malfunction.
2. Flows and volumes derived from the recorded gage heights. These are somewhat less reliable
than the gage heights because the conversion from gage height to ow or volume depends on
a rating at the station being predictable. For example, the rating at Ferndale is reasonably
stable. So far allegations of tidal in uence from Bellingham Bay have not been sustained (See
Appendix G.) The rating at Deming, in contrast, is subject to large transient changes so that
the ow at that point is subject to great uncertainty and as a result we found that the ow
at Deming became an important calibration parameter. This is discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 5: Calibration of the Models.
3. Various high-water marks in the United States and Canada. High water marks are of variable
accuracy depending on their nature and location. That information may not be available and
only the elevation of the high water is known. A high-water mark records only the highest
level the water appears to have reached. No information as to when that level was reached is
known from the mark. Information on the nature and detailed location of the mark can aid in
evaluating its basis but these items of information are often not recorded or are lost.
4. Written accounts of the time of certain events where the accounts were put in writing close to
the time of the event. These would include items of information in dispatcher logs, personal
notes taken in the eld, and diary entries. These can be of high reliability since the event and
the written record are close in time. They also give the time of occurrence of the event.
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5. Personal recollections of the ood from observers of the ood. These are of uncertain reliability
especially if the time of recollection is a long time after the event. However, such recollections
can be a valuable aid in understanding the nature of the ood local to the point of observation.
When placed in context with other such reports and modeling of the event, these reports can
improve the performance of the model.
6. Flows in ungaged tributaries estimated from rainfall records using a rainfall-runo model and
hydrologic ow routing. These ow series are subject to large uncertainties in timing as well as
magnitude. Recording rain gages are widely spaced and usually the rainfall record that can be
used is from a daily rain-gage record that has been broken into hourly increments using one or
more hourly gages as a basis. The hourly gages will be miles distant and could be at elevations
that are greatly di erent as well. These values will be subject to adjustment to improve model
results. The limits on these adjustments will be wide: several hours in timing and as much as
50 percent or more in volume.
The other factors that a ect the ood are the nature of the surfaces and structures in its path.
These together with the hydraulic resistance estimates are called the hydraulic geometry.
1. The most reliable parts of the hydraulic geometry are those made of rock, concrete, or similar substance resistant to erosion. These include bridge abutments, bridge super structures,
culverts, lined channels, and designed over ow structures. There are still questions of debris
build up and clogging but the geometry appears to be xed. Paved roads fall into this category
assuming that the ow over them is not able to destroy the protective surface.
2. Next in reliability would be ground surveys of the land surface. These include cross sections,
levees, roads, and so forth. If the surveys are close to the time of the ood we can take them
as being the de nitive description of the surface over which the water owed. If the time of
survey is many years from the time of the ood then the possibility of changes to the geometry
must be considered. Roads are repaved, bridges are replaced, and so forth. In general there
should be some record of these changes and their e ect. If not, then even the ground survey
points may be subject to adjustment if the model cannot reproduce results a ected by these
structures. The possibility of erosion and deposition also exists so that the geometry may vary
during the ood event.
3. Cross sections, levee crests, and road crests based on maps derived by aerial photography are
less reliable than ground surveys. The nature of the surface gives some measure of the accuracy
to expect. Roads and bare farmland are the most reliable and densely wooded areas are the
least. Topography in densely wooded areas may be greatly in error. Adjustments may be
made here as well if there is evidence from ground survey or from modeling discrepancy.
4. Cross sections derived from mapping based on aerial photography do not contain a description
of the section below the surface of the water at the time of ight. Thus the below-water
section must be estimated by other means. Furthermore, the lower Nooksack River upstream
of approximately Lynden is active, shifting its location to some degree during most ood events.
It is expected that the estimated invert may need to be adjusted to better t observations of
past oods.
5. Least reliable are the initial estimates of the coecients describing the resistance to ow in the
ow path. These include Manning's n values and the various coecients needed to describe
the ow through bridges, culverts, over roads, and so forth. These will be adjusted within some
broad range to improve reproduction of reliable measures of the ood. However, there are limits
to such adjustment and other errors or oversights in the model should also be considered.
The current mathematical models consist of many thousands of items of data describing the
geometry of the ow surface, the resistance to ow on these surfaces, the ows at the boundaries,
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the performance of the levees and bridges, and the variations in the tide in Bellingham Bay and
Lummi Bay. These broad classes of information relevant to model performance di er markedly in
their reliability. Items of data that are of uncertain value are considered as potential parameter for
adjustment to improve the match between the model results and what was observed during a past
ood. Again not all of these observations are of the same quality. To establish a basis for truth for
the calibration and for the model description, we brie y review the sources of these data.
Topographic Maps Used. The principal source of the size and shape of the ow paths for all of
the modeling work reported here was the mapping done in 1993 for the lower Nooksack River and
the over ow corridor. These maps were prepared at a contour interval of two feet and a scale of
1 inch to 200 feet. The basis for these maps were thousands of ground-elevation points as well as
thousands of breaklines. A breakline is a line along an edge that is important to understanding the
surface. These two sets of data were used to construct a digital terrain model (DTM) of each reach
so that detailed information on the surface could be obtained. The software used for this purpose
was from Eagle Point Software because Whatcom County already had access to it at the start of
the project.
Any data based on remote sensing, as is the DTM, is only reliable if the sensor, in this case
visible light, can reveal the proper surface. This is uncertain in areas covered with dense trees and
heavy brush. The ights for the aerial photographs were taken in the fall, at a time when foliage
was expected to be at a minimum, as well as stream ow would be expected to be low as well. The
maps did mark areas of uncertainty based on vegetative cover and in some cases these areas were
extensive. However, the alternative of detailed ground surveys was not available for this project.
Ground surveys were made of key levees and roads and many structures to provide more reliable
descriptions of the true state of a airs for these key components of a model.
The location of the main channel of the Nooksack is not static upstream of a point between
Everson and Lynden. Thus that area of the Nooksack is mapped at periodic intervals to track major
changes. However, the model retained the main-channel location as shown in 1993 throughout. As
time progresses and additional oods occur, some parts of the model will need to be updated.
However, the results found below show that for many purposes the changes in channel location are
not of major import. However, evaluations local to such changes would require an update to the
model.
Levee-Elevation Sources. At the start of this project, the only known sources of levee elevation
were from the DTM or from ground surveys being made in 2000-2002. The DTM is most uncertain
in areas with dense vegetation and unless kept clear, levees are often covered with brush within
a short time of being cleared. Thus the DTM elevations are only an approximation. The recent
ground surveys are about ten years removed from the rst ood of interest, 1990. Initial work in
Reach 1 using these ground surveys concluded that there should have been no ooding on the right
overbank of the Nooksack! All of the recorded ood ghts should not have taken place. Clearly
changes had taken place in the levee crest with many of them not recorded, or at least recorded in
an unknown location. After this result, County sta uncovered some surveys made by the Corps
of Engineers to determine which levees were eligible for their repair programs. These surveys were
made in 1987, just three years before the ood of 1990.
These surveys were made before the widespread availability of the Global Positioning System
(GPS) so that only the distance along the levee and the elevation were given, at intervals of about
500 feet. In order to make use of this data, match points between the current surveys and the old
survey had to be found so that approximate state plane coordinates could be assigned to the old
survey locations. In some reaches, such as the right-bank levees in Reach 1, such match points
could be found so that the uncertainty in the horizontal location of the old survey points was no
more than about 15 feet. In other reaches, such as Reach 2, with no bridges, match points were
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not as well de ned and the uncertainty was on the order of 100 feet. However, using the 1987 levee
pro le in Reach 1 on the right bank showed ood ghts and ows over the levee that agreed well
with the historical records for that ood. Di erences in the 1987 levee crest and the 2000 levee
crest were as much as 1.5 feet, even in locations with no record of changes.
This highlights the need for good measurements of levee crests and high ground that is contemporaneous with the oods of interest. However, that is often dicult to nd or to fund. The
general rules applied in the models developed for this project was that a ground survey is always
to be preferred to a value from a DTM. If more than one survey was available, the one nearest the
ood of interest was used. Consequently if any survey data was available, it was used even if the
data from the DTM was nearer the ood. Elevation data from the DTM were only used when no
survey data was available.
Over ow Geometry at Everson. The over ow geometry at Everson has undergone changes
since the 1990 ood. We do not have any detailed survey of that geometry close in time to 1990.
The ground surveys we do have are all taken in 2000/2001; approximately ten years after the event
of primary interest. The City of Everson constructed a dike between it and the over ow in the time
interval between the ood in 1990 and the time the aerial photography for the 1993 topographic
maps was taken.
Detailed eld surveys were made of the over ow area roughly downstream of the extension
of Massey Road, the historical location of the major over ows. This over ow geometry is still far
removed in time from the 1990 or the 1995 over ow events. All that we can do is to take the
measurements as applicable to these earlier events unless there is good evidence to the contrary.
Possible evidence of that nature would be statements by local residents who were in a position to
know about changes or who observed changes. However, quantitative values will probably not be
available.
Elevation of Main Street in Everson. Main Street of Everson is the upstream end of the over ow
corridor in the modeling done here. Some damage to the road occurred in the 1990 oods and there
was some repaving done as well. The information made available indicates that e orts were made
to maintain essentially the same ow capacity but it is unknown if that was in fact attained. The
elevations used here was based on ground surveys made during the project. As discussed below it
turns out that the elevation of Everson Main Street has no e ect on the over ow, at least within
the limits that would take place from repair and repaving. Thus changes to Main Street a ect the
water levels close to it but not at the point of over ow nearer the high ground next to the main
channel of the Nooksack upstream of Everson. The changes to Main Street at Everson do in uence
the interpretation of high-water marks near it and it is therefore important to have a well-de ned
value and changes need to be monitored for that reason.
Quantifying Levee Failures The size and shape and time of occurrence of levee failures are
rarely available in any reliable form. This should not be surprising. First, oods often occur during
hours of darkness so that clear observation is not possible. Second, failures may occur when no
one is present to record any aspect of the failure. Third, close observation may be dangerous
because the levee adjacent to a failure may fail at anytime as well. Thus at best we will have the
approximate size of the failure after the ood recedes as well as some idea of its location. However,
no measurement will be given with much precision. The time of initiation of the failure is almost
never recorded. Thus modeling levee failure must be an approximation and assumptions must be
made in order to make it possible.
Since knowledge of the time and duration of the development of the failure opening is not
known, we may as well make assumptions to make the modeling somewhat easier. Thus the failures
will be initiated at or after the peak elevation has been reached at the location. Thus we will try
to keep the simulated failures from interacting with the simulation of the high-water marks. This
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simpli cation will only be modi ed if there is strong evidence that it is in error. If a high-water
mark along the main channel, that has strong validity, is consistently simulated too high and there
appears to be no other reason for this, then we may have evidence that the assumption of levee
failure timing is in error. A high-water mark in one of the ood plains consistently simulated too
low may also be a situation that warrants revision of the simple levee-failure timing assumption.
Choice of Tidal-Data Station The tidal-data station selected was Bellingham Bay as de ned
by the National Ocean Service (NOS). The Bellingham Bay tides are derived from another station
by applying corrections to the record at a reference station as de ned by the NOS. This process is
only an approximation. Apparently other studies have used Cherry Point which was not selected
by the NOS for the purposes of establishing a tide record for Bellingham Bay. It should be clear
that the nearest station in terms of distance may not be the best representation of the tide sequence
at an ungaged location. Appendix G contains more detail on the choice of tidal-data station and
its implications for the model.
Boundary condition at Deming An important boundary condition exists at Deming, the upstream limit of the modeling of the lower Nooksack River. The United States Geological Survey
(USGS) gage at this location does not provide accurate results because the control is highly variable
due to large scale sediment movement during oods. As outlined later in Chapter 5, Calibration of
the Model, the ows at Deming are sometimes adjusted to calibrate the model. The adjustment in
1990 was particularity large and is discussed at length later.

Steps in Model Development
The construction of an unsteady- ow model for a stream of the complexity and size of the
lower Nooksack River is a major undertaking. To provide an overview of the process and to assist
in understanding some of the detail, the major tasks or steps in the process as it was developed are
now outlined.
1. Construct a river-mile ow line along the lower Nooksack River using the 1993 topographic
maps. This line was then assigned an origin so that its river-mile distance was a match to
that used in the KCM project near the Marine Drive bridge. Deviations between the two
systems was generally less than 0.25 mile, a reasonable value considering the nature of such a
distance coordinate. This line was used through all subsequent analyses and formed the basis
for river-mile distances along the lower Nooksack River. It is important to remember that
there are many slightly di erent "river-mile" lines in use on the Nooksack. The shifting nature
of the River is dramatized by nding river-mile designations hundreds of feet from the current
course of the River noted on updated USGS maps.
2. Obtain and process tide information for Bellingham Bay and stream ow data for Deming and
Ferndale. Create time-series tables or les needed by FEQ to de ne the elevations or ows at
these boundary points.
3. Develop hydrographs for various tributaries, either from gaged records (limited availability) or
by rainfall-runo modeling using historic rainfall data (again limited in coverage). Tributary
in ows are not a major source of ow in the lower Nooksack River but they are too large to
ignore.
4. Develop a mapping of the Manning's n for the lower Nooksack River from the HECRAS cross
sections developed by KCM on a previous project. This mapping was designed to allow simple
interpolation to assign an approximate set of roughness values to any section for the valley.
These initial assignments will be reviewed and adjusted during calibration.
5. Assemble the section maps for a reach. The 1993 topographic mapping program created a
series of topographic maps on a 2-foot contour interval for each section (U. S. Land Survey) in
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

the portion of the watershed of the lower Nooksack River thought to be in the approximate 100year average return period ood plain. To make the reach maps less demanding on computer
resources, various layers in the CAD maps were deleted as they were added to the reach map.
Early in the project the spot elevations were deleted but later in the project the spot elevations
were retained but the class of polyline was reduced to what is called a light-weight polyline.
This yielded about the same sized map le but was more useful.
Assemble the ground-point and breakline data to develop a digital terrain model (DTM) based
on a triangular irregular network (TIN). Use the Eagle Point Software Surface Modeling component to build the DTM. This requires correcting in some way any crossing breaklines. The
number of crossing breaklines varied greatly from reach to reach with Reach 1 having the largest
number. After considerable research most of these crossing were located in a few section maps
where, for reasons unknown, the mapping contractor had combined two sets of breaklines that
di ered only slightly in location; sometimes by only a fraction of a foot. Adjusting tolerances
in Surface Modeling eliminated all but a few hundred of the crossing breaklines. The remain
crossings were minor in their di erences and were either manually corrected by moving an end
of a breakline slightly or by using one of the automatic options in Surface Modeling to resolve
the crossing.
The DTM does not re ect the invert of any of the stream channels that were below the
water surface at the time the aerial photography was taken. For most of the ood plain this
lack is of little signi cance. However, this lack will distort the lower ows contained within
the banks/levees of the main channel of the Nooksack River. Also having a more complete
representation would yield somewhat more robust computations with FEQ. Therefore an invert
breakline was computed for the Nooksack River and this breakline was added to the DTM's for
each reach. Appendix A gives a summary of how the invert was computed. Inverts for parts
of Bertrand Creek, Fishtrap Creek, Rainbow Slough, the Lummi River, and some sloughs near
Marine Drive in the left-hand ood plain were also estimated and added to the various DTM's.
The estimates where based on elevations from bridge plans, from reasonable inferences made
from projected bank topography, and estimated relationships between top width and depth.
In calibration of the model, these estimated inverts were modi ed at some locations. This will
be discussed in detail below.
Draw polylines on the reach maps giving cross-section locations. In this case we started with
the cross-section locations from the HECRAS models developed by KCM on a previous project.
These locations were adjusted and supplemented as required by the unsteady- ow modeling
system. Each of these cross sections, with a few exceptions, crossed the entire valley without
a break in the polyline.
Draw the bank lines, auxiliary river-mile ow lines, and the valley-limit ow lines on the reach
map. In some cases the levee-survey lines were available in digital form and they were used
for the bank lines. The di erence in location between the bank line drawn on the map and a
later survey line was quite small and would have no e ect on the results.
Label each cross section and ow line as outlined above. Also review the line locations and
adjust in light of the best estimate of the ow direction in the ood plain. The velocity maps
from the 2-D steady- ow models developed by KCM on a previous project were useful in
making some of these adjustments.
Copy the cross sections and the ow lines to a new CAD le for each. This was necessary
because the size of the reach map is such that it was near the useful limit in movement and
manipulation.
Using the Site Design component of Eagle Point Software, project the cross-section location
lines onto the DTM. This is also done with any bank lines for which no survey is available.
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18.
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21.

This operation prepares for the next step of extracting the elevations at each node on the
location polyline and at each intersection of the polyline with a line in the TIN.
Using the COGO component of Eagle Point Software snap the nodes on each of the lines. This
does the actual extraction of the elevations and retains the location and elevation of the nodes
in the drawing.
Using the Data Transfer component of Eagle Point Software export the node information in
a prede ned format to a xsec.xyz le for cross sections and to a fline.xy le for ow lines
(We sometimes play a bit loose with the extensions. The bank lines may have elevation data
but we may store all the ow lines in a *.xy le anyway.). The number of nodes that result for
cross sections became quite large. A valley-crossing section had several hundred points. The
smallest number of nodes was in Reach 1 with about 11,200 and the greatest number was in
Reach 3 with about 37,500.
Use the program XSEC3D with the xsec.xyz le, the manning le, and the mainfl le to
create the xsec3d.out le. XSEC3D processes each cross section, assigning subsections using
internally de ned rules, assigns Manning's n from the mapping of n derived from the KCM
HECRAS cross sections, assigns a distance along the main river-mile ow line, and outputs
the section in FEQX format. Each cross section is still a valley-crossing section.
Create the le flbnk.xy that contains the various ow lines with parameters de ning the
river-mile conversion for each, and the various actions that are to be taken at each section
and ow line intersection to create the nal cross section descriptions for each ow path. This
input de nes the various ow paths and their implied connections.
Use the program RMASSIGN to process xsec3d.out with flbnk.xy to produce rmassign.out.
This creates the various cross sections for each ow path and outputs them in a series of
CHANNEL commands ready for processing by FEQUTL. The CHANNEL command is used in
order to take into account some of the e ects of channel sinuosity, that is, the curvature of the
ow path.
Transfer the results section of rmassign.out to create xsec.in, the input to FEQUTL for
computing the cross-section function tables needed by FEQ. Use FEQUTL to compute the
cross-section function table le for the current reach.
Create a simple model of the main channel as a single branch, using a xed elevation boundary
condition at the downstream end and a steady ow at the upstream end. Adjust and correct
errors in the input until this model is running smoothly.
Add the ow paths in the ood plain to the model. Assign zero ow or a small base ow to the
ood plain and use the SETSLOT and CLRSLOT commands of FEQUTL to add a bottom slot to
the cross-section function tables so that water is always present even though the ow is zero.
Add the ow paths one by one or at most a few at a time so that errors introduced can be
found more easily. As these ow paths are added locate the various culverts or other structures
that connect these ow paths to each other. These structures must be represented with a ow
table at a junction with the proper additional conditions that de ne how the ow paths are
connected. The goal of this step is to have all major ow paths present with all physical points
of connection represented. No over ows are considered at this stage. This model should be
running smoothly before continuing to the next step.
Once we have a model with all the ow paths and their signi cant interconnections functioning,
excluding ows over banks and levees, we can compute the various potential ows over banks
and levees. It soon became clear that it was not feasible to review levee/bank elevations
and compare them to past oods to decide where over ows could occur. This proves dicult
because we will be examining a range of oods, some larger than ever experienced. Thus with
few exceptions over ows were computed for all parts of a levee or high bank between adjacent
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ow paths even though many of these over ows will be zero for most events. However, this
approach reduces the chance that a signi cant over ow will be missed.
It is not possible to compute over ows continuously along a ow path. Instead we compute
over ows at frequent intervals along the ow path. For each interval we have the pro le of the
crest of the bank or levee and a single elevation in the ow path is used to estimate the ow
on this segment. Generally the elevation is located at or near the midpoint of the over ow
segment. Over ow segments vary in length from ten's of feet to a maximum of about 1000
feet. The elevation of the crest of the levee/bank is not forced to be a constant. The crest is
assumed to vary linearly between adjacent elevation points along it. Thus depending on the
ood and the crest-elevation variation, only a small part of the over ow segment may actually
convey water. The basis for the crest of the levee or the bank is from ground surveys, when
available, or from the DTM. The ground surveys also provided an estimate of the width of
the crest of the levee and that width was used when it was available. Otherwise the levee
crest width was set at a standard value of 10.15 feet. The odd length was used so that it
can be replaced later when a more accurate estimate becomes available. The standard weir
coecients for a gravel-surfaced embankment-shaped weir were used in computing the ows
over levees. The standard approximate side-weir ow corrections available in FEQ were used
for ows over levees as well as ows over high banks.
Flows over high banks were approximated by using the CHANRAT command in FEQUTL with
a ow distance of 50 feet on a horizontal surface. This is the rst approximation and will
be re ned as needed during calibration. In some cases lengths based on the local topography
were used. The cross section used was de ned by survey or DTM crest pro le with the section
beginning and ending at the over ow-segment division points. At these points a vertical
frictionless wall was imposed to form the ow geometry over the bank. There is considerable
uncertainty as to the ow length and slope to use as well as the roughness of the ow surface.
Modeling levee failure is fraught with many uncertainties as well. We usually do not have
a record of when the levee failed but only a rough estimate of the length of the failure and
perhaps its depth. Rarely is any time of failure recorded. Locations are sometimes uncertain
as well. Flood ghts in which the bank or levee crest is raised with sandbags or other material
are of a similar nature. However, if the ght is successful we know that only modest amounts
of water were able to ow over the bank. Thus we can raise the levee crest to make sure that
there is no over ow. FEQ has facilities to provide for a time-based variation of the levee crest
to aid in simulating ood ghts and levee failures.
A levee failure will not in general match one of the over ow segments we provided in the model.
However, since the details of the failure are sketchy at best, we can approximate the failure
by lowering the levee crest by some proportion of its height over a time period and at a time
that seems reasonable. If the segment length available to us at a failure site is longer than the
failure length, we can apply a reduction factor to the ows to compensate. This method of
modeling failures is consonant with the data we have on levee failures.
The OVERFLOW program was created to assist in the many details of computing over ows
between ow paths. A cross section must exist at the point of over ow. In general we de ne the
over ow locations so that OVERFLOW computes an interpolated cross-section function table
at that point. OVERFLOW currently must compute over ows along a ow path between any
pre-existing interconnection points. If there are many ow paths and many interconnections,
this requires many distinct cases for OVERFLOW, each with its own input to process. In
Reach 3 there were 34 distinct cases to compute on the Nooksack alone, not including the various ow paths needed to represent the ows on the ood plains. The OVERFLOW program
computes a series of input fragments for the FEQ master-input le that are needed to describe
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22.

23.
24.
25.

the over ows. The fragments are for: the Branch-Description Block, the New Network-Control
Input Block, the Free-Node Initial Conditions Block, and the Backwater Block. These fragments are copied into the master-input le for FEQ and adjustments to the input are made as
needed to create a valid description of the system with levee/bank over ows present.
Use the OVERFLOW program to compute the ow tables and input changes for FEQ's masterinput le for any ow path that may have ows over its banks or levees. Start with the
Nooksack River. The OVERFLOW program can compute over ows to the left, right, or both
from the source channel. If there are more than three parallel ow paths, over ow will have
to be computed in additional ow paths as well. An example is in Reach 2 where a leveed
portion of Fishtrap Creek is roughly parallel to the Nooksack River below the Guide Meridian
Road bridges. Thus a valley-crossing section will have the following parallel ow paths (in the
1-D hydraulic sense; not the geometric sense): the left-hand ood plain, the main channel,
the ood plain between the Nooksack and Fishtrap Creek, Fishtrap Creek, and the ood plain
between Fishtrap Creek and the edge of the right-hand ood plain. This gives ve distinct
ow paths. We rst compute over ows to the left and right from the Nooksack River. Then
we compute over ows to the left and right from Fishtrap Creek. The ood plain between Fish
Trap Creek and the Nooksack River then potentially receives over ow from both the Nooksack
River and Fishtrap Creek. By default an over ow is considered positive when it leaves the
source channel. The actual direction of ow of the water will depend on the conditions that
exist at the over ow location. During a ood event the over ow at a location could change
direction one or more times as water rst leaves the source channel and then returns as the
ood recedes and then perhaps again leaving the source channel as a secondary peak in the
ood occurs.
Once the over ows are added to the model, add bridges and other structures that are signi cant
that may not have been added in previous re nement of the model.
Repeat the above steps for each reach. As each reach is completed, merge it with the combined
model of previous reaches.
At this point calibration of the model can begin for one or more calibration events.
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Chapter 4

LAYOUT OF THE MASTER-INPUT FILE FOR FEQ
The master-input le for FEQ becomes quite large for a stream system with the complexity
of the lower Nooksack River. Excluding Reach 5, that le has about 27,000 lines of text. The
combined model has about 41,000 lines of text.
The structure of the master-input le for FEQ is discussed at length in the program documentation. However, here we will outline some general patterns that are speci c to this model so
that a user can navigate the le more easily. This ability is important because the master-input
le de nes the model in complete detail. Being able to locate descriptions and change them as
needed is central to using the model in applications. This chapter assumes familiarity with the user
manual for FEQ.

Set-Selectors Block
In this block we de ne a series of selector variables. A selector variable can have a value of

true or false. A selector variable is used by FEQ to decide if lines of input in a selection block

are to be included in a particular model, that is, if the selector-variable for the selection block is
true, the lines are included, otherwise the lines are ignored. By de ning a set of selector variables
and using them in one or more selection blocks, the user can construct a single master-input le
that will describe the model for more than one scenario. In e ect multiple models which di er in
only some respects will be described in one master-input le and a collection of referenced les,
called slave les.
In order to motivate this additional detail in the input we review some possible uses for these
models.
1. Approximate ows and water-surface elevations for an historic ood.
2. Approximate the ows and water-surface elevations when a historic ood is applied to a model
modi ed to represent conditions di erent from those that existed when the historic ood
actually occurred. These di erences could involve, among others, modi ed ow paths, changes
to bridges, culverts, dams, levees, changes in levee-failure assumptions, changes in operation
of gates or pumps, and so forth. In order to discuss such applications we will call such a
ood an alien ood. That is, we take the point of view that the con guration of the stream
system, which we will call the geometry of the system, is the principal factor. It also means
that we use the timing of the alien ood. That is, if the ood occurred in October of 1995,
then the date/times in the FEQ model run will be in October of 1995 even though some of the
structures in the model or the geometry of some of the ow paths did not exist until 1999.
3. Approximate the ows and water-surface elevations when an administrative ood is applied
to the model. An administrative ood has been selected to represent some conditions deemed
important by a regulatory group. An example in the United States is the use of a 100-year
ood to estimate water levels for purposes of ood-insurance rate mapping. In this case the
geometry used may not actually exist yet. It may represent a proposed future condition. We
must then select some date/time sequence for the ood to be able to run FEQ. It is often
convenient to select at date in the future that relates to the return period assigned to the
event. FEQ can process dates at least to the year 9999 so that using a year of 2100 for a 100year ood is convenient. A 50-year ood could then be assigned to the year 2050 for purposes
of computation.
4. Evaluate the e ect of a proposed change to the geometry of the system on ood levels for
one or more oods. The change in geometry could include modi cations to culverts, bridges,
levees, and so forth.
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We will call a run of FEQ for one of the above purposes a scenario. It is possible that a project
could have 25 or more scenarios that need to be developed and analyzed. In this process confusion
can occur with the many di erent master-input les for FEQ. In most cases the changes from one
scenario to the next are of limited extent in the master-input le. Consequently when a change is
required that a ects all of the scenarios or a large subset of them, we must make changes to many
di erent les. This is prone to error and omission. The pressure of deadlines often results in the
changes being made to the current scenario only. Then confusion occurs later when other scenarios
are run under the assumption that the changes have been made when they have not been made.
Selector variables are provided to help bring order to what can become a confusing process.
By careful de nition of a small set of selector variables and the inclusion of what are called selection blocks, we can create a single master-input le for FEQ that contains the descriptions of all
scenarios. Thus a change to the master-input le will a ect all scenarios that select that part of
the le. A master-input le will have large portions of its contents outside of any selection block.
These are the parts of the le that describe conditions that apply to all scenarios. There will then
be one or more selection blocks that contain input that is speci c to only certain scenarios.
These typical applications of an unsteady- ow model show the three major sets of factors
that de ne a given scenario. A scenario for an unsteady- ow model is de ned when the geometry, boundary conditions, and system performance are established. We rst discuss these factors
from the point of view of de ning selector-variable names and then for possible directory-structure
implications.
1. The geometry of the system includes any surfaces over which or through which water ows.
Thus each scenario will have a prede ned shape and size of ow paths, bridges, culverts,
levee crests, dams, gates, and so forth. Failures in levees and dams as well as ood- ghting
and changes in gate openings are included in the system performance discussed below. The
geometry could be dated by the year and for these models the selector variables that relate to
geometry all start with a G and the full four digits of the year. Thus the selector variable for
geometry that is unique to a ood in 1995 would be G1995.
2. The boundary conditions describe the nature of the ows and stages that are imposed at the
boundary nodes in the model. We will have to break this into two subgroups: hydrology and
tides. We do this because there could be variations of tides that have nothing to do with
the hydrology. The choice of which tidal record to use may be present when no gaged record
is available. The hydrology may be an approximation to the conditions during a particular
historic ood or it may be based on an administrative ood. The hydrology refers to ows
imposed on the model so that we will denote any particular hydrology set using a selector
variable that begins with a Q. Thus the ows at the various boundary points for the 1990
ood would be in the set selected by Q1990. The 1995 ood would be selected by Q1995.
Administrative oods do not have a year associated with them but we must associate a year
so that we can run FEQ. As outlined above the 100-year ood could be placed at some point
in 2100 so that ows associated with this event would imply a selector variable Q2100.
The tides would be selected by using a selector variable starting with a T. A tide sequence may
cover many years so that we may not always de ne the selector variable on the year of the
event. If the tide series is an approximation or a record of a historical series, then the selector
variable will have some indicator of the gage used or the means by which the approximation
was created. For example, the tide record at Bellingham Bay developed from records of the
National Ocean Service (NOS) is denoted by Tnos.
3. System performance is a collective term for changes in the geometry that take place during
an event. These include levee failures, ood ghts, gate operation and so forth. Because
these changes take place during a ood, they will be denoted by the year as well. We will
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use the letter P as the initial character of the selector variable. The the selector variable for
performance of the system for the 1990 ood is P1990.
There may be a need to de ne additional selector variables to describe the scenario with enough
detail. If so, we will select names that make sense in the context. Note that the above discussion
are suggestions only. Selector variables have no prede ned names. You can de ne whatever makes
sense in your current project.
Here is an example of a set-selectors block for the R1-R4 model of the lower Nooksack River:
SET SELECTORS
; Variable name
; ------------; G1990
;
;
;
;
;
;
; G1995
;
;
;
; G2002
;
;
; GSCNR
;
;
;
;
; GNWBLGY
;
;
;
;
;
;
; Q1990
;
;
; Q1995
;
; Q2002
;
; Q2200

Meaning
-------------------------------------------------------Hydraulic geometry for 1990 flood.
Overflow geometry: Where known 1987 adjusted
survey elevations for the levees along the Nooksack
are used. If 1987 data is not available, then 2000
survey data are used. In all other locations 1993
DTM geometry is used.
Hydraulic geometry for 1995 flood
Overflow geometry: Where known 2000 survey data are
used. Otherwise 1993 DTM elevations are used.
Hydraulic geometry for 2002 floods
Overflow geometry: Same as for 1995.
Basis for running scenarios. 2002 geometry including
old Everson bridges and no Lagerway dike by default.
Including the new bridges and Lagerway dike is done by
another geometry variable: GNWBLGY.
Addition/subtraction of the new bridge/Lagerway Dike only.
Works in conjunction with GSCNR. G1990 always has the old
bridge and no Lagerway Dike. G1995 and G2002 always have
the new bridge and Lagerway Dike. Changing GNWBLGY does
not affect these.

Flow for 1990 flood from USGS as modified and tributaries
as computed from rainfall via rainfall-runoff
modeling.
Flow for 1995 flood from USGS and tributaries as
computed from rainfall via rainfall-runoff modeling.
Flow for 2002 floods from USGS at gaged locations with
factored values applied to other tributaries.
Flow at Deming is a 200-year event, tribs at 1990
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;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

estimates with timing as for 1990 (approx.)
Levee failure/flood fighting approx like that in 1990.
Levee Failure/flood fighting approx like that in 1995.
Levee Failure/flood fighting approx like that in 2002.
No levee failures nor flood fighting. This disables any
failures or flood fights for any geometry or any
hydrology. Exception: PNQBC should still work. Thus
the reference to no flood fights refers to historical
flood fights only and not "mathematical" flood fights.
No overflow to BC allowed. We create a "mathematical"
flood fight that raises every point involved in flow
to BC by many feet.

P1990
P1995
P2002
PNFF

PNQBC

Tfxd
Tnos
Tchry

Tide at Bellingham Bay and Lummi Bay held fixed.
Tide at Bellingham Bay based on recommended source from NOS.
Tide based on Cherry Point gaging. No longer used. May be
restored if studies in the future establish better timing
from this source.

1990 -settings for the selector variables for historic 1990
G1990 = true
G1995 = false
G2002 = false
GSCNR = false
GNWBLGY = false
Q1990
Q1995
Q2002
Q2200

=
=
=
=

true
false
false
false

Tfxd = false
Tnos = true
Tchry = false
P1990 = true
P1995 = false
P2002 = false
PNFF = false
PNQBC = false

1995 -setting for the selector variables for historic 1995
G1990 = false
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; G1995 = true
; G2002 = false
; GSCNR = false
; GNWBLGY = false
;
; Q1990 = false
; Q1995 = true
; Q2002 = false
; Q2200 = false
;
; Tfxd = false
; Tnos = true
; Tchry = false
;
; P1990 = false
; P1995 = true
; P2002 = false
; PNFF = false
; PNQBC = false
;
; 2002 -setting for the selector variables for historic 2002
; G1990 = false
; G1995 = false
; G2002 = true
; GSCNR = false
; GNWBLGY = false
;
; Q1990 = false
; Q1995 = false
; Q2002 = true
; Q2200 = false
;
; Tfxd = false
; Tnos = true
; Tchry = false
;
; P1990 = false
; P1995 = false
; P2002 = true
; PNFF = false
; PNQBC = false
;
;
; Define the scenarios in this block.
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;
;
; Scenario
;
G1990 =
G1995 =
G2002 =
GSCNR =
GNWBLGY
Q1990
Q1995
Q2002
Q2200

=
=
=
=

1:

2002 geometry with old Everson Bridges and no Lagerway Dike.
No levee failures and no flood fights. 1990 flows.
false
false
false
true
= false
true
false
false
false

Tnos = true
Tfxd = false
Tchry = false
P1990 = false
P1995 = false
P2002 = false
PNFF = true
PNQBC = false

;
;
; Scenario 2: 2002 geometry with new Everson Bridges and Lagerway Dike.
;
No levee failures and no flood fights. 1990 flows.
; G1990 = false
; G1995 = false
; G2002 = false
; GSCNR = true
; GNWBLGY = true
;
; Q1990 = true
; Q1995 = false
; Q2002 = false
; Q2200 = false
;
; Tnos = true
; Tfxd = false
; Tchry = false
;
; P1990 = false
; P1995 = false
; P2002 = false
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; PNFF = true
; PNQBC = false
;
;
; Scenario 3: 2002 geometry with new Everson Bridges and Lagerway Dike.
;
No levee failures and no flood fights. 2200 flows as defined
;
by UMA for BC. Placed at approximate timing of 1990 flood.
; G1990 = false
; G1995 = false
; G2002 = false
; GSCNR = true
; GNWBLGY = true
;
; Q1990 = false
; Q1995 = false
; Q2002 = false
; Q2200 = true
;
; Tnos = false
; Tfxd = true
; Tchry = false
;
; P1990 = false
; P1995 = false
; P2002 = false
; PNFF = true
; PNQBC = false
;
;
; Scenario 4: 2002 geometry with new Everson Bridges and Lagerway Dike.
;
No levee failures and no flood fights. 1990 flows.
;
No overflow to BC allowed.
; G1990 = false
; G1995 = false
; G2002 = false
; GSCNR = true
; GNWBLGY = true
;
; Q1990 = true
; Q1995 = false
; Q2002 = false
; Q2200 = false
;
; Tnos = true
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; Tfxd = false
; Tchry = false
;
; P1990 = false
; P1995 = false
; P2002 = false
; PNFF = true
; PNQBC = true
;
;
; Scenario 5: 2002 geometry with new Everson Bridges and Lagerway Dike.
;
No levee failures and no flood fights. 2200 flows.
;
No overflow to BC allowed.
; G1990 = false
; G1995 = false
; G2002 = false
; GSCNR = true
; GNWBLGY = true
;
; Q1990 = false
; Q1995 = false
; Q2002 = false
; Q2200 = true
;
; Tnos = false
; Tfxd = true
; Tchry = false
;
; P1990 = false
; P1995 = false
; P2002 = false
; PNFF = true
; PNQBC = true
;
;
makehomename= /nksk
FILE = /feqin
END SELECTORS

This block appears as the very rst set of lines in the master-input le to FEQ. That is, it is
ahead of the title lines. In this example we have selected to run scenario 1. Note that each selector
variable must appear on it own line. The equal sign must be present. The value for the variables,
true or false, can be in all lower or all upper case.
Selection blocks use prede ned selection statements that are used with selector variables to
include or exclude the contents of the block. Here is an example of a title block using selection
blocks:
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Model for Lower Nooksack River: Deming to Bellingham Bay
Model for Reaches 1, 2, 3, and 4.
August 2003
IF G1990
Geometry:
Flow geometry approx 1990 conditions of importance to the
overflow: no Lagerway Dike and old bridges on Everson Main Street.
Majority of levee/high ground elevations are based on 1993 topo
or surveys from 2000-2002. Reach 1 has the levee profile on
the right bank estimated from the 1987 survey. Reach 4 has the
Twinview Levee on the left near Everson based on the 1987 survey.
Reaches 2 and 3 have levees based on 1987 survey where available.
Fishtrap and Bertrand levees are on 1993 DTM values..
1987 surveys exist but have not been rectified yet.
ESLEIF G1995
Geometry:
Approx 1995 geometry. Lagerway Dike near Everson in place and
new bridges on Main Street present.
Where available ground surveys of 1999-2002 used for levee/high
ground elevations. Remainder is based on 1993 topo.
ELSEIF G2002
Geometry:
Flow geometry approx 2002 conditions of importance to the
overflow: includes Lagerway Dike, and new bridges on Everson
Main Street. New bridge on Mt. Baker not present. Old
bridge piers still remain and are assumed to represent the
losses.
ELSEIF GSCNR
IF GNWBLGY
Flow geometry has 2000-era ground survey data when available.
Otherwise 1993 DTM values are used.
The new bridges at
Everson are in place as is the Lagerway Dike.
New bridge on Mt. Baker not present. Old bridge piers still
remain and are assumed to represent the losses.
ELSE
Flow geometry has 2000-era ground survey data when available.
Otherwise 1993 DTM values are used.
The old bridges at
Everson are in place and Lagerway Dike is absent.
New bridge on Mt. Baker not present. Old bridge piers still
remain and are assumed to represent the losses.
ENDIF
ENDIF
The keywords associated with the selectors are: IF, ELSE, ELSEIF, and ENDIF. These must

be in upper case. They do not have to start in column 1 but each must be on its own line of
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input. Also the rst condition that is true in an IF-ELSEIF-ELSEIF ... ENDIF sequence will be
selected. For example, if by some error both G2002 and G1990 were true then the G1990 values
would be the ones selected.
The nal example is from the function-tables block where one or more slave les are referenced.
.
.
.
IF G1990
FILE= /nooksack/lower/futl/r4/xsecdn.tab
' Pre-Lagerway Dike
ELSEIF G2002
FILE= /nooksack/lower/futl/r4/xsec/lgrwy/xsecdn.tab 'Post-Lagerway Dike
ENDIF
.
.
.

Here we have changes to some cross-section les that took place when the Lagerway Dike was
built.
Before we go on we must further re ne our descriptive language to properly distinguish les.
When we use selector variables and selection blocks in the master-input le it becomes what we
will call the primary master-input le. When FEQ processes the set-selectors block it must create
another master-input le, which we will call the secondary master-input le, that is for one scenario
only, the scenario de ned by the selector variables. The le name for this is given by FILE. We
must take care that the path name/ le name for the secondary master-input le does not con ict
with the primary master-input path name/ le. FEQ attempts to prevent this but doing so becomes
quite complex in the general case. In general we want the secondary master-input le to appear
in a directory di erent than the primary master-input le. In particular we want the secondary
master-input le to appear in a directory that is unique to the scenario it models.
The makehomename option in the example set-selectors block is used to help construct a directory name that is unique for a given scenario. Based on some related usage in Linux/Unix this
directory is the \home" directory for that scenario. Then once that directory name is created by
the user, FEQ will place the secondary master-input le in that directory. Other les written by
FEQ, slave output les, may also appear in this directory name under the control of the user.
The option is invoked by
or

makehomename= /nksk

MAKEHOMENAME= /nksk.
where /nksk is the initial part of the path that will de ne the directory for the selected scenario.

The path name for the output from the selected scenario is constructed as follows:
1. Its left-most part is taken as the string given in the option. In these two cases the leftmost
part is:/nksk. Note that here a slash appears where you might expect a back slash. Lahey
Fortran compilers are able to process both forms when running under MS OS's which use the
back slash. The forward slash makes the input compatible with Unix and Linux.
2. The remainder of the name is formed by scanning the values given for the selector variables and
adding each selector variable name whose value is true, to the base name given by the user.
Note that the selector variables are scanned in the order they are given in the set-selectors
block. Thus the order you use to give the names determines part of the directory name for the
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scenario. Notice that all the geometry selector variables, all the hydrology selector variables,
and so forth are grouped together.
3. The rst selector-variable name added is pre xed with a slash to form a subdirectory under
the base name given by the user. All subsequent selector-variable names are pre xed with an
underscore as they are added.
In the example given above the full path name for the scenario 1 would be:
/nksk/gscnr q1990 tnos pnff

On the other hand if we had used: MAKEHOMENAME= /nksk we would get
/nksk/GSCNR Q1990 Tnos PNFF

the di erence being that all alphabetic characters in the rst instance are forced to be lower case
and in the second instance the cases are left unchanged. Lower case is used for directory and le
names for this model.

Run-Control Block options

The Run-Control Block is the second block in the input le and contains some new options
that were added to make creation of the lower Nooksack River model somewhat easier. The option,
TABID TO NODEID=YES was used so that FEQ will place the cross-section function table name in
the node id for any node on a branch that does not have a user-speci ed value for the node id.
This provides more identifying information in the output from the program and helps to correlate
model results with locations in the stream system.
FEQ can also create a geographic schematic of the model if the appropriate information on the
location of the ow paths, branches, dummy branches, and level-pool reservoirs is provided. The
use of a DTM to develop this model makes that information available. A geographic schematic
is provided as a supplement to this report. Thus the option: DO SCHEMATIC=YES appears in the
Run-Control Block, and FEQ will produce the standard le, schematic.scr, each time it is run.
This le is an IntelliCAD 2000 script le to draw and annotate the geographic schematic.

Function-Tables block

The Function-Tables block is given before the Branch-Description Tables Block so that the

TAB option can be used for the station and invert elevation of the nodes on branches. Thus the

station and invert elevation in the cross-section function tables are used throughout. This rule
must be followed if the geographic schematic is to be drawn properly. Each node must have its
position given in the coordinate system being used, in this case the state plane coordinate system
of Eastings and Northings. This information is given in the cross-section function tables. If it is
missing, values of 0.0 are used which will result in a strange result in the schematic!

Branch Order

The computation of frequent potential over ows yields a large number of short branches in
this table. Currently there are 1487 branches in the Reach 1-Reach 4 model. The model was
developed reach by reach so that the branches for Reach 4 through Reach 1 are grouped by reach
with Reach 4 appearing rst, that is, in upstream to downstream order, in the same direction that
water ows. Within each reach the branches are given in groupings for each ow path. The general
pattern is that the main Nooksack channel appears rst, then the ow paths in the left-hand ood
plain, followed by the ow paths in the right-hand ood plain. The branch numbers on a ow path
generally increase downstream. Branch order is otherwise not predictable.

Dummy Branches/Level-Pool Reservoirs

The free nodes involved with dummy branches and level-pool reservoirs are also grouped by
reach with the reaches given in order from upstream to downstream. Within each reach the free
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nodes are ordered by their numeric part. Most free nodes are used in the computation of levee/bank
over ows and are grouped on that basis as well.

Network-Matrix Control Input

The Network-Matrix Control Input makes extensive use of macro instructions to make the
input clearer and more compact. Currently this part of the input has about 7,000 lines of text.
This includes comments and white space for readability. If macros had not been used this part of
the input would be about twice this size and much harder to read. Again the order of input in this
block is grouped by reach. Within a reach it is in the order that the various ow paths were added
to each of the reach submodels. In general ow paths are described from upstream to downstream.

Steady-Flow Initial Conditions

The Steady-Flow Initial conditions in the Backwater Block are given in the same pattern as
the other blocks discussed previously. Within each reach's group, the branches are given in general
downstream order and the computation order is dependent on the connectivity among ow paths.
One key assumption of FEQ is that no over ows are active in the initial conditions. If they
are, FEQ will probably disable the over ow and output a summary table of those over ows that
have been disabled. This is done because the combined use of ground survey data for levees and
high banks combined with a DTM basis for cross sections can lead to some subtle problems. It has
happened that the error in the DTM was such that the ground survey of the high bank showed
elevations below the invert of the ood plain channel. This geometry causes severe computational
problems in the initial conditions!
A new option was added to this section to minimize the need for additional input to the model.
FEQ automatically assigns the elevations of the free nodes in a dummy branch when one end of the
dummy branch is connected to another exterior node of known elevation. Multiple passes are made
through the internal data structure so that dummy branches attached to dummy branches have a
correct initial elevation assigned. If a dummy branch is involved in de ning the initial elevation to
use for starting the computations in a branch, then the Free-Node Initial Conditions block value of
elevation given to the nodes on that dummy branch must be the correct starting elevation. Only
the nodes on dummy branches that are dependent on elevations on a branch or another dummy
branch can be assigned elevations by this procedure.
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Chapter 5

CALIBRATION OF THE MODELS
Calibration is the proces of adjusting selected values that describe the physical system so that
the model mimics one or more past oods, called calibration events, closely. Here we summarize the
process and the problems encountered in calibrating the models developed for the lower Nooksack
River and the over ow corridor.

Basis for Truth-not a Simple Matter!

The sources of data and the basis for truth have been discussed at greater length in Chapter
3. Here we need to consider some of the special problems encountered in calibration. The process
of calibration for the Nooksack proved to be dicult and required far more than the normal level
of e ort. Here we give an outline of this process to provide the background for what was nally
done to reach a useful calibration of the model.
Flow Record at Deming. One of the diculties in calibration was the uncertain ow record at
Deming. The Deming record is rated as poor by the USGS because the rating there is unstable
and shifts unpredictably. The bed changes level and shape with each ood. Thus this station
has had many changes to its rating, the relationship used to convert water-surface elevation to
ow, in its long history. This gage is at the ideal location for an upstream boundary for the lower
Nooksack because it represents the ow not far downstream of the junctions of the various branches
of the upper Nooksack drainage. We have no other alternative in this case. However, an uncertain
upstream boundary makes calibration quite dicult.
A key concept in understanding the diculty is that a mathematical model of a stream propagates the e ect of changes at the boundaries throughout the remainder of the model. Clearly
if there are no changes at the boundaries, that is the ow is a constant value, then after some
time, all the values throughout the model will also have attained some constant value. Flows in
the Nooksack during the summer approximate this condition outside the area a ected by tides
in Bellingham and Lummi Bay. It then follows that an error in the ow at the boundary will
result in errors elsewhere because the mathematical model only knows relationships among values
at the nodes and depends on values of ow or water-surface elevation at the boundaries to provide
numerical values at the nodes interior to the model.
When the upstream boundary is reliable, the principal activity in calibration is adjusting a
limited set of parameters in the model to reduce the di erences between what the model predicted
and what we take to be the true state of a airs in the stream system. In many cases the adjustment
is quite straight forward. For example, if we have good reason to believe that the ow is nearly
correct, then if the water-surface elevation at a series of nodes is too low, that is, falls below what
we have from one or more high-water marks, then we review the parameters de ning the resistance
to ow and adjust them to increase the resistance so that the level of the water will be increased
in the next run of the model. Of course this adjustment has limits, not always clearly de ned. If
the adjustment becomes too large, we then seek some other source for the di erence.
If the upstream boundary condition is unreliable, we have no reason to believe that the ow is
correct. Then what do we do? We rst have to establish some means for adjusting the ows at the
boundary using other sources of information so that we can take the boundary to be better de ned.
The other sources of information that are taken as reliable are the ow records at Ferndale and the
stage record at Huntingdon. The ow record at Ferndale is about 30 miles downstream of Deming
and the stage record at Huntingdon is about 20 miles downstream. In principle, we could adjust
the ows at Deming until we got good reproduction of the ows and stages at these two points.
However, that proves to be complex in practice because not all di erences between the predicted
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and observed states at these two locations many miles downstream can be attributed with certainty
to the ows at Deming, the major upstream boundary. There are tributary in ows between Deming
and these ows have most often been estimated from rainfall-runo modeling based on short records
of ow at one or two locations. In addition there are other aspects of the model, the crest levels of
levees, and the cross section invert level during oods that are also uncertain. So it is not a simple
matter to decide what is the source of a discrepancy between the model and our understanding of
the true state of a airs.
Levee State and Levee Performance. Another source of a discrepancy in ow predicted at
Ferndale or Huntingdon would be the state of the levees and their performance. Flows over levees
or levee failures during a ood ght could divert water to a large ood plain, such as that on the
left in Reach 3, drained by Scott Ditch, or on the right, drained by Kamm Creek. As an example,
for the 1990 ood, we have a levee-crest survey made in 1987 but not for the purpose of closely
de ning this crest. Survey points were often 500 feet apart and were only designed to give a rough
approximation to the levee crest. We also had to go through the process of locating these points
on the ground. In many cases, the approximate nature of the original survey and maps, resulted in
uncertainties along the levee of plus or minus 100 feet. No survey was done near Everson in 1987
because there was no levee there. Thus the high ground is based on a survey some ten years after
the 1990 ood.
Levee failures are often described in only the most approximate terms because no observer was
present at the time of failure. Thus the maximum width of damage and perhaps some estimate of
the nature of the damage is available from the historical record. Thus the time of start, the rate
of growth, and other potentially useful values do not exist. Thus timing, rate of growth, and ow
based on only the barest of data must be supplied.
Invert Level for Cross Sections The cross sections in the models as developed from the DTM
based on the aerial survey of 1993 do not contain any information below the water surface at the time
of ight. Appendix E outlines how the surface of the water in the photographs, the approximate
ow in the Nooksack at the time of ight, and a series of reasonable assumptions about ow
resistance, and below-water shape provided information to complete these cross sections. However,
there is little reason to believe that this computed shape will always be reasonable during oods.
The Nooksack is actively changing its channel from Deming to below Everson from time to time.
Bars form and move and the main channel can change its location by several hundred feet during
even a modest ood.
In order to progress we must make assumptions about the cross sections. Modeling of sediment
movement is subject to great uncertainty and modeling a shifting channel is not possible. Thus a
major guiding assumption, subject to change, is that the capacity of the Nooksack to convey water
at any section will be approximately constant over time even as the location of the main channel
in that section changes. To be otherwise, the river would have to either be rapidly aggrading or
degrading and there is no evidence that is occurring.
It is also clear that the channel inverts in some parts of the river undergo major shifts during
a large ood. However, we have no observations of these shifts. Once the ood is over, the section
that exists may not be the same section that was present at the height of the ood. Modeling
these shifts is not possible at this time because we have no data on their size. However, it became
clear that the invert level estimated in Appendix E was not reasonable at some key locations. Thus
adjustments were made but the same adjustment was used for all oods. This is taken up below.
Nature of High-Water Marks. The uncertainty engendered by an unreliable upstream boundary
was exacerbated by not having time-based observations at any locations other than Ferndale and
Huntingdon-both many miles and many modeling assumptions away from Deming. A high-water
mark is useful but limited because it has no time associated with it except in rare cases. Thus series
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of high-water marks along a ow path in the model only show the maximum level that the water
reached. Holding everything but ow and resistance to ow as xed, we would generally adjust the
ow resistance because it is often less well known than the ow. However, in the current models
the ows from Deming are at least as uncertain as ow resistance if not more. If the ow in the
model is too small then adjusting the resistance will correct the di erence but it will distort the
resistance. The water level in the ow path is a ected by both the ow and the resistance to ow.
If both are of comparable uncertainty we have to do extra work to calibrate. Again as outlined
above we have to do what we can to increase our con dence in the ow values.

Initial Calibration E orts for 1990 Event

The rst calibration event attempted was for the 1990 ood, one of the largest on record, and
one with a large over ow to Canada. It was also one of the best documented large oods both in
British Columbia and in Whatcom County. In light of the problems anticipated with the ows at
Deming, Whatcom County arranged with the USGS to have one of their sta , William Wiggins,
review the ows at Deming for this event. In the 1995 ood some current-meter measurements had
been obtained at high ows, at considerable risk to the hydrographers, that led to major adjustments
to the rating. This work resulted in two new estimates for the ow at Deming in addition to the
original estimate made after the 1990 ood. Figure 5{1 shows these ows at Deming. Mr. Wiggins
felt that the mid-range result seemed the best to him on the checks he could make. All but the
larger hydrograph from the USGS review, honored the current-meter measurement made on the
recession of this ood at 10:30 AM on November 11, yielding a ow of 19,500 ft3 =s. In anticipation
of what is yet to come in the report, the gure also shows the nal form of the hydrograph used at
Deming for the 1990 ood events. The means of adjustment of this hydrograph appear below but
it is presented here to start the process of accepting a much larger ow at Deming in 1990 than
has heretofore been proposed.
Initial testing with these hydrographs showed that the mid-range hydrograph had promise:
it gave reasonable values for high-water marks in the Nooksack near Everson and the over ow
at Main Street seemed to be in the right range and also reproduced the stage variation at the
Huntingdon gage reasonably well. These ndings are given in greater detail in the report, \Lower
Nooksack River Unsteady Flow Model Development", July 19, 2001. However, the reproduction of
the hydrograph at Ferndale was poor, showing discrepancies in peak ow as well as in volume for
the 1990 event that were close to 30 per cent. Figure 5{2 shows these results using a model that
di ers in some ways from the cited report but the problems at Ferndale still hold. This model was
the one used to provide estimates of the ow at the International Border for modeling the over ow
corridor in British Columbia that needed to be completed in time for funding deadlines there.
An adjusted merger of the two larger hydrographs from the USGS review was used at Deming.
The adjustments had been done primarily to bring the ow volume at the International Border
somewhat lower and to improve the time of arrival of the over ow at Huntingdon.
These adjustments did not improve the result at Ferndale. The results shown in Figure 5-2
already include the tributary in ows for the Lower Nooksack. Increasing these ows by a factor of
two, a completely unreasonable increase, did not correct the problem at Ferndale. The volume and
peak were still too low and the shape of the hydrograph was not improved. Thus the question had
to be asked, \Where did all the water come from?" Note that the peak ow at Ferndale is higher
than the peak ow at Deming. If Deming is close to correct and if Ferndale is close to correct
then there is an impasse-no solution because there is no other signi cant source of water than at
Deming. The conclusion is inevitable. The rating at Deming is unstable and unpredictable and the
rating at Ferndale is not. Thus we have to conclude that Deming is grossly in error in this ood,
even with the increase from the original published value.
However, we are then faced with another dilemma. If we increase Deming to model Ferndale
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better we will have an over ow at Everson that is several times too large! It had already proved
dicult to get the volume of the over ow small enough to provide good results in the model of the
over ow corridor in British Columbia using the hydrographs from the USGS review. An earlier
experiment with the model had approximated a large administrative ood at Deming by scaling
the hydrograph to a peak ow of about 70,000 ft3 =s and this yielded a peak ow at Everson Main
Street of about 25,000 ft3 =s, a value about three times larger than the over ow in 1990 needed to
be in order to make sense with the observations in British Columbia. A peak ow at Deming in
this range would be required to make up the di erences at Ferndale.
In summary, correcting the problem at Ferndale by adjusting Deming upward would make an
unmanageable problem at Everson and in Reach 5. However, as already adumbrated, there is no
other credible source of water than Deming. Thus some other assumption we had made was in
error. There was strong reason to believe that the invert computed in Appendix E and used to
this point was a potential problem. It also seems reasonable that the major changes in gravel bars
and the shifting of the main channel of the Nooksack implies that the invert we observe after long
periods of modest ows is probably not the invert that is present during a large ood. However,
deciding how much to shift and where to shift was not that obvious. Clearly there would have to
be a major shift near Everson so that a much larger ow could move downstream and still maintain
some reasonable over ow. However, designing this shift with only the 1990 and 1995 ood appeared
problematical. There are so many degrees of freedom, that is so many things subject to adjustment,
that it was not clear that the nal result would have a good basis.

Propitious Event in 2002

A most propitious ood occurred in January 2002 that helped solve this mystery of how to
mimic Ferndale and at the same time make sense in British Columbia. This ood was at or slightly
above bankfull and there were two modest levee breaks and some local ooding. Paula Cooper,
River and Flood Manager at Whatcom County marshalled her sta and a rapid search was made to
locate high-water marks. These were photographed, described, cataloged, and surveyed giving the
state plane coordinates of each mark to within negligible horizontal uncertainty. Provisional ow
values were obtained from the USGS as soon as they were available. A visit to one of the potential
over ow sites, suggested by the unsteady- ow model, uncovered the clear signs of an over ow from
the Nooksack but one that returned to the Nooksack about 2000 feet downstream. Part of the
bank of the Nooksack that was clear of dense brush and trees was surveyed and several debris lines
were surveyed as well. Then in February of 2002 another small ood occurred and Nicole Bourne
of the Whatcom County sta was able to get on site and observe the ow pattern, take pictures
and wade into the ow to get a better estimate of the depth.
The over ow occurred upstream of Massey Road and owed roughly parallel to the main
channel for some distance. The ground to its right was many feet higher so no over ow could occur
there. This ow continued in what appears to be a vestigial channel heavily overgrown with trees
and brush to the extent that is was impenetrable without extensive brush removal. This vestigial
channel then reentered the Nooksack upstream of Massey Road. The ow was not large enough to
ow over the bank of the vestigial channel as it turned nearly 90 degrees to discharge its ow back
into the Nooksack. However, a somewhat larger event would bring water over this bank to ow
over Massey Road, this being one of the historical routes for over ow at Everson.
As the result of eld inspection and observation, a small part of the model near Everson was
revised to better re ect the details of over ow at this location. Given the relative abundance of data
in 2002 the calibration of the 1990 ood was delayed until the January 2002 ood was calibrated.
Preliminary runs of the 1995 ood had already shown much better mimicry of the hydrograph at
Ferndale using the published ows at Deming than in 1990. Based on these results, the following
calibration plan was devised:
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1. Use the 2002 event to calibrate the model. Not only did this event have a signi cant number
of high-water marks, there were also now two recording gages on tributaries: one on Fishtrap
Creek, and the other on Anderson Creek. These records were used to estimate the ows at
the other tributaries as outlined in Appendix F. In brief the observed ows were adjusted with
drainage-area ratios to estimate the ows at the non-gaged tributaries. More details are given
in Appendix F.
2. Check the 2002 calibration with the 1995 event and seek to reconcile di erences so that the
calibration values not tied to a speci c time, such as levee failures or ood ghts, would be
the same in both events.
3. Using the calibration from 1995 and 2002, adjust the ows at Deming for 1990 as required to
get an improved mimicry at Ferndale and Huntingdon. Adjust some key over ow parameters
near Everson as well.
4. If that proves possible, then re ne the calibration to mimic high-water marks in 1990. Again
iterate through the three events to reconcile changes so that we get a calibrated model that
is not tied to a particular event. This is important because applications of the model will be
simpler if this is the case.

Calibration to the 2002 Event
The initial runs for the 2002 event showed that in this case, with the current rating, there was
much more reasonable agreement at Ferndale than had been found in 1990. The values were close
enough that the e ort shifted to making adjustments to ow resistance in order to improve the
match at the high-water marks. Based on the nature of ow resistance and the approximate values
obtained from earlier work, adjustments in the range of 30 precent did not seem excessive. There
could be areas where large changes might be needed but the goal was to not use large adjustments
without good reasons for doing so.
As the calibration progressed it became clear that we again had some problems. The most
signi cant ones were near Everson. Note that the reproduction at Ferndale was acceptable so we
had reason to believe that the ows were in the correct range. Thus the rst adjustment would be
the ow resistance in most cases. Some areas came close to the high water marks without much
adjustment but others proved to require large adjustments. One problem area was in the Nooksack
near Everson where the over ow to Canada begins. The ow resistance was reduced by more than a
factor of two, yielding a surface in the main channel approximating a rough concrete channel. This
was required to reach what was taken to be a valid high-water mark a short distance downstream
of the Everson bridge. The maximum velocities in the Nooksack were high enough that there were
frequent computational problems with ow going critical or even supercritical.
Again something was not correct but now we had good evidence that the ows were about
right and that the high-water mark was right so that we could more clearly decide what adjustment
was needed. The only factor that made sense for adjustment was to review and shift the invert
of the cross sections used until this time. One option would be to compute a dynamic shift in
the invert, that is, FEQ would use some criterion, yet to be developed, to shift the invert in some
way as the ow changed. This was not done because nding a criterion, if one even exists, that
would function might take a great investment of time. Secondly this change would require a major
revision in software. Therefore we elected to use a static shift, that is, a shift in the invert of the
cross section is made, and that shift is held constant for all ows and all events. Again we did not
want a shift that varied from ood to ood because the application of the model would become
much more dicult.
It was not at all clear at the start that a static shift would be suitable for all events. But
that was the only feasible option available. The original below-water cross shape was a simple
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symmetrical triangle. This shape was retained. The utility program FEQUTL was modi ed to
recompute this shape for a given shift in the invert. A table of values gave the approximate watersurface elevation at the time of ight so that the appropriate part of the cross section description
could be shifted. It is important that only the below-water portion of any cross section was adjusted.
No change was made to the geometry above the water surface at the time of ight for the aerial
photographs.
The values for resistance to ow were restored to something near their original state and the
process of adjusting the channel inverts was used to calibrate to the various high-water marks for
the 2002 event. In some instances the invert had to be raised somewhat. Generally the shifts were in
the range of 6 feet or less with the larger shifts appearing adjacent to Everson. This adjustment was
made easier because the 2002 event had only a small over ow that did not get beyond the vestigial
channel identi ed in the eld inspection of the site after the January 2002 event. Over ow variation
a ects the ow at Ferndale and complicated the 1990 event calibration later in this process.
The invert shifts were introduced in a smooth fashion so that there was a transition from areas
of no shift to areas with a large shift. There were some instances in which an increase in the invert
was followed by a decrease. This was dictated by the high-water marks that were being mimicked.
The goal was to get within plus or minus one foot of as many valid marks as possible. However,
there are always cases where some marks cannot be resolved with the information available.
Results for High-Water Marks. Table 5{1 shows the results for high-water marks for the 2002
event. Table 5{2 gives a summary of these results and shows that all but four of the marks fell
within the tolerance goal. In some cases nearby marks could not both be matched for reasons
unknown. Marks 18 and 19 near the bridge at Nugents Corners is one such example. Marks 12
and 13 near Hampton Road in the Kamm Creek drainage in Reach 3 have the same pattern and
diculty. Marks 15 and 16 are on the same ow path in the model, the over ow strip next to the
Nooksack, and there is no way that the current model can support such a di erence in maximum
elevation. A review of the recent ground survey of that area does not show any topographic barrier
that would support such a di erence.
Figure 5{3 shows the reproduction at Ferndale together with the ow at Deming that was used
in the model. A constant factor of 0.95 was used to adjust the provisional ows from the USGS.
The details of the rising limb show di erences in behavior between the simulated and the observed
ow. The break in slope on the observed rising limb is not reproduced and instead the simulated
hydrograph shows a more rapid rise.
Discussion of Results. The high-water mark mimicry is good considering the problems with
the record a Deming. What is interesting is that by 2002 the main channel of the Nooksack had
shifted location by 100 feet or more at several locations with high-water marks. However, the
level found by the model was a good match at these locations as well. This lends support to the
hypothesis given above that the capacity to convey water at a given section must be approximately
the same over a time period of ten years or more.
Considerable e ort was expended in seeking improvements to the reproduction of the hydrograph at Ferndale. This included changes to the eciency of the connection of Fishtrap Creek,
Bertrand Creek, Fishtrap Creek backwater, and the addition of Barrett Lake on Ten Mile Creek.
Reasonable changes at these locations had essentially nil e ect at Ferndale. Some adjustments
to Deming were explored and changes at Deming made changes at Ferndale. However, the e ort
required to obtain the improvement was deemed too great. What is needed to help sort out these
di erences is an additional stage or ow record between Deming and Ferndale. There is just too
much distance, about 30 miles, and to many tributary in ows to clearly identify what feature or
features might have caused the variation. There is always the chance that the Deming hydrograph
shape is incorrect also. Again we have too many degrees of freedom and little additional data to
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TABLE 5{1: High-Water Mark Results: 2002 Event
High-Water Mark Description
Usgs Gage Deming
Hwm 23-RB Nks on Dmng Dk
Hwm 22-RB Nksk on lve bank
Hwm 21-RB Nksk on bank
Hwm 20-RB undr NgntsCrnrBrdg
Hwm 19-RB Nksk .13 mi dns NgntsCrnrBrdg
Hwm 18-RB Nksk @ RvrBrryPrjct
Hwm 17-RB Nksk VnDellnPrjt
Hwm 15-RB OvqPth on dk ups EvrsnBrdg
Hwm 14-RFP RvrsdMmrlPrk-StknyIslndRd
LB Nksk Noon-Abbot 3' blwbnk- bnkZ=71.5
Ron Bronsema's gage
RB Nksk Hnk Rnda's obs Frd Plndr Lnd
RB Nksk Hnk Rnda's obs Frd Plndr Lnd
Hannegan Gage: 23 ft reading
Hwm 1- Under GdMrdn Bridge RB
Hwm 2- RB Nksk on dike
Hwm 10-RB Nksk end Hrksll Rd
Hwm 9- RB Nksk at EnglrFrm
Hwm 7- RB Nksk at Vndr Ycht Prk
Hwm 3- RB Nksk Nelda Sigurdson's land
Hwm 4- RB Nksk at end of Ryhrst Rd
Hwm 5- LFP Rttr Rd CL-LveBrk ups Qsrc
Hwm 6- LFP ApplFrm-Rttr Rd Brk Qsrc
Hwm 13-RFP nr Hmptn Rd LB Kmm Crk
Hwm 12-RFP Hmptn Rd RB of Kmm Crk
Hwm 11-RFP Hnngn Rd LB of Kmm Crk
Hwm 17A-RFP Hdwy Prprty
Hwm 16-RB Ups LgrwyDk wst EmmrsnRd
Hwm 8- LFP Hvndr Prk TlphnBldg
Hwm 24-RnbwSlgh FP on Frndl Rd
Hwm 25-RnbwSlgh FP on MrnDrv
USGS Gage Ferndale.

Branch
Number

Node

0
4011
4038
0
0
4161
4069
4084
4630
3003
3063
3081
3118
3120
0
0
2010
2050
2153
1003
1023
1056
2250
0
3867
3520
0
4889
4618
1223
1402
0
0

U4000
401101
403802
U4051
U4160
416102
406914
408401
463001
300301
306301
308102
311801
312001
D3129
U2000
201001
205001
215301
100301
102302
105601
225001
D2312
386701
352001
D3529
488901
461801
122301
140201
D1409
D1010

Observed
Elevation
(ft)
218.000
201.000
174.600
162.800
149.700
147.700
109.600
99.200
85.600
79.700
68.500
65.400
57.700
57.700
57.100
47.700
43.600
35.900
27.500
23.700
21.000
17.000
30.100
27.900
53.200
55.200
54.200
94.700
83.100
19.600
9.900
9.200
23.000

Simulated
Elevation
(ft.)
217.829
201.758
175.524
162.964
150.519
149.362
109.433
99.173
82.885
80.341
69.085
65.597
58.421
58.212
57.486
46.845
42.075
35.586
28.394
24.657
20.663
16.458
29.528
28.608
55.912
55.898
54.119
94.507
82.885
19.363
10.051
9.036
23.336

Di erence
Sim - Obs
(ft)
-0.171
0.758
0.924
0.164
0.819
1.662
-0.167
-0.027
-2.715
0.641
0.585
0.197
0.721
0.512
0.386
-0.855
-1.525
-0.314
0.894
0.957
-0.337
-0.542
-0.572
0.708
2.712
0.698
-0.081
-0.193
-0.215
-0.237
0.151
-0.164
0.336

help resolve the uncertainties. However, compared to the earlier result in 1990, we have a close
comparison here.

Calibration to the 1995 Event

The calibration of the 1995 event followed that for the 2002 event. There were several iterations
to check each event after changes were made to improve the other. However, these changes had
only a small e ect on the reproduction at Ferndale. Most of the adjustments were made to improve
mimicry of high-water marks. In both 2002 and 1995 these changes generally had small e ect
at Ferndale. This event had a small over ow but no calibration for the over ow was done. The
over ow was a non-event at Sumas and the International Border so little data was available.
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TABLE 5{2: High-Water Mark Mimicry Summary: 2002 Event
High-Water Mark
Di erence Range
(ft)
-5.0 to -1.0
-1.0 to -0.5
-0.5 to -0.2
-0.2 to -0.1
-0.1 to 0.0
0.0 to 0.1
0.1 to 0.2
0.2 to 0.5
0.5 to 1.0
1.0 to 5.0

Number Proportion
of
of Total
Di erences Number
2
0.06
3
0.09
2
0.06
6
0.18
2
0.06
0
0.00
3
0.09
2
0.06
11
0.33
2
0.06

Cumulative
Proportion
0.06
0.15
0.21
0.39
0.45
0.45
0.55
0.61
0.94
1.00

Results for High-Water Marks. Table 5{3 shows the results for high-water marks for the 1995
event. Fewer marks were available in this case than for either 1990 or 2002 and only 17 marks were
used. Thirteen out of the 17 marks used fell within the tolerance goal.
TABLE 5{3: High-Water Mark Results: 1995 Event
High-Water Mark Description
Usgs Gage Deming
Hwn 68 RB Deming Levee
Hwm 66 RB on levee. S. Wllms Rd
Hwm 64 RB on levee. nr Mariotta Rd.
Hwm 58 RB
Hwm 42 LB on Nolte Rd nr peak
Hwm 38 Ron Bronsema gage
Hwm 16 RB in over bank
Hwm 10 nr Frndl WTP
Hwm 5 ups Sltr Rd- pre-peak?
Hwm 47 OvrQ Pth nr Emmrsn Rd
Hwm 48 MnSrt Evrsn-81.4 + 0.25
Apprx Mdln UtilityBx ups MnSrt
Hwm 19 RghtFPHwm 7 LftFP ups SltrRd
Hwm 3 Rnbw Slgh LftFP
Usgs Gage Ferndale

Branch
Number

Node

0
4011
4026
4039
4068
3022
3081
2153
1014
0
4615
0
0
2531
0
0
0

U4000
401101
402602
403902
406805
302201
308102
215301
101402
D1048
461501
D4541
D4541
253102
D1248
D1409
D1010

Observed
Elevation
(ft)
219.000
203.500
186.000
176.900
121.600
78.000
66.600
31.500
25.400
18.600
87.700
81.700
83.000
34.700
12.600
9.900
26.660

Simulated
Elevation
(ft.)
218.816
202.076
186.054
176.226
127.319
78.152
65.881
31.808
25.461
18.994
86.887
82.115
82.115
32.560
14.779
10.421
26.774

Di erence
Sim - Obs
(ft)
-0.184
-1.424
0.054
-0.674
5.719
0.152
-0.719
0.308
0.061
0.394
-0.813
0.415
-0.885
-2.140
2.179
0.521
0.114

Figure 5{4 gives the comparison at Ferndale. November of 1995 had many modest ood events
before the largest event occurred near the end of the month. In order to establish the proper initial
condition for that ood, the model was run for most of November and the early part of December.
In this period there where two major events and six smaller events. The adjustment made to
Deming was a constant factor of 1.05, well within the uncertainty for measured ows there.
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TABLE 5{4: High-Water Mark Mimicry Summary: 1995 Event
High-Water Mark
Di erence Range
(ft)
-5.0 to -1.0
-1.0 to -0.5
-0.5 to -0.2
-0.2 to -0.1
-0.1 to 0.0
0.0 to 0.1
0.1 to 0.2
0.2 to 0.5
0.5 to 1.0
1.0 to 6.0

Number Proportion
of
of Total
Di erences Number
2
0.12
4
0.24
0
0.00
1
0.06
0
0.00
2
0.12
2
0.12
3
0.18
1
0.06
2
0.12

Cumulative
Proportion
0.12
0.35
0.35
0.42
0.42
0.53
0.65
0.82
0.88
1.00

The two observations at Everson Main Street, Mark 48 and the one following in the table,
require some explantion. Mark 48 is adjusted upward by 0.25 feet because the mark was the edge
of water on the road and the location in the model is upstream of the road. There is a drop in
water-surface elevation as the ow goes over the road, especially as in this case the ow is at or
near critical depth on the road. The second mark is derived from a faint mudline in a utility box
upstream of Main Street. There were two such lines and this is the approx elevation of the lower
mudline. However, it is not certain that this is from the 1995 ood. As the results for the 1990
ood will show, the ow over Main Street in that event was nearly constant for some time. Thus
the two marks could have been made then.
Discussion of Results. Overall the mimicry of the observed record at Ferndale is excellent with
both major peaks being close in peak ow, peak time, and hydrograph shape. The smaller events
are less well modeled but they would be more subject to the errors in the hydrologic simulation of
the tributaries. Clearly the current meter measurements made during the major ood at the end of
the month returned the bene t of greater accuracy in the ows at Deming. Thus the hydrograph
reproduction shows no reason to suspect a large error in the model structure nor in the boundary
conditions.
The high-water mark mimicry is acceptable given the number and the level of documentation
of the marks. Some of those used were suspect, for example, Mark 58 seems to be too far o to be
valid. One of the problems with the older marks was that their location is sometimes unclear from
the descriptions available. It is sometimes not clear in which ow path the mark was intended from
the description. However, at Mark 58, the model has only one ow path so it appears that there is
some error with that mark-either in the survey computations, the elevation of the bench mark, or
a faulty benchmark. It could also be a faulty mark but without any description of its nature, that
becomes impossible to evaluate.
Mark 38 is interesting for several reasons. First, it is a gage placed and monitored by a local
resident, Ron Bronsema. Values are available there for all of the calibration events and it proved
valuable in the calibration. Second, there has been some question as to why it has a higher watersurface elevation in 1995 than in 1990. As the results for 1990 will show, the model also shows the
mark being higher in 1995. The reason for the di erence, as determined in the process of building
the model, is a change to the right-bank levee between the 1990 and 1995 oods. The changes to
that bank, about 1,000 feet upstream of the gage, raised the e ective over ow surface by about 1.5
feet over a length of about 1,000 feet. Thus the higher crest in 1995 reduced the over ow so that
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more ow remained in the main channel than did in 1990. This is the probable explanation for the
di erence. This holds even though our results below for 1990 will show that the 1990 ood peak at
Deming was about 15,000 cfs greater than the ood peak there in 1995. This highlights the need
to pay careful attention to changes local to a point of concern. Such local changes often have an
e ect nearby but yet at a distance the e ect is muted or essentially nil.

Calibration to the 1990 Event
Before we present results for the 1990 event we need to review how we got here. We do that
because this written account can barely communicate the level of e ort required to sort out the
complexities of these three calibration events. About 300 runs of the R1-R4 model were made
over a period of three to four months as various adjustments were tested, rejected, or adapted. As
already mentioned, the key to the solution of the 1990 event was the e ort to calibrate the 2002
event and nding that the inverts in the main channel of the Nooksack could not be maintained at
the level estimated from low ows in Appendix A. However, that discovery was just the start of a
long series of other adjustments to nally get a result that we present here.
1. The mid-level event at Deming was rescaled using a time-variable scale factor. Early in this
work, the reproduction at Ferndale was so good that at rst glance the simulated and observed
hydrographs, near the peak, at Ferndale could only be distinguished by close scrutiny. This
result only held up until the result at Huntingdon was checked and the results there were not
good: the ood arrived three to four hours too late. The rise at Main Street Everson was also
late based on the reports of eye witnesses. Shifting all of the hydrograph at Deming several
hours earlier did not seem to make sense and would correct Huntingdon but at the expense of
Ferndale-one of those ever-present dilemmas that faces a modeler!
2. After various experiments with tributary timing and timing at Deming, the hydrograph at
Deming was revised to become a merger of the rising part of the larger of the two hydrographs
from the USGS with the peak and the recession part of the mid-level hydrograph. This was
similar to that used in the initial e orts to calibrate 1990. Again a time-variable scaling factor
was used. The reason for using these two in combination was:
2.1 The rising limb of the larger hydrograph was a few hours earlier than the mid-level hydrograph.
2.2 Both had been derived using di erent assumptions on the rating at the gage. Thus both
hydrographs were in some sense consistent with the stage record at Deming. Applying a
major shift in time to one of the hydrographs might have been inconsistent with the stage
record. We want to make adjustments primarily in ow level to avoid being inconsistent
with what is known at Deming.
3. As changes were made for 1990, check runs of 1995 and 2002 determined what the e ects were
for those events. Again the goal was to use the same geometry when it was not speci cally
known to be unique to an event. To do otherwise would make subsequent applications of the
model more dicult and less useful.
4. Using a shifted invert and the rescaled hydrograph at Deming required adjustments to the
eciency of the over ow surface. The eciency of these surfaces, that is their e ective length
and ow resistance, had been increased to a logical upper limit, in the early work on the 1990
event required to meet schedule and funding constraints in British Columbia. At that time
the initial over ow estimate was larger than the data and modeling in British Columbia could
support. It proved dicult to reduce the over ow and this problem was the source of some
perplexity. With the shifted invert and with the rescaled ow at Deming, no such problem
was encountered. The eciency of the over ow surface had to be returned to values that were
more reasonable.
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Fortunately there was a good high-water mark just upstream of Everson Main Street for this
event. Thus that mark was used to guide the initial calibration of the over ow at Everson Main
Street. Previous work had established that the volume of ow found then was somewhat too large.
Thus the goal was to still be within a reasonable range of the high-water mark and to also be slightly
smaller in peak and volume than the earlier work. To some degree the over ow was in uenced by
the mimicry at Ferndale. Of course we do not know the value at Deming with any precision. Thus
we have to balance the ows as best we can with the limited information we have. Only detailed
modeling in British Columbia with our latest results will determine the degree of improvement we
have attained.
The model included an approximation to the hydraulic e ect of a log jam not far downstream
of the Everson bridge. Detailed description of this jam could not be found but it was apparently
large. The hydraulic rating assigned to the jam was used as a calibration parameter to improve
the high-water mark mimicry near the Everson bridge. There did not appear to be other valid
adjustments to increase the simulated levels to better approximate this series of high-water marks.
These marks include: 44, and M-12-2. The later mark could not be reached and seemed inconsistent
with mark 44. However, it provided evidence that there was an e ect on the ow into the right-hand
ood plain most likely enhanced by the log jam.
The model for Reach 5 had been calibrated approximately for the previous work and only
minor adjustments were made to it. The principal calibration adjustment was to change the
e ective capacity of the two bridges under the BNRR with a high embankment that forms an
e ective dam just west of downtown Sumas. The water-surface elevation across the ood plain is
quite sensitive to the capacity assigned to these two openings. There were three high-water marks
upstream of the railroad embankment and nearly parallel to it, that showed ood water was ponded
from valley wall to valley wall at the peak of the over ow ood in 1990. In 1990 the bridge for
Sumas Creek su ered a partial blockage with hay bales washed down from the over ow corridor
and also a failure of the left abutment of the bridge. The bridge under Johnson Creek has both
a poor approach, with the water owing nearly parallel to the embankment before turning nearly
90 degrees to pass through the opening, and a poor departure, with the water again having to
turn abruptly to follow the creek. This bridge violates nearly every assumption used in deriving
bridge losses! Consequently it is reasonable to use their capacity as calibration parameters because
estimating bridge capacity even under good conditions is subject to signi cant uncertainty.
Results for High-Water Marks. Here we break the results into two parts: rst for the model
of R1-R4, and second, for the model of R5. In the model of R1-R4, 39 high-water marks that were
considered valid were used. About ten others could not be located with sucient precision or had
elevations that were inconsistent with adjacent marks. Tables 5{5 and 5{6 give the results for the
model of R1-R4. All but two marks fell within the tolerance goals set for the calibration. Almost
70 per cent of the marks are within plus or minus 0.5 feet as well. The one high mark is also just
over the limit.
Tables 5{7 and 5{8 show the results for high-water mark mimicry for the model of Reach 5.
The division of the stream system into two parts is justi ed below in the discussion of the details
of the over ow. Thus the principal input to the R5 model is the over ow at Everson Main Street
computed from the model of R1-R4. The rainfall-generated ows for the Johnson Creek/Sumas
River as measured at the Huntingdon gage as well as ows at Saar Creek were provided by work
done at the University of British Columbia. These hydrographs were allocated to various parts of
the drainage to supply needed boundary conditions. Thus a small ow was supplied some distance
upstream of Everson Main Street for a boundary condition.
Out of 27 marks four fell outside the tolerance goal with one barely below. Those not matched
were in and near the City of Sumas where shallow ooding is typical. Modeling shallow ooding is
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TABLE 5{5: High-Water Mark Results: 1990 Event for R1-R4
High-Water Mark Description
Usgs Gage Deming
M-4 KCM NkskFldHstry p. 16
Hwm 61 Nugents Corners Brdg ups? M-9
M-6 KCM NkskFldHstry p. 16
M-9 KCM NkskFldHstry p. 16
M-9-7 KCM NkskFldHstry p.16
Avr of 93.16,94.22. nr Emmrsn/Mssy cnr
TP-A
Hwm 46 Mlk Prlr E Emmrsn Rd.
TP-C Rds Lane and Emmrsn Rd.
M-11-5 Emmrsn Rd and Rds Lane
Hwm 44 Ups Everson Bridge M-12
M-12-2 NkskFldHstry p16 R1 Blw EvrBrdg
Log Cabin in parkM-12-3 R1 Nr StcknyIsld Rd Blw EvrsnBr
Ups Evrsn MS utlty box
M-13 on KCM map
Hwm 40 Noon and Abbot in Nksk M-14
Hwm 38 Ron Bronsema gage
Ron's estmt Nrthwd Rd(57.7 + 58.9)/2
Hwm 35 1450 Hnmptn no BM-used cnst plns
Hwm 34 De Groot no BM-used cnstr plns
Hwm 33 On Theil Rd
Kcm pnt "M" NkskFldHstry p. 17
Hwm 31 Nr Hmptn/Nksk Av-"L"-KCM Doc
Hwm 30 Ups HngnRd Brdg-Nksk? M-15
Hwm 28 Dns Guide Mrdn M-17
M-18 ( owpath unclear-MM,R1?
Hwm 26 Top step o Rvr Rd
KCM pnt "J" NkskFldHstry p. 17
Hwm 21 Dahlberg Rd
Hwm 18 nrly at HWM 17
Hwm 15 Mark on milkhouse
Hwm 14 Ups I-5 Take Ed's mark
Usgs Gage Ferndale
Hwm 9 Pmp Hs nr Frndl WTP
Kcm pnt "I" NkskFldHstry p. 17
Hwm 8 Hvndr Prk O c Bldg
Hwm 1 Marietta Slough-avrg of 2 marks

Branch
Number

Node

0
0
0
0
4068
4069
0
0
0
4622
0
0
0
3403
0
0
3023
3063
3081
0
0
0
0
3511
0
0
0
2417
2415
2422
2474
2132
0
0
0
1014
1215
1222
0

U4000
U4414
D4062
D4840
406804
406904
D4606
D4608
D4613
462202
D4623
D4141
U3402
340302
D3405
D4541
302302
306302
308102
D3862
D3867
D3496
D3286
351102
D3523
U3129
U2000
241702
241501
242202
247401
213202
D2168
D2195
D1010
101403
121503
122202
U1310

Observed
Elevation
(ft)
219.300
199.480
156.000
156.470
128.790
118.720
93.700
91.740
87.800
87.650
87.490
84.480
84.560
83.350
82.500
83.150
77.550
68.910
65.600
58.300
58.600
58.800
56.300
57.350
57.450
57.000
47.400
40.600
40.600
40.810
35.400
33.600
33.800
33.300
28.200
26.500
25.640
23.600
12.000

Simulated
Elevation
(ft.)
219.438
199.396
155.895
155.971
128.883
119.252
92.916
91.613
87.901
87.459
87.412
84.121
82.611
82.498
82.056
83.054
77.727
69.255
65.092
57.854
57.847
57.840
56.363
57.778
57.143
57.093
48.328
40.585
40.846
40.224
35.159
34.028
33.037
32.706
27.736
26.322
25.978
23.237
13.020

Di erence
Sim - Obs
(ft)
0.138
-0.084
-0.105
-0.499
0.093
0.532
-0.784
-0.127
0.101
-0.191
-0.078
-0.359
-1.949
-0.852
-0.444
-0.096
0.177
0.345
-0.508
-0.446
-0.753
-0.960
0.063
0.428
-0.307
0.093
0.928
-0.015
0.246
-0.586
-0.241
0.428
-0.763
-0.594
-0.464
-0.178
0.338
-0.363
1.020

dicult and a detailed review of the local topography may be needed to sort out these problems.
Table 5{8, giving a summary, shows that the marks tend to be simulated low. This has been a
continuing challenge: to get the volume of the over ow low enough to make sense for the data in
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TABLE 5{6: High-Water Mark Mimicry Summary: 1990 Event for R1-R4
High-Water Mark
Di erence Range
(ft)
-5.0 to -1.0
-1.0 to -0.5
-0.5 to -0.2
-0.2 to -0.1
-0.1 to 0.0
0.0 to 0.1
0.1 to 0.2
0.2 to 0.5
0.5 to 1.0
1.0 to 5.0

Number Proportion
of
of Total
Di erences Number
1
0.03
8
0.21
7
0.18
5
0.13
4
0.10
3
0.08
4
0.10
4
0.10
2
0.05
1
0.03

Cumulative
Proportion
0.03
0.23
0.41
0.54
0.64
0.72
0.82
0.92
0.97
1.00

British Columbia and still have a peak ow to reach the high-water marks in the over ow corridor.
Again a more detailed look at the resistance to ow may be needed. However, as found in the
model of R1-R4, changing the high-water mark mimicry has little e ect on the ow near and
beyond Sumas. Even in the current state more than half of the marks are within plus or minus 0.5
foot.
Figure 5{5 shows the hydrograph comparison at Ferndale for the R1-R4 model. Adjustments
were made at Deming, using a time-variable scale factor, also shown in the gure. Note that the
value of the scale factor had to be 1.00 when a current-meter reading was obtained on the recession
of the ood. The adjustment factor varied from a minimum of 0.7 to a maximum of 1.7. A factor of
1.29 was used near the rst peak. The larger factors were needed near the lesser peaks. The peak
ow on the USGS hydrograph at Deming near the end of the long peak period was trimmed in an
e ort to improve reproduction at Ferndale and at Huntingdon. Thus parts of the hydrograph look
a bit arti cial, as they should, because making such adjustments proves dicult. However, it would
be possible to make the hydrograph less smooth and still get essentially the same result. However,
there is little point to that given all of the complexities of the ows at Deming and downstream.
Figure 5{6 shows the water-surface elevation and ow comparison at Huntingdon. The ow
near the peak as estimated by UMA, the modeling consultant in British Columbia, was used in
the observed sequence. The Water Survey of Canada does not use the ow rating at this station
under certain conditions of tailwater. The time of rise of the rst over ow in the month is well
modeled. The time of rise of the second, not used in any calibration, shows the simulated arrival
being somewhat late and slightly low.
Discussion of Results. Considering the outcomes of the early work on the 1990 ood these
results display a mimicry that exceeds any previous expectations. However, are these results valid?
There are many degrees of freedom for adjustments in these model, in large part because the ows at
Deming are uncertain. Thus the rst step in any work with an event is to establish some reasonable
approximation to the ows at Ferndale using Deming and the estimates of the ows at the various
tributaries. It is clear that any error in the tributary ow and any errors in the model will be
re ected in whatever ows are computed for Ferndale. Also based on the experience with the 2002
event, it is not always an easy task to adjust Deming to match Ferndale closely. The hydrograph at
Deming has to have about the right timing to make this possible and many runs have to be made
to accomplish the adjustment. This is like calibration in reverse, that is we have the reliable ow
downstream and we have to now work upstream by trial and error to create a boundary condition
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TABLE 5{7: High-Water Mark Results: 1990 Event for R5
High-Water Mark Description
S-1 in southwest Sumas
S-2 west of BNRR Sumas
S-3 west of BNRR Sumas
S-4 in south-west Sumas
S-5 west of BNRR Sumas
S-6 central Sumas
S-7 northwest Sumas
S-8 north Sumas
S-9 northeast Sumas
S-10 east Sumas
S-11 southeast Sumas
S-12 far southeast Sumas
S-13 far southeast Sumas
S-14 south Sumas
S-15 far northeast Sumas
10.84 m B. C.
9.37 m B. C.
Max stage Huntingdon Gage
Top utility box at Shuksan and EvrGrn
Pnt R nr Evrgrn Wy and VnBrn
Hwm 51 Near barn at looong culvert
Top step at Jim Glass's house
Mud stain in Jim's barn
Hwm 54 bttm step on frnt porch
Hwm 52 Sth Bdgr Rd in Trb 1of1 on shed
Hwm 53 Mark on mlkhs sth Clrbrk Rd
North and west of Clrbrk and Nksk Rd

Branch
Number

Node

0
0
5562
651
5564
0
0
626
628
0
643
653
0
652
630
0
0
0
6210
6210
0
5118
5118
0
6338
6496
0

D650
D5554
556201
65106
556401
D641
U641
62603
62802
D626
64306
65302
D652
65206
63005
D636
F202
U366
621002
621002
D5092
511802
511802
F5505
633804
649603
F5804

Observed
Elevation
(ft)
39.600
43.500
43.500
40.200
43.600
40.800
40.400
37.400
38.500
37.800
38.900
38.700
39.000
40.600
36.700
35.560
30.740
33.100
80.740
79.680
70.250
68.400
68.540
56.700
65.710
58.430
56.400

Simulated
Elevation
(ft.)
39.372
43.789
43.776
39.188
43.769
39.019
39.670
37.426
36.821
37.042
38.790
38.900
38.906
39.017
35.792
35.100
30.662
32.869
80.053
80.062
69.334
67.846
67.846
56.104
65.475
58.059
56.188

TABLE 5{8: High-Water Mark Mimicry Summary: 1990 Event for R5
High-Water Mark
Di erence Range
(ft)
-5.0 to -1.0
-1.0 to -0.5
-0.5 to -0.2
-0.2 to -0.1
-0.1 to 0.0
0.0 to 0.1
0.1 to 0.2
0.2 to 0.5
0.5 to 1.0
1.0 to 5.0

Number Proportion
of
of Total
Di erences Number
4
0.15
8
0.30
2
0.07
5
0.19
2
0.07
1
0.04
2
0.07
3
0.11
0
0.00
0
0.00
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Cumulative
Proportion
0.15
0.44
0.52
0.70
0.78
0.81
0.89
1.00
1.00
1.00

Di erence
Sim - Obs
(ft)
-0.228
0.289
0.276
-1.012
0.169
-1.781
-0.730
0.026
-1.679
-0.758
-0.110
0.200
-0.094
-1.583
-0.908
-0.460
-0.078
-0.231
-0.687
0.382
-0.916
-0.554
-0.694
-0.596
-0.235
-0.371
-0.212
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at Deming that will reproduce the ows at Ferndale.
Given the unstable rating at Deming there seems to be no other recourse. The number of additional parameters added with the adjustments at Deming is a small fraction of the total available
in this model. That is always the case with unsteady ow models of stream systems. There are
always far more parameters to adjust than there are known constraints to de ne the adjustments.
Given the good results on high-water marks in 1990, using the same invert shifts as in 2002 and
in 1995, added to the good results with high-water marks in 2002 and reasonable results in 1995,
there is every reason to believe that the essential features of the real system exist in the current
model of Reaches 1 through 4.
The results for the R5 model are also good given that the ooding there tends to be di use and
shallow. The over ow corridor is a complex mix of shallow swales, residual ponds, and wetlands,
crossed by roads that rise and fall above and below the surrounding terrain. This makes it dicult
to de ne the hydraulic e ects of these roads. Near the International Border there is extensive
shallow ooding with much ow over the banks of Johnson Creek into areas partially covered in
a variety of structures. Again these results support the belief that the model of Reach 5 has also
represented the major features a ecting ow from Everson Main Street to the International Border.

Over ows at Everson: A Closer Look

The over ow to Sumas, and eventually to the Fraser River in British Columbia is a major
concern to residents in the a ected areas. Changes in the split of ow at Everson are an issue.
These changes could occur through movement of the main channel of the Nooksack River or from
human activities, either deliberate or accidental. In order to understand where these changes might
occur, we need to describe our current understanding of the process and to identify the current
locations of signi cant ows. The surface geometry that controls these ows may need to be re ned
in subsequent studies and may also need to be protected from changes that could change the ow
division.
In order for water in the Nooksack main channel to nally ow over Everson Main Street it
must rst ow over the high ground next to the Nooksack. See Figure 5{7 for an outline of these
features. However, getting over that rst barrier does not ensure that the water will actually ow
to Canada or even into Everson. Next to the high ground by the Nooksack is a slightly depressed
area with a slope and path nearly parallel to the Nooksack and owing between the high ground
by the Nooksack and the high ground on or near Emmerson Road and the edges of Everson.
Included in this high ground in 1990 was the existing dike. Added to this high ground by 1993 was
Lagerway Dike. (The e ect of Lagerway Dike on over ows is not taken up here. See Chapter 6 for
a discussion of that issue.) This swale starting at about the extension of Massey Road and ending
a short distance upstream of the embankment of the Everson bridge, is called the over ow strip.
Its total length is about 5600 feet.
When water enters this strip it tends to ow along it and some of the water owing in this
strip returns to the Nooksack River farther downstream and never gets over the second barrier
between the Nooksack and the over ow to Sumas and Canada. There are also points upstream of
the extension of Massey Road where over ows can occur albeit they seem to be much smaller than
the over ows adjacent to the over ow strip. They also have a greater tendency to nd a return
path to the Nooksack than to ow, in this case over Massey Road or into the upstream end of the
over ow strip. Flows over Massey Road will later ow over Everson Main Street. However, in ows
to the upstream end of the over ow strip must also make it over the second barrier. A signi cant
problem in this area of over ow from the Nooksack is the dense brush and trees covering most of
the high ground. Thus getting accurate ground levels is dicult by any means. Extensive clearing
would be required and that activity could either change the over ow characteristics in the process
and could make the high ground more vulnerable to change in the future.
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The relationship between the elevation of the high ground near the River and the elevation
on and near Emmerson Road varies from the high ground near the upstream end being a few feet
higher then Emmerson Road to near equality moving downstream toward the end of Lagerway
Dike. As the over ow strip nears Everson, Lagerway Dike and the dike existing pre-1990 provide a
higher barrier. However, there is also high ground near the edge of town that provides a barrier as
well but one lower than Lagerway Dike. This relationship is important because the model shows
and observation of local residents supports that some of the ow that gets over the rst barrier
ows down the over ow strip and returns to the Nooksack. There are some points of ow between
the Nooksack and the over ow strip near its downstream end that show reverse ow, that is, there
are times during a ood when water is moving from the River into the over ow strip but there are
also times when it is moving from the over ow strip to the River.
The following three tables abstract the maximum and minimum ows at various nodes in the
model that relate to these ows. Table 5{9 shows the extremes for ows between the Nooksack
River and the over ow paths upstream of Massey Road. The maximum elevation is for the model
node and gives the elevation in an over ow path. The source elevation gives the elevation for the
source ow path, in this case the Nooksack, for the maximum ow. The minimum crest is the
elevation along the high ground over which water rst ows in the segment associated with the
model node. Thus if the source elevation is greater than the crest elevation there will be some
ow from the Nooksack to the ow path receiving the ow. For example, model node F4091 show
a maximum ow of 204.9 ft3 =s and the source elevation, 98.325, is greater than the minimum
crest elevation, 96.380. The following node, F4093 has non-zero ows for both, therefore, ow at
that node went through at least one reversal. In this case the source elevation and the maximum
elevation will be greater than the minimum crest.
Some signi cant conclusions from this table are:
1. There are several locations where the water was about 0.5 feet below the crest. Because
of dense brush cover the elevations here have greater uncertainty than that limit. However,
historical observations of local residents suggest that the ow over Massey Road, shown at the
bottom of Table 5{9, is not far from what occurred in 1990. That is, only modest parts of the
over ow originated there.
2. Part of the reason for the modest ows is that there are several locations for ow to return to
the Nooksack. Model node F4115 represents such a location not far upstream of Massey Road.
3. This part of the over ow area is not quite one mile long. However, clear identi cation of the
upstream end is again obscured by brush and tree cover. This should be expected but it does
make the analysis of a complex hydraulic phenomenon more dicult to model.
4. The water that enters this part of the over ow strip must either return to the Nooksack, ow
over Massey Road, ow into the over ow strip, or be retained in surface storage.
The principal area in which water ows over the bank of the Nooksack has an over ow surface
surveyed in detail for this project. Identifying this local high ground proved to be a dicult task.
The relief is small and there is cover of various heights and type depending on location in the
over ow strip. Therefore, the survey contractor constructed a local topographic map from many
ground points, and then traced the path for the high ground adjacent to the Nooksack River main
channel. Table 5{10 shows the ows from the Nooksack into the over ow strip for that part of the
strip upstream of approximately Reeds Lane, called the upper over ow strip. Its end is also near
where the Lagerway Dike was terminated. All of the water that enters this strip must again either
return to the Nooksack, ow over Emmerson Road, ow out the downstream end to the remainder
of the strip, or be retained in surface storage.
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Figure 5{7: Sketch of Over ow Strip Location
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TABLE 5{9: Over ow from Nooksack Upstream of Massey Road: 1990
Model Maximum Maximum
Node Elevation
Flow
(ft)
(cfs)
U4882
99.436
11.0
F4083
98.740
0.0
F4085
97.688
0.0
F4087
97.687
0.0
F4089
97.687
0.0
F4091
97.687
204.9
F4093
97.685
507.3
F4095
97.680
48.4
F4097
97.676
0.0
F4099
97.674
0.0
F4101
97.669
0.0
F4103
97.662
0.0
F4105
97.636
0.0
F4107
97.447
0.0
F4109
97.392
0.0
F4111
97.356
0.0
F4113
97.278
0.0
F4115
97.266
0.0
F4117
91.604
0.0
F4119
91.585
0.0
D4901
91.585
335.8
U4605
93.819
83.5

Minimum
Flow
(cfs)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
66.3
-125.3
0.0
0.0
5.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.4
206.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Nooksack
Rvr Mile
(mi)
25.5893
25.5179
25.4211
25.3398
25.2740
25.2172
25.1693
25.1242
25.0818
25.0125
24.9489
24.9099
24.8809
24.8699
24.8588
24.8360
24.8134
24.7724
24.7048

Source Minimum Notes
Elevation Crst Elev
(ft)
(ft)
Ups end over ow
101.875
102.380
101.212
101.590
100.126
100.250
99.069
99.420
98.325
96.380
97.826
93.900
97.571
94.790
97.324
99.680
97.015
98.180
96.449
97.200
95.893
98.570
95.592
98.340
95.363
97.960
95.204
98.040
94.981
98.520
94.750
96.670
94.617
94.540
94.189
94.500
93.429
94.020
Over Massey Road
Into over ow strip

Here are some observations on the contents of this table:
1. Most of the ow over Emmerson Road occurs near the downstream end of this part of the
over ow strip. Some of this water may enter Everson on its way to the tributary of Johnson
Creek that collects this water and then ows under and over Everson Main Street.
2. There is little reverse ow from the over ow strip to the Nooksack River. Once the water gets
over the high ground it either ows downstream in the over ow strip or ows over Emmerson
Road. This means that Emmerson Road and the higher ground that might be near it has
a strong in uence on the ow split. The point of greatest interest for some residents of the
over ow corridor, seems to be Main Street in Everson. These model results show that this
interest is misplaced. Main Street has no in uence on how much water ows out of the
Nooksack and to Sumas and British Columbia. Two runs of the 1990 event were done for the
1990 geometry modi ed in the rst run to raise Everson Main Street by 0.5 feet, and in the
second run to raise Emmerson Road near Everson by 0.5 feet. Here is a brief summary of the
outcomes:
2.1 E ect of raising Everson Main Street by 0.5 feet: Peak ow at Main Street declines by
1.3 ft3 =s out of about 6000 ft3 =s and the maximum elevation increases by 0.494 ft. The
peak ows over Emmerson Road are unchanged. The small decline in peak ow could be
from the slight increase in the water stored behind the higher street. Thus as stated the
ooding local to Everson Main Street would be exacerbated but the hydrograph at Sumas
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TABLE 5{10: Over ow from Nooksack to Over ow Strip and over Emmerson Road : 1990
Model
Node
F4121
F4123
F4125
F4127
F4129
F4131
F4133
F4135
F4137
F4139
F4141
F4143
F4145
F4004

From Nooksack into Over ow Strip
Over ow Strip Over Emmerson Rd
Max
Max
Min Nooksack
Src
Min. Model Max
Src
Min
Elev
Flow
Flow Rvr Mile
Elev.
Crst Node Flow Elev.
Crst
(ft)
(cfs)
(cfs)
(mi)
(ft)
(ft)
(cfs)
(ft)
(ft)
93.631
0.0
4.1
24.6359 93.008 93.200 F4205
4.4 93.631 93.410
92.917
0.0
0.0
24.5646 92.284 94.200 F4206
2.5 92.917 92.660
92.266
0.0
0.0
24.4954 91.813 93.800 F4207
2.0 92.266 92.100
91.613
0.0
0.0
24.4359 91.392 93.700 F4208
0.6 91.613 91.500
90.699
0.0
0.0
24.3787 90.913 92.270 F4209
0.0 90.699 90.800
89.948 394.6
0.0
24.3073 90.690 87.800 F4210
5.5 89.948 89.550
88.295 396.7
0.0
24.2197 90.444 88.500 F4211
0.0 88.295 88.400
88.062 1472.9
0.0
24.1540 90.198 87.300 F4212
0.0 88.062 88.120
87.860 1906.4
0.0
24.0748 89.513 86.800 F4213
0.0 87.860 87.900
87.684 527.1
0.0
23.9809 88.308 84.930 F4214 161.5 87.684 86.660
87.580 1440.5
0.0
23.9172 88.021 83.700 F4215 1824.2 87.580 85.200
87.528 868.0
0.0
23.8733 88.103 85.800 F4216 2259.1 87.528 85.270
87.508 987.9
0.0
23.8192 88.078 85.700 F4217 1360.0 87.508 85.920
87.396 2820.8
147.2
Flow to remainder of Over ow Strip

would be unchanged. The reason for this lack of e ect is that the increase in elevation at
Everson Main Street rapidly declines upstream. Furthermore, the drop in elevation from
the ows over Emmerson to the water surface in the Johnson Creek tributary owing to
Everson Main Street is so large that the changes in water-surface elevation have no e ect
on the ows at Emmerson. Consequently the over ow volume is unchanged by raising
Everson Main Street by 0.5 ft. The elevation change at Everson Main Street required to
a ect the over ow has not been determined but may be greater than one foot.
2.2 E ect of raising Emmerson Road by 0.5 feet: Peak ow at Everson Main Street declines
by 871.7 ft3 =s out of about 6000 ft3 =s and the maximum elevation decreases by 0.14 ft.
This is dramatically di erent than the change caused by raising Everson Main Street. The
ows over Emmerson Road decline and more water ows back into the Nooksack from
the over ow strip. Clearly a key in uence on the split in ows is Emmerson Road and its
near environment and not Everson Main Street!
3. Changes at Everson Main Street caused by ordinary repaving or maintenance have no e ect
on the split in ow nor do they a ect the ows that reach Sumas and the International Border.
Never-the-less the geometry of Main Street is important and should also be maintained at
constant levels because:
3.1 Changes in its crest would a ect ood levels close upstream and to a limited extent
downstream. Thus structures close to the road would experience changes in ood levels.
2.2 It provides a de ned control to estimate the ow at that point. Thus changes in its crest
would change the relationship between ow and elevation of the water surface upstream.
This should be avoided so that we can get some estimates of ow there that remain
consistent from one event to the next.
4. The last line of Table 5{10 shows the ows between the two parts of the over ow strip. Note
that there is a ow reversal. This implies that water enters the strip early in the ood near
its downstream end but cannot get over the second barrier. Thus the reverse ows shown in
Table 5{11 are strong enough in 1990 to push water upstream into this part of the over ow
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strip for a short time as time-series results given below will show.
Table 5{11 shows the interactions for the remainder of the over ow strip. As already mentioned
this is the area of major ow returning to the Nooksack. However, ows enter Everson here. Based
on past reports the ows shown here entering Everson are under simulated. Re ning these ows
will require additional detail in and near Everson. None-the-less the model correctly shows ows
entering Everson at or near historical entry points. The current model does not attempt to represent
the detail of the streets, buildings, and related shallow-depth ow paths in Everson. Interesting
observations here are:
1. The return ows are much larger than the incoming ows. This implies that a change to the
controlling geometry for one of these points of return ow designed to reduce the over ow from
the Nooksack would at the same time have the potential to signi cantly increase the ow over
Emmerson Road.
2. For node F4249 the Nooksack River water level, 85.073 is above the minimum crest for ow
out of the Nooksack. However, there is no ow from the Nooksack to the over ow strip at this
node. This means that the water level in the over ow strip was always higher than the level in
the Nooksack. That is, water owing from upstream is trapped behind the high bank to such
an extent that it rises above the level in the Nooksack at that point.
TABLE 5{11: Over ow from Nooksack to Over ow Strip and into Everson : 1990
Model
Node
F4221
F4223
F4225
F4227
F4229
F4231
F4233
F4247
F4249
D4632

Max
Elev
(ft)
87.495
87.479
87.443
87.395
87.384
87.341
87.090
86.601
86.629
86.631

From Nooksack into Over ow Strip
Over ow Strip Into Everson
Max
Min Nooksack
Src
Min. Model Max
Src
Min
Flow
Flow Rvr Mile
Elev.
Crst Node Flow Elev.
Crst
(cfs)
(cfs)
(mi)
(ft)
(ft)
(cfs)
(ft)
(ft)
102.6
0.0
23.7872 87.987 85.930
94.3
0.0
23.7758 87.939 86.100 F4240 20.6 87.479 87.000
199.1
0.0
23.7489 87.836 86.080
114.5
0.0
23.7255 87.718 85.600 F4003
7.5 87.412 86.791
230.1
0.0
23.7097 87.612 85.620 F4242 70.2 87.384 86.330
98.1
0.0
23.6842 87.377 85.040 F4243
5.5 87.341 87.030
270.1
706.8
23.6461 87.031 83.100 F4244
0.0 87.090 87.280
83.1
1999.0
23.5953 86.305 83.300 F4254
0.0 86.601 87.500
0.0
452.4
23.5563 85.073 83.770 F4255
0.0 86.629 87.705
23.0
0.0
End of Over ow Strip

These three tables have given a static view of the extremes recorded at various locations in the
over ow near Everson. A series of gures with time series based on the contents of these three tables
presents a somewhat more dynamic summary. These gures will follow the division of the over ow
strip into upper and lower parts with the break between them near the location of Lagerway Dike,
built after the 1990 ood. In order to show the details for both events in November of 1990, we
will use two gures in each case.
Figures 5{8 and 5{9 show the time variation upstream of Massey Road. We have computed
the sum of all ows from the Nooksack, both positive and negative, and shown that summation.
The two out ows from this part of the over ow, the ow over Massey Road and the ow into the
upstream end of the the over ow strip also appear. Early in the over ow event the in ows from the
Nooksack are larger than the return ows so that we get a net ow from the Nooksack. However,
near the end of the over ow, the water stored in the vestigial channel upstream of Massey Road
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takes some time to drain to the Nooksack. What is interesting is that on November 13, a small
over ow from the Nooksack appears but it never gets high enough to ow over the bank of the
vestigial channel and all of it appears to return to the Nooksack. A news release contained in the
City of Abbotsford le on this ood gives the report that over ow had started near Everson at 9
AM on November 13. It is quite satisfying to note that the model picks up the small over ow,
which proved not to be a threat. The second event of the month, shown in Figure 5{9, is much
smaller but shows a similar pattern as for the rst event.
Figures 5{10 and 5{11 show the time variation in the upper over ow strip. Again the major
sources of in ow and out ow are summed across the nodes shown in Table 5{10. Thus we have
the in ow from the Nooksack which included what was discharged to the upper end of the over ow
strip from upstream of Massey Road. The ow over Emmerson Road will make its way east and
north and ow to Sumas and the International Border. Finally there is the ow going from the
upper over ow strip to the lower over ow strip.
These gures show that the most of the over ow to Sumas and the International Border
originates in this part of the over ow strip. Figure 5-10 also shows a tiny over ow from the
Nooksack on November 13 but much later than the over ow appearing on that day upstream of
Massey Road. It is completely contained in the over ow strip. Also the initial ow at the section
between the upper and lower parts, is in the reverse direction as indicated in the extreme results in
Table 5{10. This reverse ow is caused by the rst entry of water into the strip below the point of
division but these ows are quickly overwhelmed by the ows from upstream. Again Figure 5{11
shows a similar but more uniform patten in that the second ood did not have a long duration
peak period like the rst ood of the month.
The nal two gures, 5{12 and 5{13, show the interactions in the lower over ow strip. This is
the location of the large return ows to the Nooksack. The ows into Everson also originate here.
Figure 5{12, for the rst event of the month, shows the initial in ow from the Nooksack which
generates a reverse ow at the point of division of the over ow strip. The interesting feature here
is the large ow back into the Nooksack. The second event shows a similar pattern except that no
water is shown entering Everson from this location.
The 1990 event produced large and long duration over ows. Just ve years later another ood
near the end of November generated another over ow at Everson Main Street, both smaller and of
a di erent character than the one in 1990. Because this ood was a non-event in British Columbia,
no analysis of the rainfall generated ows has been done. Thus we ran the Reach 5 model using a
constant ow of about 120 ft3 =s for the Sumas River. This was distributed in the same pattern as
1990. The peak stage and time at Huntingdon are known. Thus our result should show a peak time
close to that observed, although the time variation of the rainfall-generated runo in the Sumas
River could alter the peak time somewhat. However, our result should be lower than the observed
ow to allow room for the local runo .
Figure 5{14 shows the result. This shows the ows. We do not have the peak ow at Huntingdon but the peak average daily ow was about 735 ft3 =s (20.8 m3 =s). The simulated peak ow
of 392 ft3 =s (11.1 m3 =s) gives adequate room for local runo . The simulated maximum elevation
was also about 2.6 ft ( 0.8 m) below the observed. Finally the observed time of peak stage was
4:24 AM on 30 November 1995 and the simulated time of peak stage was 4:00 AM on 30 November
1995. These results, although limited in extent, show that the time and magnitude of the over ow
in 1995 are in good agreement with what we know at Huntingdon.
Comparing the plot of the over ow in 1995 with the one in 1990 shows that the volume of
the 1995 over ow was small and so the over ow corridor could attenuate the peak. The ow was
contained within the banks of Johnson Creek and the Sumas River so that no over ows occurred
in Sumas or at the International Border. In contrast, the 1990 over ow had a much larger peak
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and a long duration of nearly constant ow. The attenuation was much less than in 1995 and so
large over ows occurred in Sumas and at the International Border.
The over ow at Everson Main Street has been computed using the R1{R4 model without the
e ect of tailwater downstream of the street. Early versions of the models in this project veri ed
that this was valid, that is, Main Street was a control point for the ow in the over ow corridor.
This means that we do not have to know the water level downstream in order to compute a valid
ow. At low ows, contained within the small tributary owing under the street, this is not true.
Flow through the culvert is subject to some tailwater in uence. However, the capacity of the culvert
is so small relative to the ow over the road, that its e ect is nil. Figure 5{15 shows the ow at
Everson Main Street in 1990 computed from the R1{R4 model, and from the R1{R5 model when
the two models are merged. This model runs much more slowly than the combined total of runtime
for the two models. Consequently to be able to run the two models sequentially is more ecient.
Except for a few short time periods, the ows are essentially the same. The small di erence at
the second peak is probably caused by a radically di erent sequence of time steps. The combined
model generally must take smaller time steps because of the complexity added with Reach 5.
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Chapter 6
RESULTS FOR INITIAL SCENARIOS AT EVERSON
A mathematical model of a stream system is a powerful tool for estimating the e ects that
changes in the stream system geometry might have on past and future oods. The Nooksack River,
like most rivers in populated areas, is constantly being changed in various ways. The scenarios
evaluated in this study focus on two changes near Everson that were completed after the 1990 ood
but before the 1995 ood. These are the replacement of the bridges across the Nooksack and its
left-hand ood plain at Everson and the extension of an existing dike. This extension is known as
the Lagerway dike, using the name of the mayor of Everson when it was built.
These changes are of interest because they have the potential of a ecting the ow of water
over the right bank of the Nooksack next to and upstream of Everson where the divide between
the Nooksack watershed and the Sumas River/Johnson Creek watershed is located. Water owing
over this bank then makes its way eastward and ows north and northwest for some miles passing
through Sumas near the international border before owing into Canada and eventually entering
the Fraser River. An increased over ow would result in a lesser ow continuing downstream on
the Nooksack. Thus the interest is not limited to those a ected by the over ow but by all parties
downstream of Everson on the Nooksack and in the over ow corridor between Everson and the
Fraser River in Canada.
The change in bridges and the extension of the existing dike are real and existing. However,
a mathematical model can also be used to evaluate a potential change, one that may or may not
ever be made real. This is often one of the principal applications of such a model: evaluating the
e ects of proposed changes before they are made in order to select the one that seems to meet
best the current goals. Thus one other change to evaluate is the e ect of preventing all over ows
at Everson thus sending all ows downstream of Everson. This hypothetical change will probably
never become real. However, it is needed to understand the nature of the over ow and decide what
can and should be done to limit or prevent changes in the topographic features that now control it.

De nition of the Scenarios

In order to evaluate these changes we must de ne what we call a scenario. In this context
it is the collection of assumptions about the state of the geometry of the stream, the ood that
occurs, and the performance of levees and other structures. Geometry includes the state of the
levees, bridges, and the nature of the stream channels. Two scenarios are required to evaluate each
change. One scenario establishes a base condition and the other evaluates the changed conditions
and then the di erence in results between the two de nes the e ects of the change. This is using the
model in a di erential or relative analysis mode by looking at the di erence caused by a carefully
selected set of changes. All other aspects of the model are left unchanged.
This should be distinguished from using the model to predict or reproduce what will happen
or did happen for a past or administrative ood. This is using the model in a forecast mode. By its
very nature the forecast mode has larger uncertainty in its outcomes. Errors in resistance to ow,
geometry, and boundary conditions all contribute to the potential error in the predicted values
from the model. The major goal of calibration is to bring these errors into an acceptable range. On
the other hand, a relative analysis tends to have smaller uncertainty in its results because we are
subtracting two sets of results that di er only in a limited manner. Thus a forecast error would tend
to be similar in each case at a given location in the model and the subtraction would essentially
eliminate the error or at least greatly reduce its e ect.
The scenarios analyzed here are based on the ones de ned at an International Task Force
meeting in February 2003. That list included two scenarios not listed here involving analyses for
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a 200-year return-period administrative ood. The results for calibration of the 1990 ood have
found a peak ow at Deming for 1990 that nearly equals the peak assigned to the 200-year ood
in 2002 as part of this study. The scenarios involving the 200-year administrative ood have been
postponed until a revised approach is found to de ne such a ood at Deming. However, we keep
the same numbering scheme so that these scenarios when done keep their same number as well.
Thus scenarios 3 and 5 do not appear below.
Scenario 1. This scenario is the base for evaluating the e ect of the new bridges and Lagerway
Dike. These are analyzed together because they were constructed in the same time period. The
following components de ne the scenario:
1. Geometry: Approximation to 2002 conditions for levees, cross sections based on the 1993 DTM,
old bridges at Everson and no Lagerway Dike.
2. Hydrology: 1990 ows at all points where ows are known or estimated.
3. Performance: No ood ghts or failures, no log jams, nor debris assumed on bridges.
4. Tide series: Derived following National Ocean Service guidelines for Bellingham Bay. This
series is also used in Lummi Bay.
Scenario 2. This scenario is used with scenario 1 to evaluate the e ect of the new bridges at
Everson and the Lagerway Dike. It is also the base scenario to evaluate the e ect of preventing
over ow to Canada. It is de ned by:
1. Geometry: Replace bridges at Everson and add Lagerway Dike to scenario 1. This is the
current geometry near Everson.
2. Hydrology: Same as scenario 1
3. Performance: Same as scenario 1
4. Tide series: Same as scenario 1

Scenario 4. This scenario is used with scenario 2 to evaluate the e ect of preventing over ow
to Canada. It is de ned as:
1. Geometry: Same as scenario 2
2. Hydrology: Same as scenarios 1 and 2
3. Performance: Like scenario 2 except that a ood ght at Everson is modeled that prevents all
over ow to Canada.
4. Tide series: Same as scenarios 1 and 2

E ect of Bridges and Lagerway Dike

These e ects are computed from scenarios 1 and 2. The Lagerway dike exists and its geometry
was de ned by eld survey. However, the nature of the old bridges, old bridge openings, and how
they compared with the new bridge required considerable research.
State of Bridges at Everson. One of the issues that needed to be settled was the state of
the old railroad bridge just upstream of the old highway bridge across the Nooksack at Everson.
Recollection of the state of a airs during the 1990 ood from local residents yielded a di erence
of opinion. Fortunately Whatcom County sta uncovered a le containing aerial photographs,
memos, and some construction plans surrounding the planning for the new bridge. In addition the
topographic maps for 1993, showing the old bridge, and those for 1996, showing the new bridge
were used to research the issues. The conclusions signi cant to the hydraulics of the bridge opening
were:
1. The key aerial photo of the old bridge and its near environment was dated 20 March 1989 and
showed that all parts of the old railroad bridge had been removed except for the large central
masonry pier. Although plans for the new bridge showed the locations of all the railroad
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bridge piers no others appeared on this photo. The footings for the removed piers may have
still been present and had to be taken into account in the planning for the new bridge. The
discordant recollections that the bridge was present and that the bridge was gone were both
partly right-part of the railroad bridge was present and part of it was gone!
2. Some memos discussed the bridge opening being made wider by 25 feet but it was not completely clear if the base for this widening was the proposed new bridge or if it was relative to
the old bridge. The 1996 topographic map showed a new bridge with a deck that was about 25
feet longer from abutment to abutment than some of the plans for the new bridge had shown.
3. The 1993 topographic maps showed that the old right-hand embankment for the railroad
bridge projected farther into the stream channel than did the right-hand abutment for the old
highway bridge. Some of the piling and cross bracing in the approach to the old bridge was
in a hydraulic \shadow" created by the railroad embankment. Thus in 1993 conditions and
presumably 1990 conditions, the e ective opening for ow near the old highway bridge was
bounded on the right bank by the old railroad embankment and on the left bank by the old
highway embankment.
4. Three sets of old plans for the highway bridge gave various inverts for the bridge opening. The
1933 plan for the bridge showed an invert of 66.5 and the 1992 plans showed an invert of 62
both assumed to be relative to the same datum. An undated plan and pro le sheet gave an
invert of 69. The invert estimated by the low- ow analysis in Appendix A is at 67.5. However,
the calibration of the 2002 ood as outlined earlier in this report adjusted that downward by
6 feet to 61.5. The old plans support the reasonable assumption that the invert varies near
Everson by at least 6 feet if not more.
5. Clearly plans projecting what might be built and memos discussing what should be changed
do not de ne a bridge opening for hydraulic analysis. Therefore, the 1993 topographic maps
and the 1996 topographic maps were used to de ne what di erences if any there were between
the bridge openings. Careful measurements from elevation 76 (approximate water level shown
on the maps) to elevation 90 were made. The e ective opening in 1996 appeared to be from
2 to 2.5 per cent wider than in 1993 from elevation 80 to 90. Thus the width of the e ective
opening between these elevations was increased by 2.25 percent to get the e ective opening for
the new bridge.
6. It seems clear that the abutment was setback by some distance close to 25 feet but most of
the e ect on the bridge opening was at levels not reached by the 1990 ood. In addition the
unknown invert during a ood creates a change in e ective ow area that is probably greater
than that caused by the abutment setback.
7. The major hydraulic e ect of the change in the bridge on the Nooksack was the removal of the
large angular railroad pier and the replacement of the large diameter tubular piers on the old
highway bridge with concrete piers that have less drag on the water owing past them.
The old bridge in the left-hand embankment of the Nooksack bridge had pile bents with cross
bracing that was prone to catching debris during oods. This bridge was replaced with a large arch
culvert with a dropped inlet at the same time the Nooksack bridge was replaced.
State of Lagerway Dike. The Lagerway Dike was already in place when the aerial photographs
for the 1993 topographic maps were taken. Thus it appears on the maps. The pre-construction
topography was inferred from these maps as well. Field surveys of the dike were made during this
project to de ne its crest elevation more accurately than could be de ned by the topographic maps.
Results. The results for scenarios 1 and 2 for maximum ow and maximum water-surface
elevation are given in Table 6{1 at selected locations in the two models. The ows and elevations
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appear to be only slightly di erent between the two scenarios. The large change in elevation at
node D4341 on the left bank (LB) at Everson is the result of the new larger and more ecient
arch culvert in scenario 2 as compared to the bridge with pile bents and cross bracing present in
scenario 1. Table 6{2 gives the di erences between scenarios 1 and 2 at these locations. This table
shows the di erence in ows as well as the percentage change in the ow. The table shows only
the di erence in maximum water-surface elevation because a percentage change in an elevation is
a misleading value. The three columns of changes between scenario 2 and scenario 1 show that the
changes caused by the construction of the new bridges and Lagerway Dike are small and at most
about 3 per cent. Figure 6{1 shows the hydrograph at Deming for the 1990 ood as developed
above in calibration of that ood, the hydrographs at the Ferndale USGS gaging station, and at
Everson Main Street. The di erences between scenarios 1 and 2 are just barely perceptible at the
scale required to include the peak ows at Deming and Ferndale.
TABLE 6{1: Scenario Results: Extremes at Selected Locations
Location
of
Result
Everson Bridge
Everson MnStrt
Everson- LB Flow
Thiel Road-Nksk
Thiel Road-Scott
Hannegan Rd-Nksk
Hannegan Rd-Scott
Guide-SthDryBrdg
Guide-Nksk
Guide-NrthDryBrdg
Choke Point
Nr Lattimore Lv-Nksk
Nr Lattimore Lv-RB
Ferndale-USGS
Slater Rd-LFP
Slater Rd-Nksk
Marine Drive-LFP
Marine Drive-Nksk
Marine Drive-RFP
Marine Drive-RnBS
Sumas-JC at BNRR
Sumas-SC at BNRR
Sumas-BC at BNRR
Sumas-LB OverFlow
Huntingdon
Sumas-RB OverFlow

Nksk
River
Mile
(mi.)
23.4911
||
||
19.9522
||
18.1227
||
||
15.4669
15.4836
14.8391
9.2001
||
6.0233
3.3447
3.5494
||
1.3984
||
||
||
||
||
||||
||

Node
in
Model
D4141
D4541
D4341
D3087
D3286
D3129
D3329
D3677
D3177
D3577
U2008
D2130
D2530
D1010
D1248
D1048
D1284
D1084
D1409
D1509
D5336
D5566
D6878
||
U366
F870

Scenario 1
Max.
Max.
Flow
Elev.
(cfs)
(ft.)
54,673 83.591
5,769 83.010
1,604 84.729
35,276 63.522
11,925 56.006
32,113 58.096
14,692 49.292
20,392 48.672
23,952 48.297
14,899 45.727
40,853 47.443
31,126 34.183
25,255 34.161
56,626 27.879
23,379 15.747
31,835 19.289
14,490 14.372
31,904 13.233
7,797 11.336
1,108 11.494
2,088 43.147
2,884 43.213
280 45.003
4,420
||
1,953 33.189
369 27.480
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Scenario 2
Max. Max.
Flow Elev.
(cfs) (ft.)
54,595 83.208
5,921 83.033
1,570 83.278
35,274 63.520
11,866 56.002
32,115 58.093
14,620 49.279
20,310 48.658
23,952 48.288
14,823 45.694
40,792 47.433
31,068 34.162
25,168 34.140
56,487 27.865
23,285 15.735
31,812 19.286
14,464 14.364
31,870 13.228
7,745 11.326
1,108 11.483
2,128 43.236
2,972 43.302
282 45.031
4,561 ||
1,956 33.196
385 27.504

Scenario 4
Max. Max.
Flow Elev.
(cfs)
(ft.)
58,950 83.800
49 76.655
3,023 84.806
35,513 63.575
15,115 56.207
32,206 58.221
18,335 49.852
23,839 49.232
23,954 48.607
17,665 46.836
43,133 47.817
33,279 34.865
28,175 34.853
60,975 28.351
26,383 16.100
32,559 19.383
15,259 14.631
32,979 13.382
9,409 11.649
1,111 11.808
160 36.132
5 36.004
35 39.371
5 ||
1,514 31.524
0 24.400

TABLE 6{2: Scenario Results: Absolute and Relative Di erences
Location
of
Result
Everson Bridge
Everson MnStrt
Everson- LB Flow
Thiel Road-Nksk
Thiel Road-Scott
Hannegan Rd-Nksk
Hannegan Rd-Scott
Guide-SthDryBrdg
Guide-Nksk
Guide-NrthDryBrdg
Choke Point
Nr Lattimore Lv-Nksk
Nr Lattimore Lv-RB
Ferndale-USGS
Slater Rd-LFP
Slater Rd-Nksk
Marine Drive-LFP
Marine Drive-Nksk
Marine Drive-RFP
Marine Drive-RnBS
Sumas-JC at BNRR
Sumas-SC at BNRR
Sumas-BC at BNRR
Sumas-LB OverFlow
Huntingdon
Sumas-RB OverFlow

Nksk
River
Mile
(mi.)
23.4911
||
||
19.9522
||
18.1227
||
||
15.4669
15.4836
14.8391
9.2001
||
6.0233
3.3447
3.5494
||
1.3984
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||

Node
in
Model
D4141
D4541
D4341
D3087
D3286
D3129
D3329
D3677
D3177
D3577
U2008
D2130
D2530
D1010
D1248
D1048
D1284
D1084
D1409
D1509
D5336
D5566
D6878
||
U366
F870

Scenario 1 and 2
Di .
%Di .
Di .
MaxQ MaxQ MaxZ
(cfs)
(cfs)
(ft)
-78
-0.1
-0.383
152
2.6
0.023
-34
-2.1
-1.451
-2
0.0
-0.002
-59
-0.5
-0.004
2
0.0
-0.003
-72
-0.5
-0.013
-82
-0.4
-0.014
0
0.0
-0.009
-76
-0.5
-0.033
-61
-0.1
-0.010
-58
-0.2
-0.021
-87
-0.3
-0.021
-139
-0.2
-0.014
-94
-0.4
-0.012
-23
-0.1
-0.003
-26
-0.2
-0.008
-34
-0.1
-0.005
-52
-0.7
-0.010
0
0.0
-0.011
40
1.9
0.089
88
3.1
0.089
2
0.7
0.028
141
3.2
||
3
0.2
0.007
16
4.3
0.024

Scenario 2 and 4
Di . %Di . Di .
MaxQ MaxQ MaxZ
(cfs)
(cfs)
(ft.)
4355
8.0 0.592
-5872
-99.2 -6.378
1453
92.5 1.528
239
0.7 0.055
3249
27.4 0.205
91
0.3 0.128
3715
25.4 0.573
3529
17.4 0.574
2
0.0 0.319
2842
19.2 1.142
2341
5.7 0.384
2211
7.1 0.703
3007
11.9 0.713
4488
7.9 0.486
3098
13.3 0.365
747
2.3 0.097
795
5.5 0.267
1109
3.5 0.154
1664
21.5 0.323
3
0.3 0.325
-1968
-92.5 -7.104
-2967
-99.8 -7.298
-247
-87.6 -5.660
-4556
-99.9 ||
-442
-22.6 -1.672
-385
-100.0 -3.104

To show the di erences in the over ow corridor more clearly, Figure 6{2 shows the hydrographs
at Everson Main Street and at the Huntingdon gage on the Sumas River at the International Border.
At this scale the di erences are more clearly seen at Everson Main Street. The e ect at Huntingdon
is small and the lines are barely distinguishable. This is one of the characteristics of the over ow
at the International Border that is signi cant. The level of ow in the Sumas River at Huntingdon
is a poor indicator of the size of the over ow for the simple reason that much of the water has
left the channel of Johnson Creek before it joins the Sumas River a short distance upstream of
the Huntingdon gage. Thus small changes in ow at Huntingdon can mask large changes in the
ow over the International Border to the left of the Sumas River. None-the-less the Huntingdon
gage is of great importance in establishing the time of arrival of an over ow. This it shows quite
clearly in Figure 6{2. The ow over the border to the right of the Sumas River is again quite small.
Consequently, Figure 6{3 was drawn to show the ow over Everson Main Street and at the border
to the left of the Sumas River. The ow shown is the summation of the ows at nine distinct nodes
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in the model of Reach 5. These nodes were used to better represent the ow over surfaces di ering
in either elevation or ow resistance or both.
This gure shows clearly that the major part of the small increase in over ow engendered
by the new bridges and Lagerway Dike appears in this part of the over ow at the border. It
also shows the large ows and the very rapid rise in the over ow as the leading edge of the ood
arrives at this location. The passage of the ood wave through the over ow corridor as well as
passing through the bridges on the BNRR embankment just west of Everson have smoothed the
multipeaked hydrograph at Everson Main Street into a single peaked hydrograph at the border.
Discussion of Results for Scenarios 1 and 2. The result that the joint e ect of the new bridges
and Lagerway Dike is to slightly increase the ows to Canada is di erent than expected at rst
glance. Without detailed analysis it would seem reasonable that the slightly larger bridge opening
and the improved piers would reduce the over ow to Canada. Also the construction of Lagerway
Dike, designed to prevent water from entering Everson at its historic favored point, would again
seem to further reduce the over ow to Canada. However, with the Nooksack River things are often
not quite as simple as they rst appear.
In order to understand why the over ow to Canada was increased, we have to look at the
over ow sequence more closely. In order for water in the Nooksack to nally ow over Everson
Main Street it must rst ow over the high ground next to the Nooksack. See Figure 6{4 for an
outline of these features. However, getting over that barrier does not ensure that the water will
actually ow to Canada or even into Everson. Next to the high ground by the Nooksack is a slightly
depressed area with a slope and path nearly parallel to the Nooksack and owing between the high
ground by the Nooksack and the high ground on or near Emmerson Road and the edges of Everson.
Included in this high ground in 1990 was the existing dike. Added to this high ground by 1993 was
Lagerway Dike. This swale starting at about the extension of Massey Road and ending a short
distance upstream of the embankment of the Everson Bridge, is called the over ow strip. Its total
length is about 5600 feet.
When water enters this strip it tends to ow along it and some of the water owing in this
strip returns to the Nooksack farther downstream and never gets over the second barrier between
the Nooksack and ow to Sumas and Canada. Looking at Figure 6{4 it is apparent that the
construction of Lagerway Dike made the over ow strip next to Everson considerably narrower so
that there is less area available for ow. The length of the over ow strip rendered narrower by
this dike extension is about 1200 feet, approximately one- fth the length of the over ow strip. It
also cuts o a point of entry into Everson. Water that once entered Everson now must either ow
northerly along the over ow strip or ow easterly over Emmerson Road. In addition the points of
return ow to the Nooksack that have been identi ed in the model are downstream of the initial
narrowing of the over ow strip in the post-Lagerway Dike geometry.
The reduction in width of the over ow strip caused by the Lagerway Dike will slightly increase
the elevation of the water upstream of the narrowed section because the narrowed over ow strip has
a reduced capacity to convey water along it. Thus the elevation of the water surface at the entrance
to the narrowed segment will increase to partially compensate for the reduction in capacity. Some
increase in elevation will be present along the length of the over ow strip upstream of Lagerway
Dike.
The next factor that comes into play here is the nature of the ow over the second barrier,
points on or near Emmerson Road. The ows over Emmerson road are shallow, not much more
than one foot. Some of the houses along Emmerson Road have built small barriers to ow, mostly
on the order of one foot high because this is enough to keep water from entering the property
near their structures. Such shallow ows over a road are quite sensitive to small increases in the
elevation of the water surface upstream of the road.
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The key idea to understanding this outcome is to examine the portion of the over ow strip
upstream of the start of Lagerway Dike. For this discussion the start of Lagerway Dike is at the
part of the Dike that ties back into Emmerson Road a short distance southerly of Reeds Lane. We
need to compute the in ow and out ow of water to this part of the strip for both scenarios. The
in ow to this strip comes from the Nooksack River and the model shows no return ow. There are
14 nodes in the model that can contribute in ow to this part of the strip. There are two out ows to
consider: to the remainder of the over ow strip, downstream of the start of Lagerway Dike, where
the return ow to the Nooksack occurs, and over Emmerson Road, on its way to ow over Everson
Main Street, and eventually to Sumas and into Canada. The rst out ow occurs at a single node,
D4618, and the second at 13 nodes. Thus the in ow is given by the summation of the ows at 14
nodes and the out ow over Emmerson Road by the summation of ows at 13 nodes. FEQ created
data les for these summations and the three ows are shown in Figure 6{5.
The signi cant results in this gure are:
1. The in ow to the over ow strip from the Nooksack is much larger than the ow over Emmerson
Road. This illustrates the e ect of the dual-barrier mentioned earlier.
2. The in ow to the over ow strip in scenario 1 is larger than in senario 2. Consequently the new
bridges at Everson have reduced the over ow from the Nooksack into the over ow strip.
3. The ow downstream to the remainder of the over ow strip that is alongside Lagerway Dike is
greater in scenario 1 than in scenario 2. This is a re ection of the reduced area for ow when
Lagerway Dike is present and the consequent reduction in ow capacity.
4. The key result is that the reduction in ow capacity is large enough to increase the ow over
Emmerson Road (toBC in Figure 6{5). This ow in scenario 2 is slightly larger than for scenario
1.
A check of the maximum elevation results at node D4618 where the ow to downstream is
located, shows that there is about a 0.03 ft increase for scenario 2 above scenario 1. The increases
upstream of this point are smaller and decline to essentially zero at the upstream end of the over ow
strip. However, nearly all the ow over Emmerson Road out of the over ow strip occurs at the four
nodes closest to the downstream end, at and near the largest increases in elevation.
The total volume of each of these three ows was computed and Table 6{3 shows the results.
The last column in the table shows that the change of bridges at Everson reduced the ow out
of the Nooksack by about 690 acre-feet (225 million gallons, 851,000 m3 ) into the over ow strip.
However, the table also shows that there was at the same time a reduction of ow out of the strip
to downstream of about 1065 acre-feet (347 million gallons, 1,314 m3 ). There was then an increase
in volume of ow over Emmerson Road of about 375 acre-feet (122 million gallons, 463,000 m3 ).
TABLE 6{3:Flow Volumes for Over ow Strip Upstream of Lagerway Dike
Flow Description
From Nooksack
To BC over Emmerson Rd
To Strip Downstream
Retained in Strip

Scenario 1
Volume
(ac-ft)
17,337.6
10,563.2
6,763.6
10.8
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Scenario 2
Volume
(ac-ft)
16,648.4
10,938.2
5,699.3
10.8

Scnr 2 - Scnr 1
Volume
(ac-ft)
-689.2
375.1
-1,064.3
0.0

Figure 6{4: Sketch of Over ow Strip Location
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E ect of Over ow Prevention
Scenarios 2 and 4 provide the basis for this evaluation. Both contain the same geometry
and ows except that scenario 4 models a major ood ght that prevents all over ow to Canada.
Tables 6{1 and 6{2 contain these results. The principal reason for this evaluation is to estimate how
the increased ows are distributed downstream on the Nooksack as well as across the Nooksack.
Locations in Tables 6{1 and 6{2 have been selected to show how the extra ow nds it way to its
nal destination.
The rst three lines of these tables show the outcome upstream of the Everson bridges including
Main Street. The last three columns in Table 6{2 shows the changes for this evaluation. There is
nearly a 100 per cent reduction in ow at Everson Main Street as would be expected. The ow
there is a base ow allocated to the Johnson Creek drainage upstream of Main Street. Most of the
increase from the diverted over ow appears in the Nooksack River at this point. However, there is
a large relative increase in the ow in the left ood plain as well. Notice also that the maximum
water-surface elevation has increased at these two locations.
The next point of comparison is at Thiel Road. This road does not cross the Nooksack but
a section across the Nooksack corresponding to this road was selected to report the ows. The
increase in the ow in the Nooksack is only 240 ft3 =s, less than one per cent of the ow. Within
3.5 miles along the River, most of the increased ow has gone over levees/high ground into the ood
plain. There is already ow over these same locations in scenario 2 and these locations experience
increased ows.
The same pattern continues at Hannegan Road. However, the increase in ow in the Nooksack
here is, in terms of percentage, less than one-half that at Theil Road. The percentage increase
in the ood plain ow is still large but is also showing a decline from Theil. The water-surface
elevations are also increased like at Theil Road.
However, the interesting outcome is at the Guide Meridian Road Bridges. The Nooksack shows
an essentially zero increase in ow but about a 0.3 ft increase in water-surface elevation at this
location. At this point all of the increase in ow is in the ood plains which also show a substantial
increase in water-surface elevation. The apparent anomaly in the Nooksack at this point re ects
the complexity of the ow just downstream of the Guide Meridian bridges. The Choke Point entry
in the tables is located near where a tie-back levee on the left bank forces all the ow coming under
the South Dry Bridge to merge with the Nooksack main channel. The right bank is protected by
a levee that is high enough to prevent ow into the right-hand ood plain there. Consequently the
ow in the Nooksack suddenly increases and so does the water-surface elevation. The increase in
the water-surface elevation at the bridge over the Nooksack at the Guide is the e ect of backwater
from this choke point. Thus the relationship between ow and stage at the Guide is not single
valued and not easily predictable. The stage at that point is dependent on the ow in the South
Dry Bridge relative to the ow in the Nooksack and this depends on the magnitude of the ood as
well as the performance of the levees on the left bank upstream of the Guide in Reach 3.
The variations in stage downstream of Everson caused by preventing all over ows to Canada,
depends on the ow paths available. For example, the left-hand ood plain vanishes a short distance
downstream of the Lattimore Levee in Reach 2. In this case the right bank is not well protected and
the increase in water-surface elevation is nearly the same in the two remaining ow paths. Both
ood plains vanish or are protected at the USGS gage at Ferndale and the percentage increase in
the Nooksack is nearly the same as at the Everson Bridge nearly 18 miles upstream. A large ood
plain appears again at Slater Road and with the right bank well protected, much of the increase
again appears in the ood plain. Finally at Marine Drive the ood plains show most of the ow
increase but the Nooksack has more here in percentage terms than at Slater Road.
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The signi cant nding here is that most of the increased ow resulting from the prevention of
over ow at Everson appears in unprotected or poorly protected ood plains. Improving protection
for oods as large as the 1990 ood will prove dicult. The ood plains are the typical location of
damages from a ood and thus the ood damages would increase. In addition ood ghting would
be made more dicult on those levees that are threatened by the increased water levels.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions presented here are given in the following categories: those relating to the
construction of the model, those relating to the calibration of the model, those relating to the
veri cation of the model, those relating to the analysis of the initial scenarios near Everson, and
implications for the future.

Construction of the Models
The construction of the model of the lower Nooksack River and the over ow corridor proved
to be a major challenge for the following reasons:
1. The lower Nooksack River has large depressed ood plains protected from modest ooding by
levees or high ground. This required many adjacent ow paths which then had to be connected
by simulating ows over the levees/high ground. The Everson-Suimas over ow corridor had no
levees but had a number of small streams with divides between them that had to be included
to properly represent the ows. This corridor also is traversed by roads and railroads that
could a ect the ow. Thus while the ow length along the principal streams was about 45
miles, the two models contained about 150 miles of ow paths, more than a factor of three
increase.
2. The many adjacent ow paths required the computation of more than 1000 ow tables to
represent ows over levees and high ground. The models became large, larger than any other
developed using the FEQ/FEQUTL modeling system. This brought with it the need to develop
new methods and approaches appropriate to models of this size and complexity.
3. Establishing the best estimate of the true state of a airs during past oods required considerable e ort. Con icting reports had to be resolved and in some cases little was found to resolve
di erences. Often only passing references were found to events that had considerable signi cance to the model structure or calibration. A quote from a 19-th century author, Stendhal,
is appropriate here, \It is terrifying to think how much research is needed to determine the
truth of even the most unimportant fact." (Found in, Bicycling Science, F. W. Whitt and
D. G. Wilson, MIT Press, 1974.)

Calibration of the Models

1. The ow rating at the Deming gage is unreliable and so the ows there, required for the
upstream boundary, had to be veri ed against the only reliable ow source, Ferndale. In
essence the model of R1-R4 had to be calibrated from downstream to upstream which is the
reverse of the normal process. The errors at Deming in the 1990 event were so large that initial
e orts at calibration resulted in large di erences at Ferndale: approximately 30 per cent low
in both peak ow and in volume of the hydrograph. The tributary in ows could not account
for this large di erence and the only logical source for this much water was at Deming.
2. Increasing the ows at Deming in 1990, however, made the simulation near Everson completely
untenable with an over ow about three times larger than the data in British Columbia could
support. Thus the solution of the problem at Ferndale created an even larger problem at
Everson.
3. The key to this dilemma was a modest ood in 2002, heavily documented, and then modeled,
that required a change in the estimated invert level for some cross sections in the Nooksack.
The work heretofore had used an invert estimated from conditions at the time the aerial
photographs for the topographic maps were taken. These invert estimates were valid for low
ows but not ood ows. The invert shifts were in the range of +1 to 6 feet.
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4. It proved possible to calibrate the model to all three calibration events: 1990, 1995, and 2002,
using the same invert and geometry except at locations of known change, such as replaced
bridges, and new dikes, such as the Lagerway Dike near Everson. Thus the hypothesis that
the capacity of the stream to convey water is essentially constant, no matter where the main
channel is located, was supported. At some sections the main channel of the Nooksack had
shifted by 100 feet or more from 1990 to 2002. However, cross sections based on 1993 maps
proved to give good results in all cases. The process of resolving the problems at Deming and
the subsequent calibration involved about 300 runs of the R1-R4 model.
5. The nal calibration results for all three events proved to be much better than rst expected.
These results provide strong evidence that the models represent the major factors a ecting
ows in both the lower Nooksack River and the over ow corridor.

Veri cation of the Models

With only three calibration events no extensive veri cation was done. However, not all parts
of each of these events was used in the calibration. The following results provide veri cation:
1. The second over ow event in 1990 was not used in any of the calibration process. However,
the model predicted an over ow with approximately the right timing and magnitude.
2. An over ow at Everson was observed on November 13, 1990, as reported in a news release
from Abbotsford, BC. This over ow remained small and caused no problems. The model also
showed a minor over ow on November 13 close to the stated time. This small event was not
used in any calibration.
3. November of 1995 had many precursor events to the nal large ood at the end of the month.
None of these were used in the calibration. Much of the 1995 event was not used in calibaration
because the results based on the 2002 calibration were nearly as good as could be expected.
A constant factor at Deming improved the peak of the largest event somewhat. However, the
reproduction of the larger precursor peaks, not used in the calibration, proved to be excellent
as well.
4. The over ow in 1995 was a non-event at Sumas and was completely contained within the banks
of Johnson Creek and the Sumas River. No detailed analysis of the event was therefore made
in British Columbia. However, the models predicted a peak stage within one-half hour of the
observed peak stage at Huntingdon and the ow simulated, assuming a constant ow in the
Sumas River, had sucient room for local runo .
5. The apparently strange result at the gage on the Nooksack maintained by a local resident, Ron
Bronsema, which showed the stage there in 1995 one foot higher than in 1990, was reproduced
by the model. The model correctly simulated the e ect of an increased levee height on the
right bank upstream of the gage even with a peak in 1990 far larger than the peak in 1995.

Initial Scenarios near Everson

1. The joint e ect of the new bridges at Everson and the construction of the Lagerway Dike after
the 1990 ood was to increase the over ow peak by about 2.6 per cent and the over ow volume
by about 3.5 percent. This outcome was contrary to initial expectations.
2. The over ow at Everson Main Street is determined by the geometry of two barriers: rst the
high ground next to the main channel of the Nooksack, and second, Emmerson Road and
high ground/levees next to Everson. The strip of land between these two barriers is called the
over ow strip. This strip begins at the extension of Massey Road and ends just upstream of
the right-hand bridge embankment at Everson.
3. More than one-third of the water that ows over the rst barrier fails to ow over the second.
Instead this water ows down the over ow strip parallel to the Nooksack ow and returns to
the Nooksack downstream of the Lagerway Dike.
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4. The e ect of the Lagerway Dike is to constrict the over ow strip upstream of the major points
of return ow. With this dike in place, less water is able to return to the Nooksack and more
ows over Emmerson Road. Once over Emmerson Road the water is on its way to Sumas and
the International Border.
5. The new bridges at Everson reduced the volume of water owing from the Nooksack into
the over ow strip by about 4 per cent. However, the constriction to ow downstream in the
over ow strip caused by the Lagerway Dike reduced the return ow even more and consequently
the over ow was increased.
6. Although Everson Main Street is an important location for estimating the over ow, and should
not be changed without careful consideration to this role, its e ect on the over ow out of the
Nooksack is nil as is its e ect on ows that enter the over ow corridor. The conditions on and
near Emmerson Road are, on the contrary, of major signi cance to the over ow. Thus the
focus of concern at Everson Main Street is misplaced and should be redirected to Emmerson
Road.
7. The e ect of prevention of all over ows was to increase the ows and stages in those parts
of the Nooksack ood plain not protected by levees or if protected, to increase the ows
over levees. If levees or high ground constrained the ow, then the increase appeared in the
Nooksack again. Thus the percentage increase in peak ow at Ferndale was nearly the same
as immediately downstream of the Everson bridge even though the ood plains between these
two points showed most of the e ect. Flood ghting would be more dicult, damage to levees
would be more likely and extensive, and damages caused by the level of inundation would be
greater as a consequence.
8. Scenarios involving the administrative 100-year and 200-year oods were not done because the
adjustments made at Deming to t the 1990 ood data produced a ood peak at Deming close
to the previously established peak ow of the 200-year ood. The results found imply that
the record at Deming is too unreliable to use as a basis for ood frequency. It is likely that
any historic ood peak at Deming that is less than the peak for the same event at Ferndale, is
invalid. Alternatives need to be sought and Appendix J contains some details on one possible
alternative.

Implications for the Future

1. The model of the lower Nooksack River (R1-R4) and the model of the over ow corridor (R5)
clearly capture the major factors a ecting the ows in both. Therefore they are useful tools
to evaluate a variety of management options in the future.
2. The problem with the ows at Deming will persist. A stage record at Everson bridge would
prove helpful in trying to \calibrate" ows at Deming as was done here for the 1990 oods.
The time-history of stage would help isolate the e ects in the model downstream of Everson
from those upstream.
3. Every e ort should be made to continue the current stream gages on Fishtrap Creek and
Anderson Creek. In addition another gaging station should be sought near Ferndale, perhaps
on Ten Mile Creek upstream of Barrett Lake. These two or three gaged watershed could then
serve as index stations for the response of the other tributaries.
4. Currently there is no hourly-interval rainfall record in the lower watershed. This lack makes
application of rainfall-runo models less useful in estimating tributary ows. Perhaps such
records could be added to the current gaging station locations as a rst step in improving the
local coverage of rainfall measurements.
5. Prompt documentation of any future oods needs to be pursued within the limits of public
safety. The documentation of the 2002 ood was the best yet done in Whatcom County. Such
should remain the model for future oods.
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6. Not all parts of the models had sucient high-water marks to re ne ow-resistance estimates
during calibration. Such marks should be sought close to areas with known management issues
in order to provide a check on the ow resistance values in the model.
7. A modest network of crest-stage gages should be established to provide xed, known locations
for high-water levels. At selected locations, short-period time-recording devices would also
be useful. Upstream of Everson Main Street is a prime example. This also implies that the
condition of this street must be monitored closely to track any changes so that such records of
water-surface elevation can be properly interpreted.
8. Local residents should be encouraged to document high-water levels where possible. The
calibration of these models was aided by several marks or gages established by residents local
to the Nooksack.
9. The primary and secondary barriers to over ow de ning the over ow strip should be carefully
photographed and perhaps surveyed in greater detail to establish a base condition. Even small
changes here could have a signi cant e ect on the division of ow at Everson during over ow
events. Construction of small local protective works just one foot high upstream of parts of
Emmerson Road could change the split in ow as well.
10. Over ows originating upstream of Massey Road appear to be of lesser concern but the current
high ground is subject to loss if the Nooksack River shifts farther eastward. Thus attention
should be placed on limiting this movement to protect the current high ground so that the
major over ows do not originate here as well.
11. A mathematical model of a stream as complex as the lower Nooksack and the over ow corridor
is never truly complete but is still useful. Revisions will need to be made as future oods
occur. Appendix I has an outline of areas already detected that may need to be revised to
better approximate future oods. The need for revision will depend on the nature of the issues
being modeled. The more detailed the issue the more detailed that part of the model may
need to be.
12. Models of this magnitude have many sets of data that need to be kept in the proper state.
Changes need to be made with care and be carefully coordinated to prevent confusion of these
data. Development of workable procedures for allowing multiple simultaneous users of the
model should have a high priority.
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APPENDIX A
Estimation of Pro le for 1993 Cross Sections
Lower Nooksack River
Delbert D. Franz
Linsley, Kraeger Associates, Ltd.
July 9, 1999
The cross sections extracted from the digital terrain model (DTM) of the Lower Nooksack
River by KCM for their 1-D HECRAS models did not include the portion of the section below the
water level in the Nooksack River at the time of the aerial photography that formed the fundamental
basis for the DTM. This missing ow area probably a ected the results of their steady- ow analysis
of major ows but little. However, the unsteady ow model will be used to simulate smaller events
for which the e ects will be larger. Consequently a means for estimating the below-water cross
section was devised.

Basic Data
The basic data available for this estimation were:
1. The water-surface pro le of the Nooksack River at the time the aerial photographs were taken.
We have the water-surface elevation at each cross section derived from the DTM of the Lower
Nooksack River. The cross sections taken from the DTM will have a bottom elevation that
is de ned by the water surface because the DTM does not represent the terrain below water.
Consequently the bottom elevation of the cross sections as taken from the DTM gives the
water-surface pro le when supplemented with the distance (River Miles) along the low- ow
course of the river.
2. The width of the water surface (top width) at the time of the photography.
3. The date the photography occurred. We can then get estimates of the mean daily ow at
Deming and Ferndale from the records of the United States Geological Survey (USGS).

Outline of Method
Given the basic data the major steps in the analysis were:
1. Fit a cubic spline to the points on the water-surface pro le. A cubic spline is a piecewise cubic
function that has continuous rst and second derivatives at each of its nodes. A node is a data
point in the current application. We had 178 points available. Some of the cross sections near
Bellingham Bay were not used because the water-surface pro le, to the resolution of the DTM,
was horizontal. As becomes apparent, a horizontal water surface cannot be used in the method
being developed here. The downstream limit of the analysis was River Mile 2.142. Marietta
Bridge is at River Mile 1.368. The most downstream section available is at River Mile 1.215
and it appears to have a surveyed minimum point of -6.3 feet. Therefore only a small part of
the pro le was omitted.
2. Compute the rst derivative of the cubic spline at each cross section. This gives the watersurface slope. These slopes are quite variable since the resolution of the DTM is limited. Much
of this variation is probably noise from the accuracy limits of the aerial photography.
3. Smooth the water-surface slopes using a smoothing window of 5000 feet. This was done in
Mathcad using the ksmooth function. Figure 1 shows the smoothed and unsmoothed watersurface slopes.
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Figure A{1: Computed and smoothed water-surface slope
4. Select a Manning's n roughness value for each cross section. This was based on an empirical
equation taken from Bray(1979). This equation was developed from data on 67 gravel-bed
rivers in Alberta. This equation was
n = 0:104S 0:177

(1)

where n = Manning's n roughness coecient; and S = water-surface slope. The Lower Nooksack River is also a gravel-bed river through most of its length. The Manning's n values
estimated by this equation are shown in Figure 2.
5. Assign a ow to each cross section location. Not all of the river was own on the same day.
Four di erent ight dates appeared on the maps but only three of these dates were referenced
in the notes to the maps. One of the four dates, November 2, 1993, appeared on only one map
and then on a short reach of the river. Consequently this date was treated as November 1, 1993.
Table 1 gives the dates and ows used. The ows for the river below Ferndale were given the
value at Ferndale. Flows between Deming and Ferndale were distributed linearly to estimate
ows at the intermediate locations. Because of the change of ows on the di erent ight dates,
there could be additional variation in the water-surface slopes as the DTM smoothed over the
boundaries of the photographs taken on di erent dates. This is considered part of the noise in
the slope data above.
6. Assume a simple shape for the below-water cross section. In light of the approximation inherent
in this estimation as well as the nature of the pro le of gravel-bed rivers, we used a symmetrical
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Figure A{2: Manning's n estimated from Eq. 1
TABLE 1: Flight Dates and Flows
Date

10{26{93
11{1{93
11{10{93

Flow
at
Deming
(cfs)
1470
1000
860

Flow
at
Ferndale
(cfs)
1970
1290
1030

triangular shape. A check of the low- ow portion of the sections surveyed in 1964 and 1987
showed that a triangular shape was a good approximation. The e ect of the di erence between
a triangle and a symmetrical triangle is small in our application because the surface width is
much larger than the maximum depth in the section. The minimum width of the water surface
was about 150 feet. Assuming a maximum depth of 15 feet still results in the width being 10
times larger than the depth. In this case the wetted perimeter di ers at most by 1.5 percent as
the triangle varies in shape from a right triangle, that is, with the deepest point at one bank,
to a symmetrical triangle, that is, with the deepest point in the center of the channel. This
di erence is much smaller than the uncertainties inherent in this analysis!
7. Compute the maximum depth that is required to convey the ow at the water-surface slope
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and roughness. Let T =top width of water surface; A = ow area; Q = ow rate; y =maximum
depth in the assumed triangular section; P =wetted perimeter; and R =hydraulic radius=A=P .
Then solve for y such that
Q=

For a symmetrical triangle we have

1:486 2=3 1=2
AR S :
n

(2)

yT
;
2

(3)

A=

and
s





T 2 2
P =2
+y :
(4)
2
This solution was easily found using the equation-solving features of Mathcad.
7. Subtract the maximum depth found in step 6 from the water-surface elevation to obtain an
estimate of the bottom pro le for the cross sections. Figure 3 shows the resulting pro le with
the water-surface pro le.
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Figure A{3: Water-surface pro le and computed channel invert
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Discussion of Results
We compare these results to some pro les based on measurements made in past years. The
measurements closest in time to the dates of the ights were those made by Klohn Leono (1993)
with surveys made in September and October of 1992. Thus slightly more than one year has elapsed
between the eld measurements and the dates of the aerial photography ights. The Klohn Leono
stations were adjusted and recomputed to match the centerline-distance river miles given by the
HECRAS cross sections from KCM. The maximum adjustment was about 0.15 mile. Figure 4 shows
the two pro les. Note that the Klohn Leono pro le extends from about river mile 18 to 30 only.
The maximum di erence was 7.6 feet at a point on the Klohn Leono pro le that showed a strong
local adverse slope. The average di erence taken over 19 points was 1.6 feet with the currently
estimated pro le being higher. This di erence is commensurate with the uncertainties inherent in
the analysis as well as the normal variation of the bottom pro le in a gravel bed river over a period
of one year. Consequently the results obtained from this method appear to be reasonable.
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Figure A{4 : Comparison of computed invert to invert from Klohn Leono
To check the Manning's n value from Eq. 1, a Limerinos equation, given in Burkham and
Dawdy(1976), was used to compute Manning's n from the channel characteristics, as computed,
and the median size of the sediment on the bed of the channel. The median sediment size was
assumed to vary linearly from 1.28 inches at Deming to 0.016 inches near Bellingham Bay. This
was based on Figure 2{5 page 2{5 in KCM( 1994). The Limerinos equation we used was
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f=



1
0:35 + 2:03 log dR50

(5)

2

where f =Darcy-Weisbach friction factor; and d50 =the median diameter of the sediment. The
Manning's n that corresponded to the friction factor was computed from
s

f
(6)
8g
where g =acceleration due to gravity. Figure 5 shows the results of this comparison. Both the
Bray equation, based on data on gravel-bed rivers in Alberta, and the Limerinos equation, based
on data from the southwestern United States, appear to give similar results for most of the length
of the lower Nooksack River. This is at least a partial con rmation that the Manning's n values
predicted by the equations are in the correct range of values.
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Figure A{5 : Comparison of di erent estimates of Manning's n
An additional comparison was made using an equation suggested by Bray and Davar(1987),
f=



1


0:25 2

1:9 (R=d84 )
A{6

(7)

where we used d84 = 1:9d50 as suggested by Bray and Davar. We had only estimates of d50 available.
This result is about 15 per cent lower than the other estimates. However, the trend of the estimates
is similar. Given the uncertainties inherent in these equations, the comparison is supportive of the
results for the channel invert.
Pro les were also obtained from surveys made in 1964 and 1987. A pro le given as 1938 from
a 1964 Corps of Engineers report as well as the bottom pro le shown for the 1992 Flood Insurance
study were also extracted from graphs. The data sources for these two pro les are unknown.
However, the plots of these pro les showed many breakpoint elevations that would not be found
on a contour map. Thus they appear to be based on eld surveys. Figure 6 shows the comparison
with these other pro les.
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Figure A{6 : Comparison of channel invert pro les
The 1938 pro le deviates markedly from the others being at or above the water-surface pro le
of late 1993 in nearly all cases. This places it a substantial distance above the other bottom pro les.
It is not clear that the 1938 pro le is valid. The change in pro le elevation since 1938 implies that
bridge piers and abutments would be weakened or undermined. Corroborative evidence for the
validity of the 1938 pro le is needed before we conclude that the changes shown are real.

Conclusions
1. The estimated pro le appears to be reasonable when compared to the measured pro le closest
in time to the dates of the aerial photography ights.
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2. The HECRAS cross sections should be adjusted to have a symmetrical triangular extensions
below the ight-time water surface that now serves as the bottom of the cross section.
3. The Manning's n for this portion of the cross section should be given a value that is close to
that used here. The main channel would then have a composite roughness composed of the
low- ow channel roughness, the one computed here, and the roughness of the banks, which is
often larger if the banks are overgrown with trees and brush. In order to do this the FEQX
command now used to compute the tables should be changed to the FEQXEXT command.
These changes will then require that the Manning's n for the banks of the channel be adjusted
to re ect their condition as well.
4. The Bray, Limerinos, and Bray and Davar equations assume that sediment transport was
minimal during the measurements. That is probably true for the case of the ows in 1993 in
the lower Nooksack River also. At higher ows the resistance may change as the form of the
bed changes.
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APPENDIX B
Detailed Sub-Division for Branch Numbers
The branch number sub-divisions for the various ow paths in each reach are given below with
a brief description of the ow-path name. In some cases these ow path names or descriptions are
uncertain because the maps available did not assign a name. Thus a name was selected. Local
usage will be used if it is de ned and is known.
REACH 1

Branch Number(s)
---------------1000-1199

Flow path description
--------------------------------------------------------Main channel of the Nooksack when multiple flow paths are
present; Nooksack and flood plain when there is only one
flow path.

1200-1399

Flow path in the left-hand flood plain

1400-1499

Flood plain between Rainbow Slough and the Nooksack River

1500-1599

Rainbow Slough

1600-1699

Lummi River

1750-1752

Part of the right-hand Rainbow Slough flood plain
downstream of Marine Drive and upstream of some local
high ground that appears to be the remains of a levee or
roadway and that serves as a control that is
nearly at the same elevation as Marine Drive.

1999

Branch to collect the various flow paths (excluding Lummi
River) and connect them to Bellingham Bay.

REACH 2
Branch Number(s)
---------------2000-2199

Flow path description
--------------------------------------------------------Main channel of the Nooksack and occasionally the main
channel plus the left flood plain when the left flood
plain becomes small.

2200-2399

Flow path in the left-hand flood plain

2400-2599

Flow path in the right-hand flood plain

2600-2699

Bertrand Creek

2700-2799

Fishtrap Creek

2800-2899

Fishtrap Creek right-hand flood plain.
Fishtrap Creek backwater

2900-2919

Cougar Creek

2920-2949

Schneider Creek(?)
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Called

2950-2979

Keefe-Lake tributary

REACH 3
Branch Number(s)
---------------3000-3199

Flow path description
--------------------------------------------------------Main channel of the Nooksack. This may include portions
of the left or right flood plain when those portions
become narrow and are not treated as an independent flow
path.

3200-3399

Flow path in the left-hand flood plain-Scott Ditch

3400-3599

Flow path in the right-hand flood plain

3658-3672

Flow path downstream of Bylsma Road and on left of Scott
Ditch extending to the junction of Scott Ditch and the
Nooksack.

3600-3617

The part of the Timon-Hampton flow corridor that is
to the left of Northwood Rd.

3632-3644

Mormon Ditch from Stickney Island Road to Timon Road.

3645-3647

Mormon Ditch north of Timon Road

3674-3677

Flow path on left flood plain downstream of the junction
of Scott Ditch and Nooksack and ending at the dry bridge
at Guide Meridian Road.

3700-3713

The part of the Timon-Hampton flow corridor that is to
the right of Slotemaker Rd.

3800-3816

Flow path to right of Kamm Creek.
out of Kamm Creek Depression.

3850-3872

Flow path north of Hampton Road beginning at high ground
at the east end and ending at the Kamm Creek Depression
at the west end.

3900-3917

Timon-Hampton Road flow path flowing from south to north

3926-3932

Tiny Trib flow path next to main channel downstream of
Everson bridge in right-hand flood plain.

3936-3952

Flow path upstream of the jog in the right-bank levee
ending at high ground just downstream of the junction
with the vestigial channel.

Flow over high point

REACH 4
Branch Number(s)
Allocated

Branch Numbers Flow path description
Used(27Mar2002)
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---------------- ---------------

-------------------------------------

4000-4199

4000-4142(RDFLMM) Main channel of the Nooksack. May
include both flood plains or one of the
4160-4182
flood plains depending on location.

4200-4399

4270-4341(RDFLRB) Flow path in the left-hand flood plain

4400-4599

Flow paths in the right-hand flood plain.
4405-4448
4550-4552(RDFLRJ) From near Deming to about 3400 feet
ups of MtBkr HghwyBrdg
4485-4541
Flow path that goes over Main Street
Everson. RDFLRB dns of section
RDXSAD and RDFLRS ups of section RDXSAD.
RDFLRS would appear to not get much
overflow water. Most overflow ups of
Massey Rd appears to be taken by RDFLRR
(see below) and returned to the Nksk.

4600-4699

4605-4632(RDFLRG) The overflow strip between the high
ground adjacent to the Nooksack River
and Emmerson Road and various streets
or levees in and near Everson.

4700-4799

4700-4782(RDFLRI) Smith Creek and possible backwater
along RR

4800-4899

4803-4813(RDFLRM) Short flow path next to Nksk leading
under bridge in approach to Main bridge
4803-4840(RDFLRN) Short flow path next to RDFLRM leading
under LwrncRd
4850(RDFLRR) Short flow flow path next to Nooksack
near Roy Hataway's prop. Takes water
from Nooksack which potentially can
flow to Sumas but which must then flow
over another control downstream before
it can flow toward Massey Rd. Much of
the water returns to the Nksk before it
flows over the control between this flow
path and the flow path (RDFLRB) that leads
to and over Massey Rd.

Reach 5 has proved to be rather more complex than the other
reaches. Thus I have had to assign more potential branch numbers
to it. The range used is from 5000 through 6999, that is as
many as 2000 branches. Not all of these will be used but to
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avoid a cramped number range we need extra space. As reach 5 is
refined over the years it could easily have more than 1000 branches
in it, especially if Sumas downtown is broken out in some detail. There
is also room to refine flow paths east of Sumas that may be needed
for larger flows.
Thus the pattern followed in this reach will deviate somewhat from
the other reaches. We give the flowline name to help find the
entity on some of maps/drawings. Many water courses have no names
on the maps-thus we have to supply our own.
Branch
Numbers
---------5000-5399

Flowline
Name
-------REFLMM

Flow path description
------------------------------Main Channel of Johnson Creek.

Flow paths to left of Main Channel
5400-5459 REFLLC

Johnson Crk Fld Pln on left

5500-5539 REFLLF

Johnson Crk Fld Pln on left-left

5600-5676 REFLLG

Sumas Crk outside JC Fld Pln

5680-5694 REFLLI

Flow north to BC betwn RR and High ground

Flow paths to right of Main Channel
6000-6049 REFLRC

Trib 5 of Johnson Creek.

6100-6159 REFLRE

Trib 4 of Johnson Creek

6200-6299 REFLRG

Trib 3 of Johnson Creek

6300-6399 REFLRM

Trib 1 of Trib 1 of Johnson Creek

6400-6549 REFLRO

Trib 1 of Johnson Creek

6600-6659 REFLRQ

Trib 2 of Johnson Creek

6700-6789 REFLRT

Johnson Creek Fld Pln on right

6800-6899 REFLRY

Bone Crk and right-hand Fld Pln.

6900-6959 REFLRW

Bone Crk Fld Pln on left

6960-6969 REFLSC

Path by Hill and Morgan Rd.

6970-6989 REFLSC

Trib 1 of Bone Creek
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APPENDIX C
Mapping Directories and Files
This appendix gives a brief summary of the directories and les that relate to maps used and
created in the process of building the unsteady- ow model of the lower Nooksack River.
The basic maps used were the 1 inch to 200 feet and 2-foot contour topographic maps created
from aerial photography in late 1993. Thus the directory name for most of the maps is 1993map. A
map was issued for each US Public Land Survey section or part there of that was in the estimated
100-year ood limits. These basic maps were then assembled, modi ed, and supplemented as
needed by various lines and text to form the graphic basis for developing the model input. Note
that the maps for a reach are copied from a global directory of maps to a local directory for each
reach. The maps in the local directory may have additional lines drawn on them as needed in the
process of developing the information. The maps in the global directory are supposed to remain as
they came from the mapping contractor. The following gives a summary of some of the directory
structure and les used.
1993map............... Main directory for graphic files
dca................. Contains
for each
dwg................. Contains
and some

the point and breakline data files
of the section maps
the section maps as well as index maps
maps at a scale of 1 inch to 1000 feet

kcmxsloc............ Contains drawings relevant to the location of the
KCM steady-flow-model cross sections
nkskinvert.......... Contains drawings and files relevant to defining
the river-mile line and invert for the main channel
of the lower Nooksack River
lf95.w............ Drawings and files for computing river-mile and
invert information
rm detail....... File giving both the river miles, key bridges, and
the invert for the lower Nooksack River
r1..................
bankline mm.dwg...
bdy.dwg...........
delta.dwg.........
flbnklines.dwg....
invert.dwg........
leftbank.dwg......
lproutlines.dwg...
r1 dtm graphic.dwg
rivermap.dwg......
rrlpr.dwg.........
surveybank.dwg....
xsec5.xyz.........

Reach 1 maps and drawings
Bank/levee lines based on DTM
Boundary for the TIN for the DTM
Cross sections and flow lines in delta extension
Flow and banklines
Inverts in left flood plain
Left bankline drawing
Outlines of the LPR's for Lummi River flood plain
Breaklines for DTM
Assembled map for the reach
Outlines of LPR's used for RR underpass
Comparison of survey and DTM banklines
Coordinate file for cross sections
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r2.................. Reach 2 maps and drawings
bdy.dwg........... Boundary for the TIN for the DTM
btftcrk.dwg....... Flowlines, cross sections for Fishtrap, Bertrand,
and Keefe Lake tributary
cgrcrkjunc.dwg.... Cougar Creek junction details
crkinvert.dwg..... River mile lines for Bertrand and Fishtrap
flbkxs.dwg........ Flowlines and cross sections
flbnklines.dwg.... Flowlines
ftlevee.dwg....... Fishtrap levee lines
miscprof.dwg...... Miscellaneous profiles
outatrbxsar.dwg... Profile for outflow at cross section RBXSAR
r2 dtm graphic.dwg Breaklines for DTM
rivermap.dwg...... Assembled map for the reach
tenmilelpr.dwg.... Tenmile Creek LPR outline
tnmcrketc.dwg..... Misc. cross sections.
xline.dwg......... Cross-section locations with nodes
xsec.xyz.......... Coordinate file for cross sections
xsloc.dwg......... Cross-section locations
r3..................
addcontours.dwg...
chnemb.dwg........
flbankbase.dwg....
flbkxsbase.dwg....
flbnklines.dwg....
flbnklines2.dwg...
levfrag.dwg.......
lprbdy.dwg........
lprf.dwg..........
mixedrb.dwg.......
r3spotz2.dwg......
r3 dtm graphic.dwg
rightbnk.dwg......
rivermap.dwg......
stcknylpr.dwg.....
stickneyprof.dwg..
tmhpqpth.dwg......
xline.dwg.........
xline2.dwg........
xlinebase.dwg.....
xs?.dwg...........

Reach 3 maps and drawings
USGS map contours to fill in map gap
Misc. profiles-labelled in drawing
Flow/bank lines with nodes
Flow/bank lines with cross sections
Selected flow/bank lines with nodes
Selected flow/bank lines with nodes
Fragments of levee survey that were removed
Backwater LPR outlines
Backwater LPRF outline
Survey and DTM drawing of right-bank line
Assembled map for reach with spot elevations
Breaklines for DTM
Right bank from DTM
Assembled map for reach-no spot elevations
Outlines for Stickney Island LPR's
Misc. profiles
Timon-Hampton flowpath
Cross-section locations with nodes
Supplemental cross sections with nodes
Cross section locations
a through k skipping i. Subsets of crosssection locations with nodes so that
Eagle Point Software does not take overnight
to transfer the nodes.
xsec.xyz.......... Coordinate file for cross sections
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xsec2.xyz......... Coordinate file for supplemental cross sections
r4..................
dtm graphic.dwg...
dykpse.xyz........
emrpse.xyz........
flbanklinesd.dwg..
flbkxsbase.dwg....
flbkxsdwn..dwg....
miscprof.dwg......
overflow.dwg......
overflow dtm.dwg..
psebank.dwg.......
r4dspotz.dwg......
r4spotz.dwg.......
xsec.xyz..........
xslocdwn.dwg......

Reach 4 maps and drawings
Breaklines for DTM
PSE survey of dikes
PSE survey of Emmerson Road
Flow/bank lines downstream of Mt. Baker Highway
Flow/bank and cross sections
Flow/bank and cross sections downstream of
Mt. Baker Highway
Misc. profiles
Assembled map with line of approximate overflow
crest drawn to guide the ground survey
Ground-point based TIN to define the profile along
the high-ground trace on the PSE maps
Trace of the PSE high ground near Nooksack River
Assembled map below Mt. Baker Highway
Assembled map for reach
Coordinate file for cross sections
Cross-section locations with nodes

r5.................. Reach 5 maps and drawings
dtm2 graphic.dwg.. Breaklines for DTM
rivermap.dwg...... Assembled map for reach

Many data les are not listed here. Their contents can be inferred from the name and extension
used as outlined in the main body of the report.
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APPENDIX D
DIRECTORY STRUCTURE: nooksack AND nksk
Directory:

nooksack

This directory contains the various les for the model as well as the FEQUTL les used to
create those used by FEQ. Many subdirectories contain the same le names. Each le of a given
name contains the same form of data as in other directories. Instead of giving a list of le names
under various subdirectories, it is more ecient to describe the general kinds of lenames and
extensions that will appear in many di erent contexts. The reach and the subpart of a reach to
which the data in a le applies is established by the path name that leads to the le. This means
that for a le to have meaning its full path should be given! Full path names, excluding the drive
letter are used in the main input les for FEQ and FEQUTL. This permits making a complete copy
on another drive for testing purposes. This also makes it easy to transfer the model to an operating
system di erent than MS Windows such as Linux. Linux and FEQ have facilities to make that
transfer simple and various models have been tested under Linux as well as MS Windows.
File name or
extension
-------------*.in

Role of the file or files having that extension
-----------------------------------------------------Main input file for a program that will read the file
and perhaps access other files whose file names are
given as part of the data in the main input file.

*.out

Main output file from a program that will contain
a record of input processed (in most cases) as well
as error and warning messages. It may also contain
results that need to be cut and pasted into some
other file for further processing.

*.tab

With few exceptions contains function tables created
by FEQUTL or created by the user manually that will
be read by FEQ as it processes its main input file.

*.xy

Contains the planar coordinates of one or more
polylines taken from a CAD graphic using one of the
Eagle Point Software packages. The elevation will be
given as zero in most cases and is not used. In some
cases a non-zero elevation will appear but it will not
be used either. The file may also contain other
information to control processing of the polyline
information.

*.xyz

Contains planar coordinates of one or more polylines
with an elevation that will be used in the processing.
The points on polylines are given in order from
left to right facing downstream for cross sections and
from downstream to upstream for flow lines. Each
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polyline has a unique six-character alphabetic name.
Each point on the polyline has a four-digit number,
usually starting at 1000.
*.dat

Input to WSPRO for bridges. Basic flow data from the
USGS. Contents depends on context in which the file
is found.

*.lst

Output file from WSPRO for bridges.

*.bak

Backup of a file. Filename may be modified to make
the backup unique.

*.scr

IntelliCAD 2000 script for drawing a schematic of a
model. IntelliCAD 2000 script for drawing flowlines
or other lines from data.

*.dwg

An AutoCAD format drawing.

*.sim

A unformatted file of simulation results created by
the Output Files Block in the main FEQ input file.

base.dwg

Base drawing giving key features for a schematic.
schematic is drawn into a copy of this file.

chanrat.*

Files associated with the CHANRAT command in FEQUTL.

xsec.*

Files associated with the CHANNEL, FEQXEXT, FEQX or
FEQXLST commands in FEQUTL.

xsinterp.*

Files associated with the XSINTERP command in FEQUTL.

embankq.*

Files associated with the EMBANKQ command in FEQUTL.

culvert.*

Files associated with the CULVERT command in FEQUTL.

overflow.*

Files associated with the OVERFLOW computation program.

wsproqz.*

Files associated with the WSPROQZ command in FEQUTL.

wsprot14.*

Files associated with the WSPROT14 command in FEQUTL.

mkembank.*

Files associated with the MKEMBANK command in FEQUTL.

lprfit.*

Files associated with the LPRFIT command in FEQUTL.

flbnk.xy

File defining the various flow lines and cross section
ranges for computing final cross sections for all flow
paths in a reach. Used by the RMASSIGN program.

manning

Contains a summary of the KCM steady-flow Manning' n
values used by the XSEC3D program to assign roughness
coefficients to new cross sections.

mainfl

Contains the definition of the river-mile flow line
for the lower Nooksack River. Used in the XSEC3D
program.

rmassign.out

Contains the output from the RMASSIGN program.
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The

Part

of this file is cut and pasted to construct xsec.in.
xsec3d.out

Contains the output from the XSEC3D program. This
file becomes of the files used by the RMASSIGN
program.

feqin

Main input file for FEQ. The file that defines the
unsteady-flow model being computed. The model
is again defined by the context in which the file
appears.

spout

A file containing the results of the Special Output
File block in the main FEQ input file.

The following list of directories does not include all levels that exist. Directories found that are
not listed here may contain a note or notes le that will explain what the purpose of the les are.
Also if the unlisted directory contains any *.tab les, check the master-input le for the relevant
model to see if the information is being used. There are some subdirectories that still exist but
that are no longer used.
Also part of the Reach 5 model makes use of information in the sumas directory. Check the
master input le for the Reach 5 model for the les involved. Checking the master-input le is also
a good starting point to decide what les are being used. Then tracing back directory may nd
one or more note les to provide some background.
However, the major directories are as follows:
nooksack.............. Main directory for the model of the Nooksack River
basic distance.....

Program and selected data for computing distance
along a polyline. Used in creating input for
CHANRAT and EMBANKQ commands for miscellaneous
potential control points.

lower............... Directory for the lower Nooksack River
feq............... Directory that contains the main input files for the
various reaches and for the complete model.
r1..............
r2..............
r3..............
r4..............
r5..............
master.......
master..........

Reach 1 submodel-obsolete
Reach 2 submodel-obsolete
Reach 3 submodel-obsolete
Reach 4 submodel-obsolete
Reach 5 submodel-obsolete
Contains master input file for Reach 5 model
Contains master input file for the Reach 1--4 Model

flows............. Contains the measured flow data for the project.
The detailed data for each of the two major gages is
stored in subdirectories. The time-series files for
various year's floods are stored in this directory.
deming.......... Detail flow data for Deming
ferndale........ Detail flow data for Ferndale
futl.............. Contains various FEQUTL input and results as well as
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the results from programs XSEC3D, RMASSIGN,
OVERFLOW, WSPRO, and so forth
lr.............. Lummi River and its flood plain
egptvol....... Volume data for the LPR's in the flood plain
profiles...... Road profile data in the Lummi River flood plain
roadflow...... Background data for computing flows over roadways
r1.............. Reach 1
bridges....... Bridge computations
delta......... Extension of model into Nooksack Delta
lprs.......... Miscellaneous LPR data
overflow...... Overflow computations using OVERFLOW program
profiles...... Profiles for inverts shown in /1993map/r1/invert.dwg
razaov........ Overflow in Rainbow Slough between RAXSZA and RAXSBU
xsec.......... Cross-section computations
r2.............. Reach 2
bertrand...... Cross-section computations for Bertrand Creek
couger........ Flow-table computations for Cougar Creek
fishtrap...... Cross-section computations for Fishtrap Creek
for ``unleveed'' reach near Nooksack River
inverts....... Invert assignments for Bertand and Fishtrap Creek
keefe......... Cross-section and flow-table computations for
Keefe Lake Tributary
overflow...... Overflow computations using OVERFLOW program.
tenmile....... LPR computations for Ten Mile Creek
xsec.......... Cross-section computations
r3..............
bridges.......
lprs..........
overflow......
tmnhmptn......
overflow....
xsec........

Reach 3
Bridge computations
Miscellaneous LPR data
Overflow computations using OVERFLOW program.
Timon-Hampton Road flow path
Overflow for Timon-Hampton Road flow path
Cross-section computations for Timon-Hampton flow
path
xsec.......... Cross-section computations

r4..............
bridges.......
lpr...........
overflow......
xsec..........
r5..............
bridges.......
lpr...........

Reach 4
Bridge computations
Miscellaneous LPR data
Overflow computations using OVERFLOW program.
Cross-section computations
Reach 5
Bridge computations
Miscellaneous LPR data
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overflow......
xsec..........
survey........
1990..........
2002..........

Overflow computations using OVERFLOW program.
Cross-section computations
Survey data for Reach 5
Sections unique to 1990 event
Sections unique to 2002 event and later

tide.............. Data and software to create tide series in
Bellingham Bay
plotrm.............. Supporting data to draw an annotated river-mile along
the lower Nooksack River
proj distance....... Program to compute a projection of a polyline onto
a straight line and compute the distance along the
projection. Used to compute flow tables at various
control points.
surveys............. Miscellaneous ground surveys
umastage............ Contains stage data from the UMA model in
BC. Used in some cases in the Reach 5 model but
the results at the border seem not to be affected
by use or non-use of this data.
utlheader........... Stores a standard header for input to FEQUTL. Used
by the OVERFLOW program to create main input files
CHANRAT, EMBANKQ, and XSINTERP commands

Directory:

nksk

This directory contains the scenario directories de ned in the master-input le for FEQ. Each
of the scenario directories contains les produced for that scenario. The meaning of each scenario is
contained in the notes in the master-input le so they are not repeated here. The following special
les may appear for each scenario:
hwmark.loc......... File defining locations and elevations of
high-water marks that FEQ is to check. If present
a comparison table and a summary table for the
high-water mark mimicry is computed by FEQ.

base.dwg........... File giving the base drawing in which to execute the
schematic.scr script to draw a geographic schematic
of the model.
maxdt.tab.......... Table giving maximum time step as a function of time.
Not now used but must be present for FEQ to run.
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APPENDIX E
TRIBUTARY HYDROLOGY FOR THE 1990 AND 1995 FLOODS
Introduction
The Lower Nooksack River between Deming and Bellingham Bay has a number of tributaries
that make up the drainage area downstream of Deming. The hydrology for these smaller streams
was needed to provide boundary conditions for the unsteady- ow model. These ows were estimated using CHS, Continuous Hydrologic Simulation, a subset of the Stanford Watershed Model,
developed by LKAssociates. CHS has the algorithms and parameters of the Stanford Watershed
Model, also the parent of HSPF. A table giving the equivalence between parameters in CHS and
HSPF appears in Table E-4 below. CHS operated on an hourly time step to simulate the watershed response from hourly rainfall and monthly evaporation. Tributary in ow was needed for two
speci c periods: November 1990 and November 1995.

Calibration Watersheds
Two watersheds within the tributary area were selected for calibration. These were: Fishtrap
Creek, drainage area 37.8 and 38.1 mi.2 and Anderson Creek, drainage area 8.96 mi.2 Calibration
consists of using hourly rainfall and monthly evaporation as inputs to the model of the watershed
together with watershed parameters that represent the physical characteristics to simulate stream
ow at the stream gage location. The simulated stream ow is compared to measured stream ow
and the model parameters are adjusted until an adequate t is achieved between the simulated and
recorded stream ow.
Rainfall data. Rainfall data was available at many locations within and near the tributary
watersheds, however many of the stations had incomplete or missing data that prevented their
direct use. For the nal calibration, the hourly rainfall at Blaine, NWS No. 030729, was used to
disaggregate the daily rainfall at Bellingham AP, NWS No. 0574, and Clearbrook, NWS No. 031484,
to hourly increments.
Evaporation data. An average monthly evaporation for the area was used in place of actual
recorded evaporation. The NOAA Technical Report NWS 33 and NWS 34 were consulted to
determine the average monthly evaporation for the tributary areas.
Stream ow data. Each of the calibration watersheds had stream gauges with sucient record
length to calibrate the watershed parameters. Fishtrap Creek had two di erent locations for stream
gauges. The rst was the USGS gauge on Fishtrap Creek at Flynn Road. The drainage area is
38.1 mi.2 with a record of three years from May 1996 to April of 1999. A second gauge on Fishtrap
gauge was installed in October of 1998 at First St. The drainage area is 37.8 mi.2 . The period of
record is two years from October 1998 to September 2000. The second watershed was Anderson
Creek. The USGS gauge has a drainage area of 8.96 mi.2 . The length of record was two years from
October 1998 to September 2000 at the time this analysis was done.
Calibration of Fishtrap Creek. Fishtrap Creek discharges into the Nooksack River at Lynden.
Although Fishtrap Creek is to the northeast of the Nooksack River, the general topography is
similar to the areas to the northwest as well as the south. The short stream ow record at the
USGS gauge at Front Street and the incomplete rainfall record, limited the calibration period to
October 1998 to September 2000. The daily rainfall record at Clearbrook located in the watershed
was disaggregated to hourly rainfall values using the hourly record at Blaine and used as the input
rainfall series for the calibration process. The 37.8 mi.2 Fishtrap watershed was divided into 14
separate channel reach segments. The physical characteristics of the channels reaches were taken
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from 7.5 minute USGS topographic maps. Channel characteristics not taken from the topographic
maps were estimated based upon experience. The parameters developed for Fishtrap Creek are
given in Table E-1.
Calibration of Anderson Creek. Anderson Creek, drainage area of 8.96 mi.2 , is located in the
southeast of the tributary watershed, near Deming. The watershed is mostly in dense forest with
relative steep slopes. Because of the short ow record at the USGS gauging station together with
missing rainfall data, the period from October 1998 to September 2000 was used for calibration.
The Clearbrook daily rainfall disaggregated to hourly intervals from Blaine was used as input
rainfall for the calibration process. The parameters developed for Anderson Creek appear in Table
E-2
An overland ow length greater than actual was used to retard the overland ow that would
occur when the surface runo ows through dense leaf litter expected in this largely coniferous
forest.
Calibration discussion. The quality of the rainfall and evaporation data combined with the
characteristics of the rainfall-runo process in this area, is such that the simulated results are
not sensitive to small to moderate changes in the model parameters. There is some degree of
interdependence among the key parameters and additional data closer to the calibration watershed
is required to re ne these parameter values. There is a need for hourly rain gauges together with
a weather station to calculate potential evaporation in the calibration watersheds.
Despite the problems with data, the relationship between the simulated daily stream and
recorded stream ow at the two gauged watershed was reasonable. Figure E-1 shows an example for
Fishtrap Creek. Additional uncertainty is introduced when the parameters estimated on Anderson
and Fishtrap Creeks are transferred to other watersheds. However, the results obtained in the
unsteady- ow model show that the errors introduced from these hydrologic simulations were not
large.
Table E-1
Calibration Land Parameters: Fishtrap

K1,
A,
EXPM,
UZSN,

Multiplier on precipitation:
Fraction of impervious area:
Interception storage for pervious area:
Upper zone soil moisture storage:

LZSN,
K3,
K24L,
K24EL,

Lower zone soil moisture storage:
Evaporation parameter:
Seepage to deep groundwater storage:
Evaporation from groundwater storage:

Infilt,
Intflw,
LP,
SP,

Infiltration:
Interflow:
Length of pervious overland flow plane:
Slope of pervious overland flow plane:

NNP,
IRC,
KV,
kk24,

Manning's n of pervious overland flow plane:
Interflow daily recession constant:
Variable groundwater recession:
Daily groundwater recession rate:

LI,

Length of impervious overland plane:
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1.01
0.005 percent
0.05 inches
2.6 inches
26.0
0.30
0.0
0.0

inches
index
percent
percent

0.07 inches/hour
4.0 index
1000.0 feet
0.01 ft/ft
0.35
0.50
0.10 index
0.985
100.0

feet

Figure E{1: USGS Fishtrap at F Street
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SI,
Slope of impervious overland plane:
NNI,
Manning's n of impervious overland flow plane:
EXPMI, Interception storage-impervious area:

0.02
0.03
0.05

ft/ft
inches

Table E-2
Calibration Land Parameters: Anderson
K1,
A,
EXPM,
UZSN,

Multiplier on precipitation:
Fraction of impervious area:
Interception storage for pervious area:
Upper zone soil moisture storage:

1.28
0.005 percent
0.15 inches
3.2 inches

LZSN,
K3,
K24L,
K24EL,

Lower zone soil moisture storage:
Evaporation parameter:
Seepage to deep groundwater storage:
Evaporation from groundwater storage:

Infilt,
Intflw,
LP,
SP,

Infiltration:
Interflow:
Length of pervious overland flow plane:
Slope of pervious overland flow plane:

NNP,
IRC,
KV,
kk24,

Manning's n of pervious overland flow plane:
Interflow daily recession constant:
Variable groundwater recession:
Daily groundwater recession rate:

LI,
SI,
NNI,
EXPMI,

Length of impervious overland plane:
100.0 feet
Slope of impervious overland plane:
0.02 ft/ft
Manning's n of impervious overland flow plane: 0.03
Interception storage for impervious area:
0.05 inches

26.0
0.70
0.0
0.0

inches
index
percent
percent

0.07 inches/hour
4.0 index
1000.0 feet
0.01 ft/ft
0.35
0.50
1.00 index
0.970

Estimates of Tributary In ow: November 1990 and November 1995

The purpose of calibration was to provide an estimate of the tributary in ow between Deming
and Ferndale on the Nooksack for the two ood periods November 1990 and November 1995. With
a set of land surface parameters, the disaggregated hourly rainfall was used with average monthly
evaporation to estimate continuous hourly stream ow. In ow was estimated for 11 separate subwatersheds. Table E-3 lists the watershed name, the drainage area, the rainfall station used, and
the calibration-watershed parameters used.
Table E-3
Tributary Sub Watersheds
Silver:
Bertrand
Fishtrap
Barrett Lake
Schneider

Drainage Area
(sq. mi.)
15.8
42.0
37.0
35.4
9.8
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Station
Rainfall

Model Land
Parameters

Clearbrook

Fishtrap

Clearbrook
Clearbrook
Bellingham AP
Bellingham AP

Fishtrap
Fishtrap
Fishtrap
Fishtrap

Cougar

12.5

Clearbrook

Fishtrap

Kamm
Scott

10.1
10.8

Clearbrook
Clearbrook

Fishtrap
Fishtrap

Everson-Deming
Anderson
Smith

18.2
13.6
11.2

Clearbrook
Clearbrook
Clearbrook

Anderson
Anderson
Anderson

The estimated tributary in ows were stored in time-series tables for FEQ and provided the
needed boundary conditions at these locations. The calibration of the unsteady- ow model for
the Lower Nooksack River did not show any need to adjust these estimated ows. However, the
tributary ows are generally small relative to the ows that originate upstream of Deming. Thus
errors in estimating the ow at Deming, which are known to be large, could mask discrepancies in
ow from the tributaries.
Table E-4 gives the correspondence between the land parameters of CHS and HSPF. Note
that HSPF represents the impervious surfaces as a distinct segment and CHS does not. Thus
the parameter names for the impervious segment in HSPF are the same for both pervious and
impervious segments.
Table E-4
Correspondence in Parameter Names: CHS and HSPF
CHS
Parameter

HSPF
Parameter

K1
A

MFACT
-----

EXPM
UZSN

CEPSC
UZSN

Multiplier on precipitation
Impervious areas are a separate
segment in HSPF
Interception storage for pervious area
Upper zone soil moisture storage

LZSN
K3
K24L
K24EL

LZSN
LZEPT
DEEPFR
AGWETP

Lower zone soil moisture storage
Evaporation parameter
Seepage to deep groundwater storage
Evaporation from groundwater storage

Infilt
Intflw
LP
SP

INFILT
INTFW
LSUR
SLSUR

Infiltration
Interflow
Length of pervious overland flow plane
Slope of pervious overland flow plane

NNP
IRC
KV
kk24

NSUR
IRC
KVARY
AGWRC

Manning's n of pervious overland flow plane
Interflow daily recession constant
Variable groundwater recession
Daily groundwater recession rate

LI
SI
NNI
EXPMI

LSUR
SLSUR
NSUR
RETSC

Length of impervious overland plane
Slope of impervious overland plane
Manning's n of impervious overland flow plane
Interception storage for impervious segment

Brief Description
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APPENDIX F
ESTIMATING TRIBUTARY FLOWS FOR 2002
Introduction

Both Fishtrap Creek and Anderson Creek had stream gages present in the 2002 events. However, only the one at Fishtrap Creek was functioning for the event in January. The entire ood
period at Anderson Creek was missing. A second event occurred in February and then both gages
were functioning. Consequently, the missing period was estimated by developing an empirical
relationship with Fishtrap Creek.

Method Used

A relationship was sought between the unit-area ow at Anderson Creek and the unit-area
ow at Fishtrap Creek with a possible lag in time, recognizing the geographic position of the
watersheds with respect to the typical direction for storms. Let qf t =unit-area ow at Fishtrap
Creek; qa t =unit-area ow for Anderson Creek; a; b; c; d =parameters; then the relationship used
was
ln qa t = a + b ln qf t

2
3
5:25 + c(ln qf t 5:25 ) + d(ln qf t 5:25 )

where the lag is in hours. The basic data was available at an interval of 15 minutes and about 4200
joint observations were used to de ne the relationship. The lag of 5.25 hours was picked to improve
the t and the parameters found by least squares were: a = 1:0894, b = 3:0243, c = 1:0631, and
d = 0:2242.
The square root of the average of the squared di erences between the observed ows at Anderson Creek and the ows predicted from this relationship was 14.3 ft3 =s. The average di erence
was -1 ft3 =s. The correlation coecient between the observed and predicted series was 0.98. Figure F{1 shows the predicted and observed ows for Anderson Creek. Overall the relationship is
acceptable.
With the ows known at Anderson Creek, the ows at Smith Creek were estimated using the
ratio of the drainage areas as a factor. Anderson Creek was also used for the local area between
Deming and Everson. In every case the ratio of drainage areas was used as a factor on the ows
from the gaged watershed. The local area between Deming and Everson was broken into ve parts
and these were added to the model at convenient intermediate points to avoid having a large ow
enter at one point.
Fishtrap Creek was used as the index station for all tributaries downstream of Everson. Again
the ratio of drainage areas was used as the scale factor.
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APPENDIX G
DOES THE TIDE AFFECT THE FLOWS AT FERNDALE?
Introduction

Concern about the potential e ect of tides in Bellingham Bay on the ows at the Ferndale has
been expressed from time to time over some period of years. The R1-R4 model was used to test if
there is an e ect and how large it might be.

Methodology

The initial work with the 2002 ood event was done using the Cherry Point tidal record.
Cherry Point is north of Lummi Bay and has been used for Bellingham Bay in other studies of
the coastal area. The recommended series for Bellingham Bay according to the NOS was also
developed following the same methods as used for the 1990 and 1995 events. These two tide series
are di erent in timing and sometimes greatly so. However, their extremes are similar in magnitude.
The recommended reference station for Bellingham Bay is Port Townsend and the NOS provides
time di erences and in this case ratios between levels to create a series for Bellingham Bay. It is
most important to understand that geographic proximity is no indicator of the usefulness of a tide
series. There are many complexities to the currents and tide levels from Tacoma to Blaine.
The model was run for the 2002 historic event using the recommended series from the NOS in
the rst run and the series from Cherry Point in the second run. Thus any di erences caused by
di erences in the tide series should be evident. The following points of comparison were selected:
1. Bellingham Bay, abbreviated as Bllnghm By in the gures, is the point of application of the
tide series in the model. This point is about 2.3 miles downstream of the bridge over the
Nooksack on Marine Drive. The invert elevation at that point is approximately -10 feet and
the area available for ow is on order of 100,000 ft2 at sea level.
2. Marine Drive, abbreviated as Mrn Drv in the gures, is the upstream side of the bridge on the
Nooksack.
3. Slater Road, abbreviated as Sltr Rd in the gures, is the upstream side of the bridge on the
Nooksack.
4. Near the Ferndale water treatment plant, abbreviated as Nr WTP in the gures, is a point in
the Nooksack near the water-treatment facilities on the right bank south of Ferndale.
5. At the USGS gage at Ferndale, abbreviated as USGS in the gures.

Results

Figure G{1 shows the outcomes from Slater Road to Bellingham Bay. Elevations are shown
through the rst three gures so that the values can be related to the variations of the tide. Clearly
the time sequence of the tide values from Cherry Point and the NOS series di er. At some times,
one is at its maximum for the day while the other is at its minimum for the day. This means that
we do in fact have a large di erence in the applied tide values. Thus if there is an e ect from the
tide, these two series should show it clearly.
The elevation of the water surface at Marine Drive clearly shows the e ect of the tides but
only at the lower ows. By January 8, well into the ood, the two lines merge and cannot be
distinguished. Thus the di erence in level is much less than one foot. At the peak level near
midnight on January 8, the master-output le of FEQ shows that the maximum water-surface
elevation for the NOS case was: 11.738 ft and for the Cherry Point case: 11.741, a di erence of
only 0.003 ft. The maximum ows, in the same order, were: 23,777 ft3 =s and 23,713 a di erence
G{1

of 64 ft3 =s. In relative terms the di erence is 0.27 per cent. It is important to notice that near
the peak elevation, the di erence in water-surface elevation at Bellingham Bay is about 6 ft for
the two tide series.
The e ect of the tide at Slater Road has diminished markedly even during the lower ows.
Again near the peak the e ect is small. The di erence in water-surface elevation at the peak
elevation is now only 0.001 ft and the maximum ow di ers by only 3 ft3 =s which is now reduced
to 0.01 per cent of the maximum ow. Clearly the e ect of the tide is nil for the higher ows at
Slater Road.
None-the-less Figure G{2 is presented for those who still doubt. This moves upstream on the
Nooksack to near Ferndale. In both cases a small e ect can be detected at the lower ows. However,
this again vanishes at the higher levels. At the USGS gage the maximum elevations are the same
to a resolution of 0.001 ft and the maximum ows di er by 1 ft3 =s which is about 0.003 per cent
of the peak ow.
The penultimate gure in this series, Figure G{3, has magni ed the peak elevation region to
show that even at this enhanced scale, no di erences are evident. This is done to show that the
\wavy" appearance of the lines has nothing to do with the tide variations because they are identical
for both tide series. These variations come from the variations in ow from upstream.
The nal gure, Figure G{4, shows the ow series at Ferndale. Again, the di erence in ows
at all levels is so small that deviations between the two lines cannot be detected. The ows derived
from a measured stage and from a rating curve will rarely be known to closer than about 2 per
cent. Variations of that magnitude would appear clearly at the scale of this gure. Consequently,
any ow di erences caused by these two quite di erent tide sequences, are far below our ability to
measure!

Conclusions

The conclusion is clear that any e ect of tides at the USGS gage at Ferndale is to small to be of
concern. The R1-R4 model using two di erent tide series at Bellingham Bay shows nil di erences
even with ows of 4000 ft3 =s.
For all practical purpose there is no appreciable e ect on the larger ows even at Marine Drive.
If high ows are the principal concern, then the choice of which tide series to use is moot: either
one will suce. If low ows are of concern and the action of the tide at ows even lower than those
during this analysis period are of interest, then the choice of tide series may become important.
However, in order to decide which series is the better one, several days of measurements of watersurface elevation must be obtained near Marine Drive. Then it would be possible to simulate that
period, given ows at the USGS Gage, to determine which of the two tide series gives the best
match to the observed variations.
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APPENDIX H
EFFECT OF CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE AND MAXIMUM
TIME STEP ON SCENARIO DIFFERENCES
Introduction

The sequence of time steps used by FEQ in its computations of an unsteady- ow model depends
on the details of the ow. If the ow is lling a ood plain, the time steps will tend to be smaller
because the convergence of the solution to the non-linear system of equations is often slower under
those conditions. As more iterations are taken to reach convergence, FEQ reduces the time step
following rules with parameters set in the master-input le. The key idea is that the maximum and
minimum time step are xed by the input but the actual time-step sequence is determined as the
computations progress.
Small di erences in computed values will result if the time-step sequence di ers between two
scenarios. It is generally impossible to force the time-step sequence to be the same for two di erent
scenarios. Consequently it becomes important to evaluate the possible e ect of such di erence.

Results

Two sets of tables for the scenarios outlined in Chapter 6 are given here. The rst set was
computed with the maximum time step set to 900 seconds and the primary convergence tolerance
at 0.05. Both of these are rather typical values. The second set was computed using a maximum
time step of 300 seconds and a primary convergence tolerance of 0.02. Comparing Tables H{1 and
H{3 shows di erences at some locations that are on the order of 30 ft3 =s which is sometimes a
sizeable fraction of the di erence being sought. For example, at model node D4541, upstream of
Everson Main Street, Table H{1 shows a peak ow of 5,739 ft3 =s and Table H{3, computed with
a shorter average time step and a tighter convergence tolerance, shows a peak ow of 5,769 ft3 =s,
a di erence of 30 ft3 =s.
Checking tables H{2 and H{3 which give the di erences, we see that the di erence in the rst
two scenarios at this location is 155 ft3 =s from Table H{2 and 152 ft3 =s from Table H{4. The
conclusions reached would not di er even though the two sets of parameters cause a di erence of
30 ft3 =s from di erences in maximum time step and convergence tolerance.

Conclusions

Di erences that are the result of time-step sequence variations may cause problems and one
must be aware of that possibility. However, if the same maximum time step and primary convergence tolerance is used for all the scenario runs, then these results indicate that the scenario
di erences should be valid.
The scenarios in Chapter 6 were run with a maximum time step of 300 seconds and a primary
convergence tolerance of 0.02 to minimize these problems. It is not always possible to complete a
run with a convergence tolerance as small as 0.02. The key requirement is to keep these parameters
for the solution process constant among the various scenarios being compared.

H{1

TABLE H{1: Scenario Results: Extremes at Selected Locations
Maximum Time Step of 900 seconds and Convergence Tolerance of 0.05
Location
of
Result
Everson Bridge
Everson MnStrt
Everson- LB Flow
Thiel Road-Nksk
Thiel Road-Scott
Hannegan Rd-Nksk
Hannegan Rd-Scott
Guide-SthDryBrdg
Guide-Nksk
Guide-NrthDryBrdg
Choke Point
Nr Lattimore Lv-Nksk
Nr Lattimore Lv-RB
Ferndale-USGS
Slater Rd-LFP
Slater Rd-Nksk
Marine Drive-LFP
Marine Drive-Nksk
Marine Drive-RFP
Marine Drive-RnBS
Sumas-JC at BNRR
Sumas-SC at BNRR
Sumas-BC at BNRR
Sumas-LB OverFlow
Huntingdon
Sumas-RB OverFlow

Nksk
River
Mile
(mi.)
23.4911
||||19.9522
||18.1227
||||15.4669
15.4836
14.8391
9.2001
||6.0233
3.3447
3.5494
||1.3984
||||||||||||{
||||-

Node
in
Model
D4141
D4541
D4341
D3087
D3286
D3129
D3329
D3677
D3177
D3577
U2008
D2130
D2530
D1010
D1248
D1048
D1284
D1084
D1409
D1509
D5336
D5566
D6878
||
U366
F870

Scenario 1
Max.
Max.
Flow
Elev.
(cfs)
(ft.)
54,652 83.588
5,739 83.006
1,594 84.722
35,275 63.521
11,905 56.004
32,112 58.096
14,671 49.291
20,383 48.671
23,952 48.296
14,891 45.724
40,846 47.442
31,116 34.178
25,237 34.156
56,592 27.876
23,355 15.744
31,830 19.288
14,483 14.370
31,895 13.231
7,782 11.333
1,108 11.491
2,094 43.147
2,866 43.215
281 45.014
4,428
||
1,952 33.171
365 27.468

H{2

Scenario 2
Max. Max.
Flow Elev.
(cfs) (ft.)
54,575 83.206
5,894 83.029
1,559 83.270
35,273 63.520
11,845 56.000
32,115 58.093
14,598 49.277
20,301 48.656
23,952 48.288
14,817 45.692
40,785 47.431
31,059 34.158
25,152 34.136
56,455 27.862
23,262 15.732
31,807 19.285
14,458 14.361
31,861 13.226
7,732 11.323
1,108 11.481
2,133 43.235
2,954 43.304
282 45.042
4,567 ||
1,955 33.178
381 27.491

Scenario 4
Max. Max.
Flow Elev.
(cfs)
(ft.)
58,914 83.795
49 76.655
2,995 84.775
35,513 63.575
15,106 56.205
32,204 58.220
18,293 49.848
23,817 49.229
23,954 48.605
17,647 46.830
43,119 47.815
33,262 34.858
28,152 34.847
60,933 28.346
26,351 16.096
32,552 19.382
15,252 14.628
32,968 13.380
9,392 11.646
1,111 11.805
161 36.129
5 35.998
35 39.381
5 ||
1,510 31.513
0 24.400

TABLE H{2: Scenario Results: Absolute and Relative Di erences
Maximum Time Step of 900 seconds and Convergence Tolerance of 0.05
Location
of
Result
Everson Bridge
Everson MnStrt
Everson- LB Flow
Thiel Road-Nksk
Thiel Road-Scott
Hannegan Rd-Nksk
Hannegan Rd-Scott
Guide-SthDryBrdg
Guide-Nksk
Guide-NrthDryBrdg
Choke Point
Nr Lattimore Lv-Nksk
Nr Lattimore Lv-RB
Ferndale-USGS
Slater Rd-LFP
Slater Rd-Nksk
Marine Drive-LFP
Marine Drive-Nksk
Marine Drive-RFP
Marine Drive-RnBS
Sumas-JC at BNRR
Sumas-SC at BNRR
Sumas-BC at BNRR
Sumas-LB OverFlow
Huntingdon
Sumas-RB OverFlow

Nksk
River
Mile
(mi.)
23.4911
||||19.9522
||18.1227
||||15.4669
15.4836
14.8391
9.2001
||6.0233
3.3447
3.5494
||1.3984
||||||||||||{
||||-

Node
in
Model
D4141
D4541
D4341
D3087
D3286
D3129
D3329
D3677
D3177
D3577
U2008
D2130
D2530
D1010
D1248
D1048
D1284
D1084
D1409
D1509
D5336
D5566
D6878
||
U366
F870

Scenario 1 and 2
Di .
%Di .
Di .
MaxQ MaxQ MaxZ
(cfs)
(cfs)
(ft)
-77
-0.1
-0.382
155
2.7
0.023
-35
-2.2
-1.452
-2
0.0
-0.001
-60
-0.5
-0.004
3
0.0
-0.003
-73
-0.5
-0.014
-82
-0.4
-0.015
0
0.0
-0.008
-74
-0.5
-0.032
-61
-0.1
-0.011
-57
-0.2
-0.020
-85
-0.3
-0.020
-137
-0.2
-0.014
-93
-0.4
-0.012
-23
-0.1
-0.003
-25
-0.2
-0.009
-34
-0.1
-0.005
-50
-0.6
-0.010
0
0.0
-0.010
39
1.9
0.088
88
3.1
0.089
1
0.4
0.028
139
3.1
|{
3
0.2
0.007
16
4.4
0.023

H{3

Scenario 2 and 3
Di . %Di . Di .
MaxQ MaxQ MaxZ
(cfs)
(cfs)
(ft.)
4339
8.0 0.589
-5845
-99.2 -6.374
1436
92.1 1.505
240
0.7 0.055
3261
27.5 0.205
89
0.3 0.127
3695
25.3 0.571
3516
17.3 0.573
2
0.0 0.317
2830
19.1 1.138
2334
5.7 0.384
2203
7.1 0.700
3000
11.9 0.711
4478
7.9 0.484
3089
13.3 0.364
745
2.3 0.097
794
5.5 0.267
1107
3.5 0.154
1660
21.5 0.323
3
0.3 0.324
-1972
-92.5 -7.106
-2949
-99.8 -7.306
-247
-87.6 -5.661
-4562
-99.9
|{
-445
-22.8 -1.665
-381
-100.0 -3.091

TABLE H{3: Scenario Results: Extremes at Selected Locations
Maximum Time Step of 300 seconds and Convergence Tolerance of 0.02
Location
of
Result
Everson Bridge
Everson MnStrt
Everson- LB Flow
Thiel Road-Nksk
Thiel Road-Scott
Hannegan Rd-Nksk
Hannegan Rd-Scott
Guide-SthDryBrdg
Guide-Nksk
Guide-NrthDryBrdg
Choke Point
Nr Lattimore Lv-Nksk
Nr Lattimore Lv-RB
Ferndale-USGS
Slater Rd-LFP
Slater Rd-Nksk
Marine Drive-LFP
Marine Drive-Nksk
Marine Drive-RFP
Marine Drive-RnBS
Sumas-JC at BNRR
Sumas-SC at BNRR
Sumas-BC at BNRR
Sumas-LB OverFlow
Huntingdon
Sumas-RB OverFlow

Nksk
River
Mile
(mi.)
23.4911
||
||
19.9522
||
18.1227
||
||
15.4669
15.4836
14.8391
9.2001
||
6.0233
3.3447
3.5494
||
1.3984
||
||
||
||
||
||||
||

Node
in
Model
D4141
D4541
D4341
D3087
D3286
D3129
D3329
D3677
D3177
D3577
U2008
D2130
D2530
D1010
D1248
D1048
D1284
D1084
D1409
D1509
D5336
D5566
D6878
||
U366
F870

Scenario 1
Max.
Max.
Flow
Elev.
(cfs)
(ft.)
54,673 83.591
5,769 83.010
1,604 84.729
35,276 63.522
11,925 56.006
32,113 58.096
14,692 49.292
20,392 48.672
23,952 48.297
14,899 45.727
40,853 47.443
31,126 34.183
25,255 34.161
56,626 27.879
23,379 15.747
31,835 19.289
14,490 14.372
31,904 13.233
7,797 11.336
1,108 11.494
2,088 43.147
2,884 43.213
280 45.003
4,420
||
1,953 33.189
369 27.480

H{4

Scenario 2
Max. Max.
Flow Elev.
(cfs) (ft.)
54,595 83.208
5,921 83.033
1,570 83.278
35,274 63.520
11,866 56.002
32,115 58.093
14,620 49.279
20,310 48.658
23,952 48.288
14,823 45.694
40,792 47.433
31,068 34.162
25,168 34.140
56,487 27.865
23,285 15.735
31,812 19.286
14,464 14.364
31,870 13.228
7,745 11.326
1,108 11.483
2,128 43.236
2,972 43.302
282 45.031
4,561 ||
1,956 33.196
385 27.504

Scenario 4
Max. Max.
Flow Elev.
(cfs)
(ft.)
58,950 83.800
49 76.655
3,023 84.806
35,513 63.575
15,115 56.207
32,206 58.221
18,335 49.852
23,839 49.232
23,954 48.607
17,665 46.836
43,133 47.817
33,279 34.865
28,175 34.853
60,975 28.351
26,383 16.100
32,559 19.383
15,259 14.631
32,979 13.382
9,409 11.649
1,111 11.808
160 36.132
5 36.004
35 39.371
5 ||
1,514 31.524
0 24.400

TABLE H{4: Scenario Results: Absolute and Relative Di erences
Maximum Time Step of 300 seconds and Convergence Tolerance of 0.02
Location
of
Result
Everson Bridge
Everson MnStrt
Everson- LB Flow
Thiel Road-Nksk
Thiel Road-Scott
Hannegan Rd-Nksk
Hannegan Rd-Scott
Guide-SthDryBrdg
Guide-Nksk
Guide-NrthDryBrdg
Choke Point
Nr Lattimore Lv-Nksk
Nr Lattimore Lv-RB
Ferndale-USGS
Slater Rd-LFP
Slater Rd-Nksk
Marine Drive-LFP
Marine Drive-Nksk
Marine Drive-RFP
Marine Drive-RnBS
Sumas-JC at BNRR
Sumas-SC at BNRR
Sumas-BC at BNRR
Sumas-LB OverFlow
Huntingdon
Sumas-RB OverFlow

Nksk
River
Mile
(mi.)
23.4911
||
||
19.9522
||
18.1227
||
||
15.4669
15.4836
14.8391
9.2001
||
6.0233
3.3447
3.5494
||
1.3984
||
||
||
||
||
||
||
||

Node
in
Model
D4141
D4541
D4341
D3087
D3286
D3129
D3329
D3677
D3177
D3577
U2008
D2130
D2530
D1010
D1248
D1048
D1284
D1084
D1409
D1509
D5336
D5566
D6878
||
U366
F870

Scenario 1 and 2
Di .
%Di .
Di .
MaxQ MaxQ MaxZ
(cfs)
(cfs)
(ft)
-78
-0.1
-0.383
152
2.6
0.023
-34
-2.1
-1.451
-2
0.0
-0.002
-59
-0.5
-0.004
2
0.0
-0.003
-72
-0.5
-0.013
-82
-0.4
-0.014
0
0.0
-0.009
-76
-0.5
-0.033
-61
-0.1
-0.010
-58
-0.2
-0.021
-87
-0.3
-0.021
-139
-0.2
-0.014
-94
-0.4
-0.012
-23
-0.1
-0.003
-26
-0.2
-0.008
-34
-0.1
-0.005
-52
-0.7
-0.010
0
0.0
-0.011
40
1.9
0.089
88
3.1
0.089
2
0.7
0.028
141
3.2
||
3
0.2
0.007
16
4.3
0.024

H{5

Scenario 2 and 4
Di . %Di . Di .
MaxQ MaxQ MaxZ
(cfs)
(cfs)
(ft.)
4355
8.0 0.592
-5872
-99.2 -6.378
1453
92.5 1.528
239
0.7 0.055
3249
27.4 0.205
91
0.3 0.128
3715
25.4 0.573
3529
17.4 0.574
2
0.0 0.319
2842
19.2 1.142
2341
5.7 0.384
2211
7.1 0.703
3007
11.9 0.713
4488
7.9 0.486
3098
13.3 0.365
747
2.3 0.097
795
5.5 0.267
1109
3.5 0.154
1664
21.5 0.323
3
0.3 0.325
-1968
-92.5 -7.104
-2967
-99.8 -7.298
-247
-87.6 -5.660
-4556
-99.9 ||
-442
-22.6 -1.672
-385
-100.0 -3.104
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APPENDIX I
MODEL STATUS
Introduction
The model of the lower Nooksack River (R1-R4) and the model of the over ow corridor (R5)
clearly capture the major factors a ecting the ows in both. Therefore they are useful tools to
evaluate a variety of management options in the future. There are however, areas of the model
that remain that would bene t from re nement, especially in those cases where additional reliable
information comes to light, eithere via discovery for historical events or for eld survey.
The areas that are known to require additional re nement or changes are outlined here on a
reach base. Some of these areas were found as the model was developed but there was either limited
time or limited data to make the changes that would be required. Experience with future oods
will also provide results that may lead to changes or re nement to the model description.

Reach 1: Bellingham Bay to I-5
1. The small levee near the town of Marietta was overlooked in the original model. The topographic map does not show a distinct levee so that it was not included.
2. Some segments of over ow from the Nooksack were omitted on the assumption that they were
too high to be overtopped. However, these levees/high ground could be subject to ow in some
of the large return-period oods to be analyzed.
3. The model for the Lummi River and its ood plain, taken to be everything to the right of the
high ground/levees on the right bank of the Nooksack in Reach 1 needs review and re nement.
3.1 The culverts through various roads serving as the boundaries for the level-pool reservoirs
need to be added. Currently the ows between adjacent reservoirs takes place only over
the roadway. Thus times of drainage and lling are distorted. However, the reservoirs are
large relative to the few culverts found under these bounding roadways. In addition no
reliable high-water marks have been found. Estimates of maximum water level were made
from an aerial photograph and the topographic map.
3.2 Culverts through the levees on the Lummi River also need to be added for any detailed
studies of this river.
3.3 Further work must be expended to seek information on what took place in this part of
the river system during the 1990 ood. The seawall was apparently breached to speed
drainage of the water because the old culverts had partially collapsed and the out ow
was limited. The size and time of breaching have not yet been established for use in the
model. Also water appears on the north side of the Lummi River but the source of the
water is unclear. Was this local runo , ow over the north levee of the Lummi River, or
was it the water that may have owed over the right-bank levee of the Nooksack River?
Re nement of the model will need some information on these events or outcomes.

Reach 2: I-5 to the Guide Meridian Road
1. The levee-crest pro le for the 1990 geometry for Bertrand and Fishtrap Creeks is based on the
1993 DTM. The 1987 levee survey did include parts of these levees but these surveys have not
been recti ed to the 2000 survey location as required for the computations of over ow.
2. The records of levee repair for Bertrand and Fishtrap need to be reviewed and the failure
assumptions checked if results near these two Creeks are critical for a project.
I{1

3. The location and orientation of cross section in the right-hand ood plain just downstream of
the Guide Merdian Road should be reviewed based on more recent ood data. The e ect of
one or more roads may not be represented as well as could be in this area.

Reach 3: Guide Meridian Road to Everson Bridge

1. The representation of the dry bridges on the Guide Meridian Road has been a constant source
of computational failure. There problems here are manyfold:
1.1 Typical bridge-hydraulic theory applies to bridges with large amounts of water owing in
them. In this case the model begins with minimal water present.
1.2 The topography local to these dry bridges is complex at low ows. Thus we must use some
reasoned smoothing of these details to get reliable computations that re ect primarily the
higher ow through the two openings.
2. The left-hand ood plain upstream of Hannegan Road may need to be divided into two or
more ow paths to re ect the e ect of east-west roads. The original pattern of cross sections
was based on these east-west roads being inundated. This is true for the largest oods but
more modest oods, still of interest in their own right, may not be represented well enough.

Reach 4: Everson Bridge to Deming

1. Additional points of potential over ow to Canada need to be added before the larger returnperiod ows are simulated. The topographic mapping does not include some of the ow paths
that such over ows would follow before reaching the ow paths near Everson. Thus the USGS
topographic maps may be the basis for the approximate shape and slope of these added paths.
2. The new bridge on the Nooksack for the Mount Baker Highway needs to be added. This has
the complexity that the new bridge plus the piers and some of the old bridge may have been
present for some oods. Thus two di erent representations may be needed.

Reach 5: Everson Main Street to Southern BC Railroad

1. Some over ow surfaces were de ned as roadways in this reach. Most of these have been
surveyed but the over ow computations have not been updated based on these surveys.
2. At some point in the future when detailed results may be needed near Everson, the portions
of the model east of the BNRR, still based on the Sumas model, should be revised using the
latest DTM and ground survey data.
3. The larger return-period ows may require that some parts of this model be extended to include
new areas subject to inundation.
4. A strongly sinuous segment of Johnson Creek, some distance west of Sumas, was not represented in detail. This segment may need to be revised if results near it are critical. Doing so
will greatly increase the complexity of the model.
5. Bridges on the BNRR just west of Sumas may be replaced. Evaluating the e ect of a proposed
replacement will require a more detailed representation of these bridges.

I{2

APPENDIX J
FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS AT DEMING, FERNDALE, AND EVERSON
Introduction
Estimates of the peak ow with return periods ranging from 50 to 500 years will be required
at Deming, Ferndale, and Everson Main Street for several di erent applications. A hydrograph
to accompany the peak ow values must also be developed but the methods used for that are not
covered here. We focus on making use of the available information to estimate internally consistent
values for the ood peaks of a given return period at these three locations.
Flood frequency analysis on the lower Nooksack River using traditional statistical methods
encounters several diculties. These include:
1. The ow rating at Deming is known to be unstable and the conversion of a stage record to a
ow record at this station has been a continuing challenge. The results of the calibration of the
1990 ood event show that the errors can be large, as much as 70 percent of ow values that
had already been adjusted from the published record. The station is rated as poor with regard
to data reliability, the lowest rating in the scale used by the USGS for stream ow stations.
There is little hope that traditional statistical analysis of such a record can be extrapolated
with any expectation of a valid result.
2. When the ows at Deming are near 40,000 ft3 =s, over ow at Everson begins and increases
rapidly with increases in ow at Deming. The relative increase is on the order of four to one
in the range of ows experienced at Everson Main Street in the past. That is, an increase of
one per cent in the peak ow at Deming creates an increase of about four per cent in the peak
ow at Everson Main Street. There are no reliable measurements of over ow at Everson Main
Street. Consequently there is no record of peak ows to analyze.
3. The ow record at Ferndale is rated as good. This is the penultimate rating of the USGS.
Thus its record of peak ows is markedly more reliable than the record of peaks at Deming.
However, extrapolation to large events from a tted frequency relationship may be invalid if
the e ect of the over ows at Everson is not included at some point. The larger peak ows
are a ected by over ow to Canada near Everson. Thus traditional ood frequency analysis at
Ferndale fails because there are really two peak- ow populations: those with no over ow at
Everson and those with an over ow at Everson.
We are in the interesting dilemma that neither the peak- ow series at Deming nor the peakow series at Ferndale is suitable for traditional ood frequency analysis. The record at Deming
fails because it has large errors in its values, and the record at Ferndale fails because it is a mixed
population. Even if the record at Deming were excellent, we would have to use non-traditional
methods to obtain ood frequency estimates at Everson Main Street and at Ferndale. The source
of this problem, even with excellent data at Deming, is the uncommon location of the watershed
divide, at the bank of the Nooksack River near Everson, between the Fraser River drainage and the
Nooksack River drainage. Consequently, large ows to Canada occur during the oods of interest.
The nature and extent of the over ow surface has a strong e ect on the peak ow at Ferndale.
Thus extrapolation to oods with return periods of 100 years or more only makes sense if the e ect
of these over ows is included in the extrapolation. Both the depth of over ow and the lateral
extent of the over ow will increase with increasing return period. It also likely that new points of
over ow will become active at these ow levels. The historical ood-peak series does not include
these e ects and they must be supplied through unsteady- ow modeling at these ow levels.
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Proposed Methodology

The following methodology makes it possible to develop estimates of return periods of peak
ows at these three locations that are consistent and make good use of the existing data:
1. Develop a relationship between ood peak at Ferndale and ood peak at Deming for events
selected from 1990, 1995, and 2002. These are the events for which we have calibrated and
adjusted the ows at Deming to get reasonable mimicry of the hydrograph at Ferndale, stage
values at Huntingdon at the International Border, and high-water marks. Selecting events
above 15,000 ft3 =s at Deming yields ten events. We supplemented these ten with two others
using factors on the ows at Deming to better de ne the shape of the relationship. In future
work we will add the recent oods in October-November of 2003 and the ood of February
2002 as well, to provide greater de nition in some regions of the relationship.
2. Use the relationship from step 1, giving the peak ow at Deming as a function of the peak ow
at Ferndale, to estimate the peak ow at Deming for each ood peak in the annual ood-peak
series at Ferndale. This series of peak ows is used instead of the recorded peak ows at
Deming.
3. Do a conventional frequency analysis on the annual peak- ow series at Deming developed in
step 2. This series is homogeneous because the e ect of the over ows at Everson are included
in the relationship from step 1. The results of this analysis can be extrapolated to the 100-year
and greater return periods with an expectation of consistent results.
4. Extend the relationship from step 1 to include the range of ows found in step 3 and reverse
its sense so that it will predict the peak ow at Ferndale when given the peak ow at Deming.
This extension will be based on simulations of the over ow near Everson with a series of ever
increasing peak ows at Deming. The new points of over ow that become evident will be
identi ed and included in the model to produce the nal series of high ows.
5. Also develop a relationship between the peak ow at Deming and the peak ow at Everson
Main Street. The peak ows at Everson Main Street must be estimated via simulation because
there are no measurements of these ows.

6. The relationships from steps 4 and 5 are then used to estimate the peak ows at Ferndale and
Everson Main Street for each of a series of peak ows of a given return period at Deming.
This approach makes maximum use of the reliable peak- ow data at Ferndale. It also produces
results that are consistent with our current knowledge of the over ows that take place at Everson.
We also include the new points of over ow that become active when we extrapolate to ows larger
than any known historical ood. The key to the process is the nature of the relationship between
the peak ows at the three locations as derived from simulated results.

Example Results

We use information from the 1990, 1995, and 2002 calibration events to provide some preliminary results. These are preliminary and will be replaced with later data as it becomes available.
The results here do not include the addition of new points of over ow near Everson. However, the
work done here provides a basis for future work and illustrates the process and may reveal points
of diculty that require further research in the future.
Peak Flow at Deming given Peak Flow at Ferndale. Table J{1 shows the 12 peak ows used
to de ne the relationship needed in step 1 given above. These peaks are all peaks as simulated
in the model. Thus they are internally consistent. However, the recorded peak ow at Ferndale
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will di er slightly from those given here. At Deming, the di erences will be much larger since we
have chosen not to use the unreliable peak ows at that gage. Flood-peak numbers 9 and 11 were
created by adjustment of existing ood peaks to provide additional points for oods with over ows
near Everson. The tributary in ows were left unchanged in this process.
TABLE J{1: Flood Peaks at Ferndale and Deming
Flood
Peak
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Flow at
Ferndale
(ft3 =s
13620
15482
15690
16602
19696
29269
29546
29815
44340
46471
48407
56651

Flow at
Deming
ft3 =s
15405
17331
17288
19272
27678
40218
35348
39588
50497
52771
55484
62950

The data in Table J{1 were tted with a two-segment linear spline using least-squares with an
assumed heteroscedastic disturbance term. Traditional, or ordinary least-squares tting, assumes
that the scatter about the presumed true relationship has a variance that is the same at all levels
of the independent variable, the peak ow at Ferndale in this case. This assumption seems awed
in that the scatter should increase with increasing peak ow. For these results the variance of
the scatter about the presumed true relationship was taken as being directly proportional to the
peak ow at Ferndale. See Johnston (1972) for details on least-squares tting with heteroscedastic
disturbance term and Franz(2003) for an outline of least-squares tting with linear splines.
Figure J{1 gives the results of this analysis. The lines labeled: 2 limits, give the region
of points that fall within two standard deviations of the tted relationship assuming a normal
distribution of the scatter. The sample size is small so that these limits are approximate at best.
However, they give some insight into the relationship and indicate that the scatter inferred from
the data is small. As additional points are added the scatter can be expected to increase.
One problem with the t is that the observed data available for this analysis has a gap between
about 20; 000ft3 =s and 30; 000ft3 =s at Ferndale. The interior breakpoint for the linear spline was
placed near the boundary between ows without over ow at Everson and ows with an over ow at
Everson, in the belief that the apparent break in slope should take place at that peak- ow level.
However, pure minimization of the least-squares criterion yields a breakpoint at a somewhat lower
value. This is shown in Figure J{2.
The location of the middle breakpoint falls in the interval with no data, that is, between about
20,000 ft3 =s and 30,000 ft3 =s at Ferndale. Although this t is slightly better in terms of the
least-squares t criterion, it seems to place the breakpoint at an unreasonable location. If there is
a break in slope, and the data suggest that there is, then it seems more reasonable to place this
breakpoint near the ow level at which over ow near Everson begins. That being said, the slope
after the breakpoint is unexpected. It would seem that initiation of over ows would require that
J{3
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Figure J{1: Peak Flow Relationship: Deming given Ferndale
the ow at Deming, for a given ow at Ferndale should increase more rapidly than when over ows
are not present. Thus we would expect the slope of the second segment of the linear spline to be
larger than the slope of the rst segment. but the results of the t show the opposite result. When
no over ow occurs, the slope is about 1.5, showing that the peak ow at Deming must increase by
1.5 ft3 =s to yield an increase of 1.0 ft3 =s at Ferndale. These ows are all within bank. At a ow
of about 30,000 ft3 =s at Ferndale and 40,000 ft3 =s at Deming, over ow begins near Everson. This
over ow increases rapidly with increases in ow.
These over ows are present throughout the second segment of the linear spline t in Figure J{1.
The slope of this segment is about 0.85 showing that each increase of 1.0 ft3 =s at Ferndale requires
an increase of 0.85 ft3 =s at Deming, and this when the over ow near Everson is increasing rapidly!
One complicating factor is the signi cance of tributary in ows and storage and movement of water
in the extensive ood plains of the Nooksack. Typically the ows over levees and high ground begin
to occur at about the same ow levels as over ow at Everson. There is also a considerable gap both
above and below the point of over ow initiation at Everson. The recent oods of late 2003 appear
to fall in these intervals, at least with the provisional peak- ow values that are available. Any nal
results will require careful examination of this unexpected behavior. However, the purpose of this
appendix is to outline the approach and show an example results, even if they are of a preliminary
nature.
Estimating Annual Peak-Flows at Deming Table J{2 shows the estimated annual peak ows at
Ferndale and those estimated at Deming from Ferndale using the relationship shown in Figure J{1.
These are ranked from largest to smallest. Note the observed annual peak- ow series at Ferndale
is used. The relationship in Figure J{1 was based on the simulated results for some of these peak
J{4
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Figure J{2: Peak Flow Relationship: Deming given Ferndale-Revised
ows but the di erences are small.
The period of record used was 1948{2004 with 2003 excluded since no peak ow was readily
available for that year. The 2004 peak is provisional. This gave 55 peaks in the sample.
The peaks shown in Table J{2 for Deming were tted with a Log-Pearson Type 3 (LP3)
probability distribution following the guidelines in Bulletin 17B. That is, the estimated peaks at
Deming were treated as if they were from an observed series. No tests for outliers were made. Past
analyses have treated some peaks at Ferndale as outliers but that seems invalid since the population
of peak ows there is clearly a mixed population. However, the traditional analysis was done at
Ferndale as well to provide a basis for comparison with the derived distribution developed here.
In future work the software package created by the USGS will be used for the frequency analysis.
The details of these computations are not displayed here and the results of the frequency analyses
of these two series are presented below.
Peak Flow at Ferndale given Peak Flow at Deming This relationship is required to translate the
selected return-period ows (100-year peak, 200-year peak, etc.) at Deming to Ferndale. In order
to make this translation the hydrograph at Deming was in ated to a peak ow of 75553 ft3 =s and
the unsteady- ow model was used to estimate the peak at Ferndale as 62619 ft3 =s. The tributary
ows remained at their 1990 level in this simulation. This point was then combined with point
number 12 in Table J{1 to extrapolate to higher ow levels so that the 500-year ow at Deming
could be translated to Ferndale. A relationship between the peak ow at Deming and the peak
ow at Everson Main Street was also used. This latter relationship proved to be linear within a
deviation of a fraction of one percent for the larger over ows. This process of extending the results
J{5

TABLE J{2: Annual Flood Peaks at Ferndale and Deming
Peak at
Ferndale
(ft3 =s
57000
55000
47800
47200
46700
41600
41500
39900
38100
38100
36400
36000
35000
34200
30800
30300
30200
29900
29700
28100
27500
27200
26000
24800
24800
24600
23900
23900

Peak at
Deming
ft3 =s
62429
60705
54496
53978
53547
49149
49063
47683
46131
46131
44665
44320
43457
42767
39835
39404
39318
39059
38887
36788
35895
35449
33664
31879
31879
31582
30540
30540

Peak at
Ferndale
(ft3 =s
23300
23000
22200
22000
21800
21700
21400
21000
20800
20700
20600
20000
19300
19000
18800
18800
18500
18500
18300
18300
18100
17700
17600
17500
17300
16300
14300

Peak at
Deming
ft3 =s
29648
29202
28012
27714
27417
27268
26822
26227
25929
25780
25632
24739
23698
23252
22954
22954
22507
22507
22210
22210
21913
21318
21169
21020
20723
19235
16260

to higher ows did not include any additional points of over ow near Everson. At least one new
location of potential over ow to Canada has been identi ed in a preliminary review. In future
work this point must be described and added to the model so that the upper range of ows can
be represented properly. The resulting set of expanded ows at Ferndale, and Deming were then
tted with a three segment linear spline with results shown in Figure J{3. The narrow band shown
by the limits for two standard deviations are the result of the added points in the third segment of
the linear spline. These bounds are not that meaningful in this context because the sample is not
random.
The third segment of the linear spline shows the e ect of the increasing over ow at Everson.
As additional data and analysis are done, the number of segments and the breakpoint locations
will shift. However, for current purposes this relationship is adequate.
Flood Frequency Results Figure J{4 shows the outcomes for the various frequency analyses.
The upper-most line in this gure is for the distribution of ood peaks at Deming from Table J{2.
The solid line in the gure shows the results of tting an LP3 to the observed peaks at Ferndale.
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Figure J{3: Peak Flow Relationship: Ferndale given Deming
The horizontal axis of Figure J{4 has been computed so that this line is straight. The points
labeled Ferndale Peaks are the observed peak ows at Ferndale plotted at their Weibull plotting
position. The heavy dashed line, labelled Derived-Ferndale, is the distribution of ood peaks at
Ferndale derived from the LP3 t at Deming and Figure J{3. This method of derivation treats
the relationship in Figure J{3 as being exact, that is, having no scatter. A detailed computation
assuming a normally distributed scatter about the tted line using concepts from probability theory, found results that di ered by a small fraction of one-percent from those shown here. These
di erences were much smaller than could be shown on Figure J{4. Thus treating the relationship
as being exact, when it is not, introduces negligible error, at least when compared to a normally
distributed scatter about the tted line.
The lower-most line in the gure gives the distribution of ood peaks at Everson Main Street.
This was derived by tting a linear spline to all available peak ows at Main Street given as a
function of the peak ow at Deming.
The derived distribution for Ferndale di ers from the LP3 t at Ferndale for the larger returnperiod ows and this was the expected result. These preliminary results show the deviation starting
at about the 50-year return period with a clear trend to smaller ows. This re ects the e ect of
the ever increasing over ows at Everson as the return period increases. These results show that
extrapolation of the LP3 t to the peak ows at Ferndale is invalid. Such extrapolation ignores the
strong e ect of the over ow to Canada at Everson.

Conclusions

These example results show that this approach has the potential for providing consistent results
at the three locations. The key to these results is the de nition of the relationships between the peak
J{7
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Figure J{4: Flood Frequency Results at Ferndale, Deming, and Everson
ows at Deming, Everson Main Street, and Ferndale for the full range of ows. The relationship
de ned here has some unexpected variation that needs to be studied in greater detail in future
work. The additional peak ows from recent oods appear, at least with their provisional values,
to fall into the range that has no peaks in these relationships. Ad Hoc observations of these recent
oods also suggest that the tributary in ows may have played a greater role than in some of the
earlier oods. Consequently future work will be using the additional years of tributary stream ow
data to review and adjust the ow estimates for the tributaries.
However, even with the diculty of de ning the peak ow relationship, this method is perhaps
the only way that we can de ne useful frequency estimates at Deming, given the large potential
errors in peak ow estimates from the gaged record. Also extrapolation to large return periods at
Ferndale must include the e ect of the large over ows to Canada near Everson. Thus this method
is the only feasible approach to ood frequency estimates at these locations given the realities of
the available data and level of e ort.
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